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Abstract

In the past two decades, we have seen an unprecedented rise in unlicensed wireless de-

vices and applications of wireless technology. To meet various application constraints, we

continually customize the radios and their protocols to the application domain which has led

to significant diversity in spectrum use. Unfortunately, this diversity (coupled with increased

demand) complicates spectrum sharing, exacerbates interference, and as a result: reduces

network performance and capacity. The introduction of the “white spaces” to address the

increasing demand for spectrum further complicates this problem. Now, unlicensed devices

must also adhere to strict regulations against interference on spectrum primaries, i.e., licensed

devices in these bands.

In an attempt to address diversity between devices in unlicensed spectrum, our com-

munity has focused on developing coexistence techniques, i.e., modifications to the radios

and protocols to reduce interference between two specific technologies when operating in the

same band. This general approach, however, requires N2 solutions, that are rarely deployed

and often short-lived due to rapid changes in unlicensed technologies. To address diversity

with spectrum primaries in the white spaces, spectrum management approaches are being

enforced that are effective but extremely spectrum inefficient, threatening the very the goal

of the white spaces: additional spectrum.

In this dissertation, we explore alternative approaches. We argue that spectrum manage-

ment can be a better long-term solution to address diversity between technologies sharing

unlicensed spectrum, whereas coexistence techniques can provide spectrum-efficient solutions

to protect spectrum primaries. However, one cannot simply apply white space spectrum man-

agement techniques to unlicensed spectrum due to a lack of information and algorithms that

support the high degree of unlicensed technologies. Similarly, traditional coexistence tech-

niques between unlicensed devices do not meet strict zero-interference policies to be applied

to spectrum primaries.

To overcome these challenges and provide more efficient and long term solutions to inter-

ference between heterogeneous technologies, we make three key contributions in this disser-

tation. First, we introduce a novel system on the smartphone which allows it to collect the

necessary information about heterogeneous wireless technologies towards proper spectrum

management between unlicensed devices. Using this information, we then introduce an effi-

cient and effective spectrum assignment model and algorithm, capable of supporting various

unlicensed technologies (even as they evolve). Finally, we switch our focus to the white spaces

and show how spectrum management is spectrum inefficient to be effective, and introduce

a novel coexistence protocol between unlicensed devices and spectrum primaries that allows

spectrum-efficient interference-free coexistence.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the past two decades, we have seen a transition in the use of the unlicensed wireless

spectrum from being underutilized by a few dominant technologies technologies (e.g., Wi-

Fi), to being over-utilized by many competing and heterogeneous technologies (now many

protocols and devices using the same spectrum). Behind this trend are several key factors that

are important to this dissertation. First, there is an increasing number of unlicensed wireless

devices and applications for wireless technology. This trend continues to strain spectrum

availability. As put by the wireless association, the CTIA:

“... devices are then developed to take advantage of next generation networks,

application and content developers then create new content to take advantage of

new capabilities, and ultimately, consumers demand more. It’s a cycle that never

ends as long as spectrum is available.” [1]

Second, to meet the specific needs and constraints of each application domain for wireless

technology, we are catering the radios and their protocols to the application domain. This is

the primary driver of heterogeneous technologies where varying application constraints (e.g.,

in latency, bandwidth, or reliability) has led to the development of a number of wireless

protocols. ZigBee, 802.11, Bluetooth, DECT, and Z-Wave are just a few examples wireless

protocols used in spectrum bands with unlicensed access, that are designed to address the

constraints of different types of applications [2,3,4,5,6]. Further meshing these unlicensed

devices and protocols with others in the spectrum, the FCC made a historic ruling in 2008

that allows “white space” spectrum access in licensed (but idle) parts of the spectrum where

these secondary (unlicensed) devices operate around FM microphones, TVBD broadcasts,

and potentially many other licensed devices and protocols in the future.

This increasing demand on the spectrum from such a diverse set of devices and wireless

technologies (both unlicensed and licensed), has created 2 first-order problems in current

and future access of the wireless spectrum:
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1. General Heterogeneous Interference: The sharing of any broadcast medium is based

on the ability for the endpoints to coordinate and detect when the medium is idle. In

historically homogeneous environments, this was guaranteed by a common or dominant

PHY and MAC. However, this most basic principal of the wireless medium breaks

down in current environments with a high degree of heterogeneous technologies, where

diversity in the PHY and MAC affects devices’ ability to coordinate and properly sense

the medium. As a result, significant amounts of cross-technology interference have

been observed [7,8]. This general problem of heterogeneity is, in particular, a problem

between unlicensed devices whose protocols and standards evolve quickly. Being able

to overcome cross-technology interference with a long-term and robust solution, despite

this quick evolution, is a critical challenge.

2. Efficient Interference Avoidance with Spectrum Primaries: Spectrum bands with white

space access create new challenges in interference avoidance. In particular, with licensed

users (i.e., the spectrum primaries) that are also diverse in their technologies and have

strict rules prohibiting any interference generated on them. Given that the goal of the

white spaces is to provide additional spectrum, the mechanisms to avoid interference

with the primaries should be spectrum-efficient. That is, they should be designed to

allow the secondary (i.e., unlicensed) devices to use as much spectrum around the

primaries as possible without interfering with them.

In this dissertation, we address these two first-order challenges. By doing so, we show

the potential to significantly reduce cross-technology interference and improve spectrum effi-

ciency. At the center of this dissertation, we argue that a long term solution to the general

problem of heterogeneity in unlicensed bands is not through the development coexistence tech-

niques. These techniques are often short-lived and rarely deployed due to rapid changes in the

technologies of unlicensed devices. Instead, we argue that better heterogeneous monitoring

and spectrum management are the keys to addressing the problem of general heterogeneity.

To the contrary, we argue that coexistence techniques are better suited for dealing with the

coexistence between primaries and secondaries in the white spaces. Licensed devices rarely

evolve (if ever), making their signals predictable and coexistence techniques longer-lived and

more highly spectrum efficient for the white spaces. Towards these goals, this dissertation

provides two case studies that provide positive results which support these claims: one in the

TV white spaces where a coexistence technique is shown to provide a more spectrum-efficient

solution than current spectrum management based regulations, and one in the unlicensed

bands where we show spectrum management can provide an effective single solution to gen-

eral heterogeneity in home environments (where diversity is significantly high).

1.1 Spectrum Bands, Technologies, and Access Schemes

Before we discuss the problem this dissertation addresses in more detail, it is important to

first have an understanding of the use of unlicensed and white space spectrum bands, as well
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Figure 1.1: A map of the wireless spectrum from 3KHz to 300GHz. The map shows which

bands are licensed to which entities, and we highlight examples of spectrum bands with unlicensed

access, and white space access.

as the regulations, trends, and access schemes that lead to the 2 first-order problems we have

described.

In the remainder of this section, we first describe the two primary types of spectrum

bands that are the focus of this dissertation: 1) Spectrum bands with unlicensed access, and

2) White space spectrum bands, and in particular: TV white spaces. Then, we describe the

technologies and access schemes used by devices that access the spectrum. Understanding

the diversity between these technologies and access schemes is critical to understanding the

interference created as a result, the main problem this dissertation.

1.1.1 Spectrum Bands with Unlicensed Access

There are many different fragments of spectrum that are permitted access from unlicensed

devices, as shown with a few examples in Figure 1.1. These bands, and in particular the
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ISM bands (e.g., at 900MHz, 2.4GHz, and 5GHz), contains the majority of wireless network

traffic from unlicensed technologies today [9]. Wi-Fi, ZigBee, Bluetooth, NFC, and many

other common technologies utilize these bands due to their availability of spectrum, lax set

of rules, and relatively good propagation qualities (e.g., at 2.4GHz and 5GHz).

Spectrum Details: There are several bands with unlicensed access highlighted in Fig-

ure 1.1. The lower frequencies around 13.6 MHz are commonly used by RFID and NFC,

whereas the higher frequencies support the majority of the unlicensed networking equipment.

Wi-Fi, ZigBee, Bluetooth and many others operate in 2.4 GHz, in addition to dual-band

Wi-Fi devices operating in 5 GHz where they can avoid high levels of interference in 2.4

GHz due to crowding and heterogeneity. The 60 GHz “extremely high frequency” bands are

typically used for high-bandwidth applications where the radios involved can be assumed to

have line-of-sight, since signals at this frequency typically will not penetrate walls. Current

applications for 60 GHz frequencies, for example, have been to augment data center racks

with high throughput wireless links [10,11] and wireless HD/HDMI [12].

In this dissertation, the focus of our work is in the 2.4 GHz, and 5 GHz ISM bands where

heterogeneity and interference are high. 60 GHz currently has few deployed applications,

and receives little interference due to signals in this band being unable to pass through walls

and being predominately line of sight. The 13.6 MHz ISM band is low in bandwidth and

heterogeneity, dominated by RFID and NFC which are compatible technologies.

Rules and Regulations: Within the United States, unlicensed devices operate under

the FCC Part 15 rules of Title 47 [13]. Unlike licensed transmitters where the FCC guarantees

freedom from harmful interference, unlicensed devices are granted no protective rights. In

particular, unlicensed devices operating under Part 15 rules cannot cause interference on any

licensed devices within range, and must accept all interference from other sources (licensed

and unlicensed). Additional cardinal rules include: a maximum transmission output power of

1 watt (30 dBm) at the antenna, ceasing of operation if notified by the FCC of interference,

and all equipment must be certified and shown to comply with FCC standards before it is

marketed [14]. Note that, importantly, there are no rules that regulate how, when, and for

how long the radios can access the spectrum i.e., there are no general rules that regulate the

protocols used by the radios.

Trends: There are several important trends in the use of spectrum bands with unli-

censed access that are important to this thesis. Historically, these bands have served the

majority of unlicensed technologies and their demand. Today, nearly every wireless device

that consumers own has at least 1 radio that operates in the 2.4GHz and 5GHz bands. Cell

phones, laptops, gaming controllers, cordless phones, and wireless headsets are just a few

examples. Given the increasing number of applications and demand on the spectrum, many

of these heterogeneous (and incompatible) technologies have been forced to share channels

in these bands, exacerbating interference [7,8,15,16]. Addressing these trends and concerns

has become of critical importance moving forward in the wireless spectrum since it is likely

demand and density will continue increasing. Mitigating interference between these many

unlicensed heterogeneous technologies is a primary focus of this dissertation.
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1.1.2 White Space Spectrum Bands

Addressing the “impending spectrum crisis” and the growing demand for spectrum (e.g., in

the ISM bands), has become a critical challenge moving forward, as we have discussed. To

keep up with this demand, many have petitioned the FCC to simply “unlicense” additional

spectrum, e.g., the CTIA in petitioning the FCC to free up an additional 800 MHz over

the next 6 years to address these concerns [1]. While one might think that there should be

additional spectrum in the 300 GHz pictured in Figure 1.1, all of the spectrum shown in the

figure has already been licensed.

Understanding the need for additional spectrum, yet a lack of “free spectrum,” the FCC

made a historic ruling in 2008 that allows “secondary” devices (i.e., the non-licensed users) to

access licensed (but idle) spectrum for the first time in history [17,18,19,20]. This spectrum

exists in the TV broadcast bands (highlighted in Figure 1.1), and provides up to an additional

180 MHz with 4x the range compared to 2.4 GHz due to the different propagation charac-

teristics at the lower frequencies. The transition from analogue to digital TV broadcasts not

only quelled concerns around low quality video and audio broadcasts, but it also addressed

the concern about inefficient analogue broadcasts. That is, the digital conversion introduced

higher quality video while using less spectrum. The FCC saw this as an opportunity to open

up additional spectrum in the “white spaces” or idle gaps in-between digital TV broadcasts.

This “white space” style of spectrum access introduces many new challenges, however [21].

Secondary devices now need to locate the idle parts of the spectrum, which are dependent on

their particular location in the US, and avoid parts of the spectrum being occupied by the

TV broadcasts and another licensed user in the spectrum: wireless microphones. This means

that unlicensed devices in this spectrum not only have to worry about interference from each

other, but also about strict rules against creating interference on primary users, as we briefly

discuss below.

Spectrum Details: The TV band spectrum that the FCC has allowed unlicensed devices

to access through their ruling is in the upper UHF TV band from 512 - 698 MHz, highlighted

in Figure 1.1. This band can provide up to 180 MHz of additional spectrum, subject to

the active TV broadcasts and wireless microphones within range of the particular unlicensed

white space device (WSD). This spectrum is broken up in to 30 channels, each 6 MHz wide,

with one of these channels being restricted from unlicensed access.

Rules and Regulations: Since the initial announcement of the TV white spaces, many

rules and regulations have been both introduced and changed. With the TV white spaces

being the first band of their type, it is expected that changes will continue to be made to

ensure safe usage around spectrum primaries, and to ensure unlicensed devices can capably

and practically access the spectrum. We summarize the rules that are important to this

thesis below, and refer the reader to the rulings for a more complete view [17,18,19,20].

The particular white space rules that pertain to this dissertation revolve around unli-

censed devices operating in the spectrum without interfering with the spectrum primaries.

Ultimately, secondary devices can create absolutely zero interference on the spectrum pri-

maries. In the FCC’s original ruling, unlicensed white space devices (WSDs) need to sense
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for active TV broadcasts and wireless microphones in the spectrum and avoid channels with

either present [18,19]. Due to complexity and inaccuracies involved in sensing, however, peti-

tions were received from many manufacturers against sensing requirements [20]. Instead, to

provide protection, it was proposed that WSDs could access a database using their known lo-

cation and query for active TV broadcasts and wireless microphones within range to perform

spectrum management and avoid interference with primary users [22]. The known and stable

locations of TV broadcast antennas would be used by the database in conjunction with the

WSD’s location to estimate if it is within range. Likewise, microphones register their location

with the database. After testbeds and experimental results showed that the database could

provide complete protection [22,23], the FCC dropped the sensing requirement in favor of a

database in the Second Order [20]. In addition to this change, microphones have two reserved

channels, yet are still allowed to operate in all possible channels.

Trends: Given the recent change in rulings towards a database approach, there have also

been many proposed, and several accepted, FCC registered databases i.e., officially accepted

for WSD usage [22,24,25]. Additionally, there is movement in the market to treat the spec-

trum as capable of housing “Super Wi-Fi” i.e., networks that provide connectivity like Wi-Fi

with further range due to the lower frequencies of the TV bands [21,26,27,28]. If successful,

we could see many wideband WSD in the spectrum that need to ensure interference-free

avoidance or coexistence with the spectrum primaries. While early uses of the spectrum may

be dominated by a few protocols, as new technology is developed to use the white space,

a higher degree of heterogeneity is expected over time. This behavior was seen in the ISM

bands, which was dominated early on by 802.11 traffic, but is now used by many technologies.

1.1.3 Wireless Technologies and Spectrum Access Schemes

Just like any broadcast medium, efficient and interference-free access of the wireless spectrum

depends on proper coordination of its participants (i.e., radios) within range.

Application Layer

Network Layers

Media Access Control
Layer (MAC)

Physical Layer (PHY)

Physical Medium
(Wireless Spectrum)

Figure 1.2: Layers in the

wireless networking stack.

Improper coordination can lead to two or more radios accessing

the medium at the same time, causing a collision and failure in

communication. Here, we describe the common and dominant

access control schemes used in the bands that are important to

this thesis.

Basics of Communication and Coordination: Refer-

ring the reader to the wireless networking stack shown in Fig-

ure 1.2, communication is implemented at the physical (PHY)

layer which allows to radios to communicate directly through

modulation schemes (analog or digital). Two radios must share

the same physical layer (i.e., modulation) to directly commu-

nicate with each other. The MAC layer coordinates control

of the medium, often establishing coordination between radios

via information from the PHY layer. Commonly, the PHY will
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Figure 1.3: Common types of spectrum coordination/access used by unlicensed devices in the

spectrum bands we consider in this dissertation.

decode transmissions (e.g., in to packets) that allow nearby radios to establish coordination.

Additionally the PHY can provide analog information about the medium (e.g., the current

level of power in it) that can be used to coordinate spectrum access.

Common Coordination Schemes: Based on the information provided by the PHY,

there are several common coordination schemes that MAC layers implement. These schemes

do not only address coordination, but their differences are also meant to handle different

styles of traffic (e.g., bursty vs. continuous) and latency of the communication. We highlight

a few of these schemes in Figure 1.3.

• CSMA: The basic principle of CSMA is to “listen before you talk,” as illustrated by

the 4 user example in Figure 1.3. This is a distributed means of coordination, allowing

a radio to transmit only when it needs to (suitable for bursty application traffic), and

only when there is no other active transmission in range (i.e., it is distributed). The

“listening” done before each transmission typically happens in 2 ways: 1) Through

analog power-based sensing, and 2) Through digital announcements of a transmission.

The power-based method allows coordination between radios when they are within

range yet do not share the same physical layer (i.e., modulation). The digital method

is more robust in prevent deferral to spurious RF interference (e.g., from a microwave),

but requires direct coordination. CSMA-based networks use one, and sometimes both,

of these methods. Collisions can still occur in CSMA. For example, if two transmitters

are out of range of sensing each other, but their receivers are within interference range

of the opposing transmitter (i.e., hidden terminals). Additionally, when two or more

radios sense an idle medium at the same time and begin to transmit, therefore random

back-off before access is typically introduce which also improves fairness [29].

• TDMA: Illustrated in Figure 1.3, TDMA divides access to the spectrum in to pre-defined

and fixed length time slots, allowing each user alternating access to the spectrum one

after another in to these slots. Users alternate turns, and one series of transmissions
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from each user is referred to a round. Time slots in TDMA-networks are typically

short, e.g., on the order of microseconds, to bound the delay any single user has in

accessing the medium. To establish the slots, synchronization, and ordering, one user

is typically denoted a master by which all other users synchronize a logical clock to

establish the beginning of rounds and slots. The benefit of TDMA over CSMA is that it

avoids collisions between radios within a given network since access to the spectrum is

broken in to pre-defined slots that are globally coordinated to the radios in the network.

To contrast to CSMA, since time access is broken in to pre-defined slots and rounds, a

bound on the latency any single radio has to access the spectrum can be made. This can

provide guarantees of low latency in spectrum access (with small slot times), making

TDMA a common protocol for providing wireless voice communication [30].

• TDMA + Frequency Hopping : Finally, frequency hopping is another common access

scheme used in conjunction with TDMA. Radios coordinate a set of frequencies that

are acceptable for use and quickly hop across these frequencies using a pre-established

pseudo-random sequence. The scheme can ensure that narrow and high levels of inter-

ference in the spectrum do not adversely affect performance. The network may briefly

hop into a part of the spectrum with high interference, but will quickly hop out of it.

1.2 The Problem: Heterogeneity breaking spectrum sharing

What should be clear from our overview of the spectrum and access schemes is that coordina-

tion between radios relies on shared MAC and PHY properties. Fundamentally, these layers

are meant to work together across radios sharing the same frequencies by detecting when the

medium is free before transmitting (e.g., by sensing), and/or by announcing that a radio will

take control of it at a given time for a certain period (e.g., digitally). These principles ensure

proper and efficient coordination of the wireless spectrum, and prevent two or more users

from accessing the medium at the same time.

Today, diverse protocols and radios are being developed without these principles in mind

which leads to the problem of interference between heterogeneous technologies. Instead of

ensuring proper coordination of the spectrum, these layers are being customized on a per-

application basis to improve performance. Diverse PHY layers vary the communication ro-

bustness and bitrate, differing MAC layers consider the application’s traffic (e.g., CSMA –

bursty, TDMA – continuous), while different spectral bandwidths and transmission powers are

used to achieve the needed throughput and power constraints. Although this per-application

optimization shows benefits in the short term (e.g., when spectrum utilization and hetero-

geneity are low), it is destructive in the long term as the numbers of applications, protocols,

and spectrum utilization increase – exacerbating interference from a lack of coordination.

In fact, this destructive trend and behavior has been observed and advised against in

other fields (e.g., in economics and ecology), referring to it as the tragedy of the commons:
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose Airshark—a system that detects
multiple non-WiFi RF devices in real-time and using only
commodity WiFi hardware. To motivate the need for
systems like Airshark, we start with measurement study
that characterizes the usage and prevalence of non-WiFi
devices across many locations. We then present the design and
implementation of Airshark. Airshark extracts unique features
using the functionality provided by a WiFi card to detect
multiple non-WiFi devices including fixed frequency devices
(e.g., ZigBee, analog cordless phone), frequency hoppers
(e.g., Bluetooth, game controllers like Xbox), and broadband
interferers (e.g., microwave ovens). Airshark has an average
detection accuracy of 91�96%, even in the presence of
multiple simultaneously active RF devices operating at a
wide range of signal strengths (�80 to �30 dBm), while
maintaining a low false positive rate. Through a deployment
in two production WLANs, we show that Airshark can be
a useful tool to the WLAN administrators in understanding
non-WiFi interference.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]: Wireless
Communication

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Measurement, Performance

Keywords
WiFi, 802.11, Spectrum, Non-WiFi, RF Device Detection,
Interference, Wireless Network Monitoring

1. INTRODUCTION
The unlicensed wireless spectrum continues to be home

for a large range of devices. Examples include cordless
phones, Bluetooth headsets, various types of audio and video
transmitters (security cameras and baby monitors), wireless
game controllers (Xbox and Wii), various ZigBee devices (e.g.,
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were taken at a dorm-style apartment (location L16, dataset §2)
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for lighting and HVAC controls), even microwave ovens, and
the widely deployed WiFi Access Points (APs) and clients.
Numerous anecdotal studies have demonstrated that links
using WiFi, which is a dominant communication technology
in this spectrum, are often affected by interference from all of
these different transmitters in the environment. In Figure 1,
we present results from our own experiments where a single,
good quality WiFi link was interfered by different non-WiFi
devices—an analog phone, a Bluetooth device, a videocam,
an Xbox controller, an audio transmitter, a frequency hopping
cordless phone, a microwave, and a ZigBee transmitter—when
placed at different distances from the WiFi link.

The figure shows the normalized UDP throughput under
interference, relative to the un-interfered WiFi link, as a
function of the interfering signal strength from these different
devices. While all of these devices impede WiFi performance
to a certain degree, some of these devices, e.g., the videocam
and the analog phone, can totally disrupt WiFi communication
when they are close enough (� 80% degradation at RSSI
� �70 dBm, and throughput drops to zero in some cases).

Figure 1.4: Heterogeneity can lead to signif-

icant reductions in performance from various

types of devices and protocols.

Audio Track 
Begins

Audible "Pops"  Due to 16us Interference

Figure 1.5: Even minimal heterogeneous in-

terference on spectrum primaries in the white

spaces can lead to notable problems.

Tragedy of the Commons: the depletion of a shared resource by individuals,

acting independently and rationally according to one’s self-interest, despite their

understanding that depleting the common resource is contrary to the group’s long-

term best interests. [31]

Within our discussion, the common resource is the spectrum and interference depletes it

under high utilization and density due to diversity across technologies.

This destructive behavior is already evident. Heterogeneous interference breaking down

spectrum efficiency and application performance has been widely reported across many spec-

trum bands, technologies, and environments (e.g., home and enterprise) [7,8,16,32].

We briefly refer the reader to Figure 1.4 to illustrate the impact of diverse technologies

sharing overlapping channels. The figure shows an 802.11 network’s performance as it comes

within range of networks and devices using other technologies (provided by Rayanchu et

al. [7]). As the interfering technologies are moved closer to the 802.11 network (towards

the right on the x-axis), the 802.11 network’s throughput can drop far below its fair share,

potentially down to a complete loss (depending on the opposing device). Considering 802.11

as the interferer, it has been shown to increase the loss rates of Bluetooth and ZigBee to

40-90% [16,33]. Of course, heterogeneous interference is not limited to the ISM band. In

Figure 1.5 we show the impact that heterogeneous devices can have on white space primary

users: wireless microphones. Even a data packet as short as 16µs will cause audible pops

in an audio recording from the microphone. This interference on the spectrum primary, no

matter how small, is strictly against FCC regulation.

The interference highlighted in Figures 1.4 and 1.5 are created by various different types

of conflicts driven by diversity. Understanding these technologies and the various types of

conflicts they create sis important to this dissertation. In the remainder of this section, we

provide details of unlicensed technologies relevant to coordination and interference avoidance.
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Figure 1.6: Taxonomy of protocols/devices in the unlicensed bands & their modulation schemes.

Heterogeneous

Conflict Classification Conflict Description

MAC Conflict

• Incompatible access techniques (e.g., CSMA vs. TDMA)

• Incompatible sensing of the carrier (e.g., digital vs. power-based)

• Varying techniques to determine time-based sharing schedules

PHY Conflict

• Incompatible modulation, preventing digital coordination

• Varying transmission powers causing asymmetric hidden terminals

• Differing spectrum usage (e.g., bandwidth), that can also vary spectral power

Table 1.1: A summary of common heterogeneous conflict types, broken down by MAC & PHY.

1.2.1 Conflicts created by heterogeneous technologies

The types of conflicts that two heterogeneous technologies can experience can be classified

in to two main categories: heterogeneous MAC conflict, or heterogeneous PHY conflict. We

summarize these categories and conflicts within them in Table 1.1 and describe the conflicts

in detail below.

Heterogeneous MAC Conflicts: Starting at the MAC layer, the most basic conflict

is from incompatible media access techniques. That is, for example, a network that assumes

all radios have coordinated time-division based access, while sharing the spectrum with an-

other network that assumes all radios will sense the medium before they transmit. This is in

addition to operating with wireless devices that have no MAC at all, i.e., they continuously

transmit without using a coordination mechanism. As a result of this type of conflict, stud-

ies have shown significant interference between CSMA and TDMA networks (e.g., 60-70%

between 802.11 and Bluetooth [33]), particularly when a frequency hopping TDMA network

hops in to the active frequency of a CSMA network. The impact of conflicts that include

devices with no MAC have been shown to be even more severe. For example, Figure 1.7
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Figure 2—Characteristics of High Power Interferers in the ISM Band.

Since these devices continuously transmit, the channel is never free.
Thus, an 802.11n node that carrier senses the medium never gets the
opportunity to transmit. Furthermore, since the phone transmits at
about 25 mW [12], which is comparable to an 802.11 laptop, its
interference continues even at distances as far as 90 feet.

The phone’s spectrogram depicted in Fig. 2(a3) shows that the
phone occupies about a 3-4 MHz wide band. Typically, the phone
picks one channel out of 35 radio channels in the 2.407-2.478 GHz
range. It stays on that channel as long as it does not experience
persistent interference.

2.2 Baby Monitor

We experiment with the C-501 wireless monitoring toolkit,
which has two units: a 2.4 GHz wireless camera that supports up
to 4 different channels (i.e., 2.414 GHz, 2.432 GHz, 2.450 GHz
and 2.468 GHz), and a wireless video receiver. For every interferer
location, we measure the 802.11n throughput with the camera ON
and OFF, and plot the results in Fig. 2(b1). The figure shows that the
802.11n client and AP could not establish a connection and, hence,
could not exchange any packets for all tested locations.

We plot the time and frequency profile of the camera in Fig. 2(b2)
and Fig. 2(b3). The frequency profile shows that the baby monitor
occupies a relatively wide channel of 16 MHz. Further, the time
profile shows that the camera transmits continuously, thus hogging
the medium completely. These observations, compounded with the
fact that the camera transmits at a fairly high power of 200 mW [2],
explain the inability of 802.11n to obtain any throughput.

2.3 Microwave Ovens

We use the SHARP R-310CWmicrowave oven. Fig. 2(c1) shows
the observed 802.11n average throughput for different placements

of the microwave. The figure shows that when the microwave is one
foot away (in location 1), 802.11n suffers a throughput reduction of
90%. The 802.11n throughput improves as the microwave is moved
away from the AP and its client, and the throughput loss decreases
to 35% at the farthest location from the 802.11 client.

To understand this behavior, we plot the microwave’s power pro-
file over time in Fig. 2(b2). The figure shows that the microwave
exhibits a periodic ON-OFF pattern, where an ON period lasts for
about 10 ms and an OFF period lasts for 6 ms. In addition, the
microwave also exhibits a continuous low interference, as evident
from the 10 dB increase in the noise level after the microwave
was turned on. The microwave time profile explains its impact on
802.11n. Specifically, at distant locations in our testbed, 802.11n
transmits during the OFF periods but refrains from transmitting dur-
ing the ON periods because it senses the medium as occupied. As
a result, the throughput loss in such locations is about 35%. In con-
trast, at close distances, the 10 dB increase in the noise level gener-
ated by the microwave creates substantial interference for 802.11n
causing most packets to be dropped even during the OFF periods.

2.4 Frequency Hopping Bluetooth

Finally, we evaluate the interference generated by Bluetooth de-
vices. Bluetooth uses frequency hopping across a 79 MHz band in
the 2.402-2.480 GHz range, occupying 1 MHz at any point in time.
The most common devices use class 2 Bluetooth which transmits at
a relatively low power of 2.5 mW [5].

For each interferer location, we transfer a 100 MB file between
two Google Nexus One phones. We plot in Fig. 3 the throughput
obtained by our 802.11n devices, in the presence and absence of the
Bluetooth traffic. The figure shows that except in location 1, which
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Since these devices continuously transmit, the channel is never free.
Thus, an 802.11n node that carrier senses the medium never gets the
opportunity to transmit. Furthermore, since the phone transmits at
about 25 mW [12], which is comparable to an 802.11 laptop, its
interference continues even at distances as far as 90 feet.

The phone’s spectrogram depicted in Fig. 2(a3) shows that the
phone occupies about a 3-4 MHz wide band. Typically, the phone
picks one channel out of 35 radio channels in the 2.407-2.478 GHz
range. It stays on that channel as long as it does not experience
persistent interference.

2.2 Baby Monitor

We experiment with the C-501 wireless monitoring toolkit,
which has two units: a 2.4 GHz wireless camera that supports up
to 4 different channels (i.e., 2.414 GHz, 2.432 GHz, 2.450 GHz
and 2.468 GHz), and a wireless video receiver. For every interferer
location, we measure the 802.11n throughput with the camera ON
and OFF, and plot the results in Fig. 2(b1). The figure shows that the
802.11n client and AP could not establish a connection and, hence,
could not exchange any packets for all tested locations.

We plot the time and frequency profile of the camera in Fig. 2(b2)
and Fig. 2(b3). The frequency profile shows that the baby monitor
occupies a relatively wide channel of 16 MHz. Further, the time
profile shows that the camera transmits continuously, thus hogging
the medium completely. These observations, compounded with the
fact that the camera transmits at a fairly high power of 200 mW [2],
explain the inability of 802.11n to obtain any throughput.

2.3 Microwave Ovens

We use the SHARP R-310CWmicrowave oven. Fig. 2(c1) shows
the observed 802.11n average throughput for different placements

of the microwave. The figure shows that when the microwave is one
foot away (in location 1), 802.11n suffers a throughput reduction of
90%. The 802.11n throughput improves as the microwave is moved
away from the AP and its client, and the throughput loss decreases
to 35% at the farthest location from the 802.11 client.

To understand this behavior, we plot the microwave’s power pro-
file over time in Fig. 2(b2). The figure shows that the microwave
exhibits a periodic ON-OFF pattern, where an ON period lasts for
about 10 ms and an OFF period lasts for 6 ms. In addition, the
microwave also exhibits a continuous low interference, as evident
from the 10 dB increase in the noise level after the microwave
was turned on. The microwave time profile explains its impact on
802.11n. Specifically, at distant locations in our testbed, 802.11n
transmits during the OFF periods but refrains from transmitting dur-
ing the ON periods because it senses the medium as occupied. As
a result, the throughput loss in such locations is about 35%. In con-
trast, at close distances, the 10 dB increase in the noise level gener-
ated by the microwave creates substantial interference for 802.11n
causing most packets to be dropped even during the OFF periods.

2.4 Frequency Hopping Bluetooth

Finally, we evaluate the interference generated by Bluetooth de-
vices. Bluetooth uses frequency hopping across a 79 MHz band in
the 2.402-2.480 GHz range, occupying 1 MHz at any point in time.
The most common devices use class 2 Bluetooth which transmits at
a relatively low power of 2.5 mW [5].

For each interferer location, we transfer a 100 MB file between
two Google Nexus One phones. We plot in Fig. 3 the throughput
obtained by our 802.11n devices, in the presence and absence of the
Bluetooth traffic. The figure shows that except in location 1, which
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Figure 1.8: The continuous transmission

from the cordless phone causes 802.11 to con-

tinually back off, driving throughput to 0.

shows the spectrum usage of a cordless phone in 2.4 GHz: a continuous transmission with no

back-off or sensing (provided by Gollakota et al. [8]). When the cordless phone is in range of

an 802.11 device, the 802.11 device can continuously back-off, driving throughput to 0 Mbps

(shown in Figure 1.8).

The next two MAC conflict types in Table 1.1 describe conflicts that exist within a

given style of MAC, i.e., between protocols/devices within the same MAC category shown in

Figure 1.6. The first is within CSMA-based standards where the style of sensing conflicts,

commonly digital sensing vs. analog sensing. For example, to prevent the constant back-off

conflict with the cordless phone, 802.11 networks can be configured to use digital sensing, i.e.,

only back-off when they decode a transmission header from another network within range.

Transmissions from the cordless phone would not be decodable, ensuring the 802.11 device

would not back-off to it. While this can prevent the constant back-off conflict, it can create

a conflict where the digital sensing network will not back-off to CSMA networks that use a

different PHY layer. As a result, for example, studies have shown conflicts between 802.11

and ZigBee networks whose transmissions (and headers) are modulated differently, preventing

them from digitally sensing each other [16,34].

TDMA networks that use different scheduling algorithms can, of course, conflict. While

possible, the majority of TDMA-based standards use narrow channels (e.g., 1 MHz wide) and

hop across 100+ MHz of spectrum quickly (on the order of 100s of µs) to avoid conflicting

with each other and CSMA networks. As a result, he probability of two frequency hopping

TDMA networks conflicting is low. While possible, this type is not common in practice and

not a focus in our work.

Heterogeneous PHY Conflicts: At the most basic level, different modulation schemes

prevent digital coordination. Therefore, for example, ZigBee networks cannot digitally coor-

dinate with 802.11 networks (also briefly described in the MAC section). Failure to digitally

coordinate due to differences in PHY layers can even happen within standards. For example,

the different modulations schemes used between 802.11n and legacy 802.11 networks prevents

legacy networks from detecting newer “greenfield” 802.11n pre-ambles, causing interference

due to improper back-off [35].
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Figure 1.9: Asymmetric interference on ZigBee due to differing transmission powers.

The second common heterogeneous PHY conflict is asymmetric hidden terminals. This

conflict is driven by differences in transmission powers across heterogeneous radios. While

many 802.11 radios use similar transmission powers and tune their carrier sense threshold to

these powers, other devices such as ZigBee or Z-Wave devices transmit at much lower powers

due to power constraints (e.g., ZigBee sensors that are battery powered). As a result, this

disparity at the PHY layer can cause the lower power transmitter to back-off to the higher

power one at further distances, but not visa-versa leading to interference. To provide an

example of this, we refer the reader to Figure 1.9 provided by Liang et al. [16]. Their results

show that when the ZigBee transmitter is within close range of the Wi-Fi transmitter (e.g.,

shown at 15ft), the 802.11 transmitter will back-off. However, when the distance is increased

(e.g., to 115ft), the 802.11 transmitter will not back-off, resulting in 40% or higher loss rate.

Note that it may not reach a higher loss rates in the asymmetric scenario because, as the

figure shows, the Wi-Fi signal is still strong at 115ft for the ZigBee network to back off.

Finally, the many different bandwidths used by the many standards creates conflict.

802.11 can use 20 MHz (legacy), 40 or 80 MHz (802.11n), and now up to 160 MHz (802.11ac).

Bluetooth and DECT commonly use 1 MHz channels, ZigBee uses 5 MHz channels, whereas

the analog transmitters can vary (e.g., between 200 KHz and 4 MHz). This creates two key

conflicts: 1) Different bandwidths, even if the same modulation is used, can prevent digital

coordination and sensing, and 2) The differing bandwidths lead to different spectral powers

which complicates basic power-sensing. Sensing for the same amount of power across 20

MHz is different than 40 MHz in terms of spectral density. This often prevents wider band

networks (e.g., 802.11) from backing off to more narrowband networks, e.g., 1 MHz used by

Bluetooth [33].

1.2.2 Will this heterogenous trend continue?

What we have presented are various types of conflicts that degrade performance across het-

erogeneous technologies. It should be clear that, as a community, we understand these many

types of conflicts and what creates them. Therefore, one might ask: can we reverse this
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trend, or will this trend continue? Why does the FCC not recognize this and take action?

In fact, the FCC does recognize it, but has taken a firm stance against rules and regulations

that would force some form of unifying behavior at the PHY or MAC. Unfortunately, they

state that rules and regulations take longer for them to pass and modify than the “Internet

time” by which technology changes [36]. A rule they introduce could prevent a new and

breakthrough technology from being deployed, since it may take a year or more to make it

compliant. This hinders innovation, consumer demand, and the marketplace. Additionally,

there is simply no single PHY or MAC protocol that can satisfy the needs and constraints

of all applications for wireless technology [37]. Going back to the 2 first-order problems we

presented at the beginning of this thesis, these arguments suggest that the first challenge

– increasing heterogeneity between unlicensed devices that quickly evolve – will continue,

leading to the performance degradations we highlighted in Figure 1.4.

Second, as the demand on the spectrum increases through these many applications of

wireless technology, we will continue to look for additional spectrum to meet the growing

demand [1]. With increasing demand on the wireless spectrum, we will likely continue to

take the white space approach to provide additional spectrum to meet this demand [17]. This

means that the second challenge we presented at the beginning of this thesis – heterogeneity

with spectrum primaries – will also continue.

Given: (a) The fundamental trend to support diverse applications with wireless technol-

ogy, (b) The inability to develop a single protocol to meet the needs and constraints of each

application, and (c) The stance by regulation authorities against unifying rules, and their

push for additional spectrum through white space access – we conclude that this movement

is very likely to continue and that new technologies are needed to address heterogeneous in-

terference, which includes both general heterogeneous interference between many unlicensed

devices (that quickly evolve), and heterogeneity in the presence of licensed devices (i.e., spec-

trum primaries with strict rules against interference).

1.3 Proposed Solutions and Their Predominant Application

This on-going trend of heterogeneity and its negative effects has led to many proposed solu-

tions over time. The most common of these solutions can be placed in to 2 main categories:

1) Coexistence techniques, and 2) Spectrum management-based approaches. Below, we pro-

vide a brief overview of these approaches and argue that each is being applied to address the

wrong first-order challenge in addressing heterogeneous technologies. Ultimately, we believe

that the focus of their application in addressing the 2 first-order problems is reversed. This

observation motivates our thesis statement and the research presented in the rest of this

thesis.

Coexistence techniques are pair-wise solutions that address heterogeneous interference

between two heterogeneous technologies sharing a channel. These techniques can allow Tech-

nology A to avoid generating interference on Technology B (e.g., through modifications to A’s
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MAC and/or PHY), as well as allow Technology B to avoid interference from Technology A

through changes to B’s protocols, making both A and B more robust with respect to inter-

ference from the other technology. For example, Liang et al. propose a coexistence technique

that allows ZigBee to become more robust to 802.11 interference, through a modification to

the MAC/PHY where the ZigBee header is transmitted twice with every packet (increasing

probability of reception) [16].

Today, coexistence techniques are the most popular approach in our community in ad-

dressing the general problem of heterogeneity between the many technologies used by un-

licensed devices (first-order challenge 1). For example, proposals between 802.11 and Zig-

Bee [16,38,39], Bluetooth and 802.11 [33,40,41], 802.11 and cordless phones (or baby moni-

tors) [8,42], as well as various other combinations of techniques (e.g., [43,44,45]). Very few

proposals have been made towards solving unlicensed heterogeneity through spectrum man-

agement, and those that have are either Wi-Fi centric, i.e., they only attempt to manage

the 802.11 network to avoid heterogeneous interference [15], or general architectures with no

detail on the actual management algorithms [46,47].

The fundamental problem with the development of coexistence protocols to solve the

problem of heterogeneity is that it is an N2 solutions-based approach. That is, we are trying

to find solutions between all pairs of technologies, and these technologies change so rapidly

that the solutions (if they are actually deployed) are extremely short-lived. As technologies

evolve, new techniques are needed (e.g., with the introduction of MIMO in 802.11n [8]).

Spectrum management based approaches attempt to avoid interference between incom-

patible technologies by isolating them in the frequency domain. If complete separation is not

possible, the management algorithm attempts to place the network(s) in the spectrum where

they will receive the least interference and best performance.

Currently, spectrum management is the most popular approach in addressing heteroge-

neous environments with spectrum primaries (first-order challenge 2). For example, to avoid

interference from unlicensed devices on licensed users in the white spaces, the FCC has man-

dated a database that has licensed user’s location and frequency, allowing unlicensed devices

access to choose a channel without a spectrum primary in it [17,18]. Additionally, basic chan-

nel avoidance methods exist between 802.11 and radar systems in the 5 GHz band. Fewer

coexistence techniques are developed and pushed to deal with spectrum primaries, possibly

due to fear that they cannot guarantee interference-free coexistence.

While spectrum management has been shown to avoid interference with spectrum pri-

maries in the white spaces [22], it can be extremely spectrum inefficient. As we will show

later in this dissertation, spectrum management in the white spaces can waste significant

amounts of spectrum, reducing availability to close to 0 in major cities. This is counter to

the entire goal of the white spaces: to provide additional spectrum.
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1.3.1 Reconsidering the General Applications of these Proposed Solutions

Clearly, coexistence techniques can provide spectrum-efficient solutions to cross-technology

interference by allowing the diverse technologies to operate on the same channel. The down-

side to the general approach of applying coexistence techniques is that it requires N2 solutions

between N heterogeneous technologies. If new technologies are introduced often, or existing

technologies are changed rapidly, then N will increase over time. There will be new types

of conflicts, and new techniques are required to avoid the specific interference sustained be-

tween two particular technologies. This increases the complexity of the solution space given a

coexistence protocol based approach, making such techniques difficult to develop and deploy

under these conditions.

These challenging conditions have observed in the unlicensed bands with the technologies

in them. Unlicensed technologies change rapidly (e.g., 6 revisions to 802.11 in a decade), and

new technologies are introduced in the unlicensed spectrum continuously (e.g., ZigBee, Blue-

tooth, ZWave, W-Fi Direct, DECT, etc.). This makes coexistence techniques less desirable

as the general approach to interference between heterogeneous and unlicensed technologies.

However, our community has continued to focus on the general approach of coexistence tech-

niques for unlicensed technologies (e.g., [8,16,39,41,43,44,48]). Despite these efforts, few of

these techniques have been deployed due to these rapid changes, as well as the modifications

needed at the radio and its protocols. Coexistence does not appear to be a long term solution

for the unlicensed spectrum.

On the other hand, spectrum management can provide a “single” solution to interference

between heterogeneous technologies through the development of an algorithm that considers

the various heterogeneous conflicts (e.g., those we presented in the previous subsection), and

assigns spectrum in a way that reduces the number of active conflicts. If designed properly,

the spectrum management system can consider new conflicts that are introduced over time

in a reasonable way, not requiring a new solution to address it, but rather to be cognizant

that the conflict exists and that it should be accounted for.

In the white spaces, the opposite is true: spectrum management has been the primary

focus in avoiding interference between the primary and secondary users in the spectrum [21,22,

49,50,51,52,53]. Considering the weaknesses of spectrum management, it can be less spectrum

efficient since it does not allow heterogeneous technologies to share a channel. Its focus is

separating the incompatible technologies in the frequency domain. When one considers the

very goal of the white spaces: to achieve additional spectrum, it becomes unclear why the

primary focus has been on spectrum management and not on coexistence techniques that can

allow heterogeneous technologies to share the same channel.

Although the general approach of coexistence techniques can require N2 solutions regard-

less of the spectrum band (unlicensed, or white space), N is currently small in the white

spaces and unlikely to grow significantly since the number of licensed users typically does

not increase. Although the number of secondary users can increase significantly, there are

restrictions on secondary devices to be wideband; likely leading to many OFDM-based de-

vices, further limiting the potential size of N . This means that few coexistence techniques are
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needed to achieve interference-free coexistence between primary and secondary users, that

can be more spectrum efficient than spectrum management. but, again, the majority of work

in this domain has focused on spectrum management techniques.

Given these observations and understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of both ap-

proaches, we strongly believe that we need to reconsider these general approaches and where

they are applied in addressing heterogeneous technologies (licensed and unlicensed). In par-

ticular, we believe that we need to reconsider spectrum management as a solution to the

problem of general heterogeneity between unlicensed devices, and coexistence techniques to

address interference avoidance with spectrum primaries. Reversing the roles of these pro-

posed solutions and their applications, however, is non-trivial. There are many challenges to

applying spectrum management as the appropriate solution to general heterogeneity between

unlicensed devices, and coexistence techniques towards addressing interference with spectrum

primaries.

The resulting challenges to reverse the application of these general solutions.

Reconsidering the application of these general approaches and reversing them is not as

simple as taking spectrum management techniques from the white spaces and applying them

to address interference in unlicensed spectrum, and taking coexistence techniques that have

been applied in unlicensed spectrum and applying them between unlicensed and licensed

technologies. Here, we briefly describe why this is not a simple task, as well as the resulting

challenges of reconsidering the general applications of spectrum management and coexistence

techniques.

First, performing proper spectrum management requires knowing what signals are present

in an environment and what they interfere with. The location stability of TV broadcast

towers and wireless microphones made it possible to provide this information through a

geo-location database in the white spaces. It is impractical to believe this approach could

translate between the many unlicensed devices, their mobility, and their significantly lower

power. Second, coexistence techniques used to address heterogeneous interference between

unlicensed devices will not directly translate to addressing spectrum primaries. For example,

SWIFT enables coexistence of wideband and narrowband unlicensed devices by requiring the

wideband device to “poke” the narrowband device with interference to see if it reacts (i.e.,

determining if it it is within interference range) [42]. Clearly, one cannot “poke” spectrum

primaries in the white spaces, further illustrating that techniques will not directly translate.

In particular, we identify 3 key challenges moving forward to apply spectrum management

and coexistence techniques in their respective roles:

1. We lack the proper monitoring tools to determine where signals go in an environment,

and to determine what they interfere with. This information is critical to proper spec-

trum management. Particularly, this information should be collected without requiring

overly complex and costly multi-sensor deployments that history has shown are rarely

deployed (e.g., [15,54,55]).
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2. Even with the necessary information, current spectrum management models and algo-

rithms are primarily homogeneous or Wi-Fi centric (i.e., they are only concerned about

the interference on a Wi-Fi network) [15,56,57,58]. As a result, the cannot solve the

more general problem of allocating the wireless medium across many heterogeneous

technologies.

3. Developing efficient coexistence between unlicensed devices and spectrum primaries,

at the least, requires an in-depth understanding of interference between these users.

Unfortunately, there has been no comprehensive study to at least understand how data

transmissions for unlicensed devices impact spectrum primaries in the white spaces.

Without this kind of study, we are uninformed about how to avoid interference and

establish coexistence.

Addressing these key challenges is critical to addressing the general problem of hetero-

geneity, and interference avoidance with spectrum primaries and, in particular, reversing

the roles of spectrum management and coexistence techniques. If we can overcome these

challenges, we can provide practical, deployable, and long-term solutions to heterogeneity.

1.4 Thesis Statement and Approach

In summary, this dissertation shows how we can address the 2-first order challenges in spec-

trum access driven by heterogeneous technologies in an efficient, practical, and robust manner

to reduce (or eliminate) interference between licensed and unlicensed devices in the spectrum.

This dissertation claims that better monitoring and spectrum management may provide

a “single” and more long-term solution to interference between heterogeneous technologies

in unlicensed spectrum, whereas coexistence protocols may be more suitable in providing

spectrum-efficient interference avoidance with spectrum primaries.

Approach: To show the potential of this general approach, this thesis presents two

case studies: one that focuses on interference between heterogeneous devices in unlicensed

spectrum, and another that focuses on interference between primary and secondary devices in

white space spectrum bands. One of our goals in these case studies is to focus on environments

that we believe are most critical and challenging (to justify our thesis statement). The sheer

degree of heterogeneous technologies in the home with the many unlicensed wireless devices,

yet a complete lack of expertise and monitoring, makes the home environment the most

challenge for addressing general heterogeneity. Towards adoption of the white spaces, urban

environments are critical since spectrum primaries are the most relevant. TV broadcasts

and wireless microphones are at their highest density in urban environments, making it

challenging.

Clearly, these case studies are but 2 points in a much larger problem space that we

outline (a portion of) in Figure 1.10. There are various spectrum bands with unlicensed

access that have the problems of interference between heterogeneous technologies that we
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Figure 1.10: The general problem space for interference between heterogeneous technologies

with the combination of environments and approaches we focus on.

have discussed. These problems have been shown to exist across 3 diverse environments:

urban, enterprise, and the home, all of which have different properties in terms of their

geographic size and potential administration. When attempting to address these problems,

there are the 2 most common approaches that we discussed: 1) Coexistence, and 2) Spectrum

management, in addition to a third that we do not address in this dissertation: 3) Forms of

spatial management.

These different bands, problems, environments, and potential approaches lead to a large

potential design space that has been the focus of prior studies (e.g., [7,15,16]), and will

continue to be studied in the future. Additionally, there are other dimensions to this problem

that we have simplified in Figure 1.10 such as specific technologies (e.g., CSMA vs. TDMA)

and the degree of information known about the environment and the networks within it.

The degree of information about the environment and its accuracy could suggest different

approaches. As mentioned, however, we focus on general heterogeneity within the home

due to the majority of these diverse devices existing in it, and spectrum primaries in urban

areas where additional spectrum from white spaces is needed the most. We study spectrum

management and coexistence to begin to address these problems, respectively, with the hope

of showing the potential and longevity of the approach. There are challenges in taking our

suggested approaches, however, due to a lack of tools, information, and techniques that

warrant novel solutions and studies to understand the potential of our suggested approach.

Primary Contributions: This dissertation explores the proposed design spaces through

the two case studies we have mentioned, and addresses challenges in 3 key areas that prior
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work has not been able to.

1. Better Monitoring of Heterogeneous Technologies: The first key challenge in spectrum

management has been the lack of information about heterogeneous environments, i.e.,

where heterogeneous signals go and what they interfere with, to perform proper man-

agement. We believe that the home is the most critical environment due to the degree

of heterogeneity within it, the lack of expertise, and the lack of proper monitoring. Cen-

tralized infrastructures with deployments of multiple sensors are too costly and complex

for the home [15,54,55]. To overcome this, we introduce a novel single sensor design

based on the smartphone. Our system is user friendly, not Wi-Fi centric, and able

to collect the necessary information from the environment requiring only simple user

interactions. This system provides the information needed for proper heterogeneous

spectrum management.

2. Spectrum Management for Heterogeneous Technologies: With the proper information,

we can now begin to efficiently address the general problem of heterogeneity. The next

challenge that we must overcome is the lack of a general heterogeneous spectrum as-

signment models and algorithms. As discussed, current models target homogeneous

environments, or are Wi-Fi centric (§1.3.1). We introduce a heterogeneous spectrum

assignment model and algorithm that is generic, i.e., it can support current and fu-

ture protocols, as well as multiple spectrum bands, yet descriptive and accurate: it

is able to represent many different types of heterogeneous conflicts and resolve them.

In particular, our approach leverages hypergraphs as a means to accurately represent

the environment, given the information from the monitor, and a novel mixed integer

program to determine spectrum assignments with minimal interference.

3. Coexistence with Spectrum Primaries: Shifting our focus to interference between pri-

mary and secondary users in the white spaces, we present results that show spectrum

management can be extremely spectrum inefficient at guaranteting interference-free co-

existence with primary users. Instead, we explore whether coexistence techniques are

better suited for spectrum-efficient interference-free coexistence with primary users.

Since primary users are well defined and stable (i.e., they do not evolve quickly),

coexistence-based solutions in the white spaces can be long-lived. We perform the first

in-depth study of data transmissions from unlicensed devices on wireless microphones

(spectrum primaries in the TV bands), to understand how to develop coexistence be-

tween them. We then develop a novel coexistence technique with white space primary

users (wireless microphones) to avoid complete interference, while significantly increas-

ing white space spectrum availability.

These contributions highlight the potential of the approach presented in our thesis through

two case studies that focus in two specific environments: one between unlicensed devices

in the home, and one between primary and secondary devices in the TV white spaces and

urban areas. Later in this dissertation, we discuss implications of these case studies and
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our contributions to further validate our proposal to explore spectrum management between

unlicensed devices, and coexistence between primary and secondary users.

1.5 Organization of this Thesis

Below, we present the organization for the rest of this dissertation.

• In Chapter 3, we present our novel smartphone-based wireless monitor for heterogeneous

networks that is designed to overcome the complete lack of a monitoring system for the

home towards proper spectrum management, despite heterogeneity being a first-order

problem in the environment.

• Chapter 4 presents our spectrum assignment system for heterogeneous networks in the

unlicensed spectrum. This includes our algorithm and interference prediction metric to

better organize the spectrum towards minimal interference. We show that this approach

is promising towards addressing the general problem of heterogeneous interference with-

out the need for N2 coexistence protocols in the band.

• Chapter 5 addresses inefficiencies in avoiding interference between primary and sec-

ondary users in the white spaces that have relied on spectrum management. We show

that spectrum management often requires organizations that are spectrum inefficient

to avoid interference. Instead, we introduce a novel coexistence mechanism to over-

come this limitation and evaluate its ability to avoid primary interference, as well as

its spectrum efficiency.

• We conclude this dissertation in Chapter 6 with the implications and outlook of our

work, including future work and a summary of our contributions.
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Chapter 2

Smartphone-based Heterogenous

Wireless Network Monitor

As we find more applications for wireless communication, we have turned to a diverse set of

technologies to meet the specific needs and constraints of each application. This has resulted

in the significant increase of heterogeneity in protocols used in spectrum bands with unlicensed

access. Unfortunately, this diversity across the PHY & MAC often prevents coordination,

exacerbates interference, and ultimately reduces network performance and capacity. This

interference has been widely reported through various studies [7,8,16,33,35]. For example,

cordless phones can decrease 802.11’s performance by 90% or more [7,8], while 802.11 causes

the same degradation for ZigBee networks [16].

When considering where heterogeneous devices are the most dense and susceptible to in-

terference, it should be clear that the home environment is a major concern. Cordless phones,

gaming controllers, baby monitors, wireless speaker systems, and “Smarthome” devices make

interference in the home unique and challenging. Proposed solutions to this problem attempt

to isolate incompatible technologies (i.e., spectrum management), to modify their protocols

to reduce interference when sharing a channel [8,16], and to adapt their frequency usage (e.g.,

subcarrier suppression) and transmission power over time. To apply any of these solutions, it

is critical to know more than whether a signal exists, but also where a signal goes and what

it interferes with (i.e., its strength at various locations).

Unfortunately, it is nearly impossible to gather this information in the home due to lack of

equipment and expertise. This makes spectrum management difficult to apply in the home.

Additionally, bringing the information to a level the home user can understand to address

issues is a challenge little work has attempted to address. The average home user has no

knowledge of dBm, differences in technologies, or even MAC addresses (i.e., what devices

have what address).
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Figure 2.1: An example depiction of a useful RF environmental map.

Motivated by these concerns, the goals of our work are threefold: 1) To make it easy

to collect (and update) an accurate view of the home’s heterogeneous RF environment (i.e.,

where signals go and what they interfere with), 2) To make this information accessible to the

average home user, and bring it to a level the average user in the home can understand, and

3) To make the information accessible to diagnostics, spectrum management, and coexistence

techniques to improve connectivity in the home.

In this chapter, we make the case for a novel and practical home monitoring system that

can achieve these goals based on the smartphone. The smartphone-based monitor we propose

allows the average home user to collect meaningful heterogeneous RF information about the

environment, and the system can bring it to a level the user understands. Our monitor differs

from many of today’s heterogeneous monitors and systems in several key ways.

First, while many heterogeneous monitoring systems rely on dense monitoring infrastruc-

tures with multiple monitors to determine where signals go in the environment and what

they interfere with (e.g., JigSaw [55], DAIR [54], WifiNet [15]), our system only requires a

single monitor: the smartphone. In fact, this single mobile monitor can likely gain more

accurate information about the environment, than what is possible from various fixed points

that happen to be equipped with a monitor. To collect this information without in-door

localization, we leverage the user’s natural movement with the phone that provides us with

“close monitoring encounters” near each device. Although we do not know the true location

of the nearby device, it still allows us to take a measurement near it and derive what is most

important: where signals go and what they interfere with.

Second, whereas current heterogeneous monitors (RFDump [59], Airshark [7], DOF [60])

are only able to state that a certain signal classification is present at a certain strength

(e.g., a Bluetooth signal @ -52dBm), our smartphone-based system is able to provide more

detailed and user-friendly information, e.g., the nearby device named “Bill’s iPad” is gener-

ating specific Bluetooth and Wi-Fi signals at -52 and -40 dBm. This device-level information

is more user friendly and provides insight in to heterogeneous signals that other systems

cannot generate. For example, that two heterogeneous signals in the environment coordinate

since we know they are generated by the same device. To create these user-friendly device

abstractions, we apply novel heuristics to cross-layer information collected by the phone.
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Since our system is interacting with the average home user (unlike other systems that

are designed for the enterprise [15]), its interactions with the user must be simple. Despite

this, the monitoring system must still be able to collect the necessary information. To ensure

the proper information is collected without sacrificing user-friendliness, we introduce a novel

3-phase approach. The first phase is training which is the most user-intense, but designed

to be simple. The main task of the user is to tell the system which wireless devices in range

belong to them, and then to bootstrap the system by holding their phone nearby each device.

The second phase is monitoring which requires no user input and is made up entirely of

system tasks: updating information about the environment as the user walks around. The

third phase is diagnostics & management by which applications use the information collected

to improve the environment (such as the one we introduce below).

Finally, the familiar and flexible interface on the smartphone makes it possible to lever-

age the information collected and present it to the user in a meaningful way to improve

the environment. To illustrate this, we introduce a smartphone-based application that uses

information collected by the phone and force-directed graphs to draw an easy-to-understand

environmental map of the home, illustrated in Figure 2.1. The map abstracts complexity of

the RF environment away from the user by abstracting signals and radios in to devices (with

user-recognizable names). By applying logic to the information, we overlay diagnostics that

can be useful to the average home user (e.g., conflict edges, coverage ranges, and interference

ranges).

In this chapter, we present our smartphone-based home monitoring system design that

overcomes the challenges of monitoring with a single sensor to achieve the goals we have

discussed. In addition to the design, we present a 10-home user study which shows that

the system is usable, and a heterogeneous testbed evaluation to show that the information

collected is accurate.

Chapter Outline: We summarize the requirements, potential, and challenges related to a

smartphone-based monitor in Section 2.1. With an understanding of these requirements and

challenges, we present our high-level vision for the system’s design in Section 2.2. Building

on this design, we present the details of each component and our technical contributions in

Section 2.3. To show the system is usable and accurate, we present our 10-home user study

with heterogeneous testbed evaluation in Section 2.4. Then, to show the potential to build

meaningful applications from this information, we present our heterogeneous home RF map

with diagnostic overlays in Section 2.5. We present related work in Section 2.6, and then

conclude with discussion and future work in Section 2.7.

2.1 Towards a Practical Home Wireless Monitoring System

Before we discuss our design of a smartphone-based home monitor, it is important to under-

stand the requirements and goals of such a system (Section 2.1.1). With this understanding,
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inherent properties of the phone that make it an attractive platform to build a monitor

become clear, in addition to challenges driven by the phone’s limitations (Section 2.1.2).

2.1.1 Requirements of a Home Monitor

We believe there are 4 key requirements to a home monitor: 1) It must be heterogeneous in

its monitoring capabilities, 2) It must not be Wifi-centric, and it must be 3) Comprehensive,

and 4) User-friendly. We motivate these below.

There are many multi-radio and heterogeneous devices in the home, meaning the system

must be heterogeneous and it cannot be Wi-Fi centric. Wi-Fi centricity would be considering

all non Wi-Fi transmitters as in-configurable and interferers, and all Wi-Fi transmitters as

non-interferers. Unlike the enterprise, there is a lack of priority among technologies in the

home, e.g., the Bluetooth game controller may be as important as the iPad connected via

Wi-Fi. Additionally, one must be able to differentiate all signals from internal, prioritized,

and configurable (i.e., generated by the user’s devices), from external (i.e., their neighbor’s:

contending and unconfigurable devices).

The system must be comprehensive in characterizing the environment, just like any other

monitoring system. This can be decomposed in to spatial and temporal dynamics. Spatial

dynamics include where signals go, what they interfere with, and detecting physical changes

(e.g., a device moving). Temporal dynamics are important in accounting for time conflicts,

e.g., informing ignoring spatial conflict if two devices never overlap in time, or prioritizing it

if their activity overlaps heavily. This often also requires an understanding of communication

patterns (i.e., who talks to who).

Finally, to be user-friendly the system must be low in cost by leveraging inexpensive

and commodity hardware that users can easily install or access. Any interactions with the

monitor must be simple, such as requesting input or tasks from the user, in addition to

information being presented back to the user at a level they can understand. This means

device abstractions are critical to usability: keeping the level of information at a level the

user can understand, rather than signal-level information that users rarely understand.

2.1.2 The Potential of a Phone-based Monitor

With these requirements in mind, we present properties of the phone that make it an attrac-

tive, yet challenging, platform to develop a home monitoring system.

Beneficial Properties: The smartphone is now commodity, it has a very familiar and

flexible interface to aid usability, and it is equipped with multiple heterogeneous radios for low-

power sensing of the currently dominant heterogeneous technologies. For example, although

ZigBee support is not common now, radio manufacturers are beginning to integrate it to

address the rising popularity of the “Smarthome” [61]. This enables simple (and low power)

sensing with the ability to passively decode, or proactively query, devices for rich and human

readable information.
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Even though the phone is considered a single sensor, its movement through the home

allows it to achieve significant spatial diversity. In fact, a mobile can gain more accurate

information about the environment than a set of sensors in fixed locations. As anecdotal

evidence, we highlight a path that could be considered typical movement in a home, pictured

in Figure 2.2. The user walks into his or her home, phone in pocket, and the phone gains

several opportunities to take measurements near devices to learn where signals go (i.e., points

1,3,4,5,9,10).

To further validate this claim, we conducted a (accelerometer based) study involving over

100 users. On average, users’ phones were home at least 5 to 6 hours a day (not including

time when their owners were asleep). Figure 2.3 shows the fraction of this time each phone

spends at home moving: half of the phones were mobile more than 20% of this time and one

fifth for more than 50% of this time.

Questions and Challenges: A first-order concern of a smartphone-based monitor is

whether the phone can provide accurate signal measurements, i.e., given its orientation and

levels of obstruction (e.g., being attenuated in a pocket). In addition, the location of the

phone at any point in time within the home is generally unknown (assuming no in-door

localization). This makes deriving spatial dynamics (i.e., where signals go and what they

interfere with) a challenge.

Temporal dynamics (e.g., how frequently devices are used), typically learned through

continuous monitoring, must instead be learned through periodic monitoring on top of a

monitor whose availability in the environment (i.e., home) is unpredictable. Smartphone

power usage is a first-order concern for manufacturers and users: when the phone is home

we need to decide when to monitor and to what degree.

Finally, there are many system’s design questions involved in designing a monitor on the

phone. For example, the level of involvement of the user, and the complexity of their tasks.
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Figure 2.4: Screenshots of our system’s interface, highlighting its simplicity, as well as usability

through user recognizable identifiers.

2.2 Smartphone-based Home Monitoring System Design

Designing a smartphone-based home monitor to achieve the requirements we have identified

(Section 2.1.1) is an open question that, to the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to

address. In fact, there are various possible designs, many of which we have considered, that

typically trade-off usability, complexity, power efficiency, and effectiveness. The majority of

designs can be decomposed to the level of user involvement (tasks/input), and the system’s

degree of proactivity.

User Involvement: One could imagine requiring the user to walk around the home, trig-

ger measurements, and manually label the physical location of each measurement. However,

minimizing information and tasks required from the user make it more usable. The trade-off

is that each piece of information needed to properly monitor and manage the environment

that is not provided increases system complexity by requiring our power-constrained monitor

to derive it (e.g., regarding spatial diversity: has a device moved?).

Degree of Proactivity: One could design an entirely reactive system that would only

monitor when notified by the user of a problem which would be power efficient, but likely

to require more time and user involvement to resolve issues (requiring the user to take the

phone to various locations). A highly proactive monitor would continuously monitor and

learn the environment to prevent / diagnose issues faster, but requires careful design to be

power efficient.

2.2.1 Our High Level Design & Vision

It is hard to argue that any design is perfect in addressing the requirements of the monitoring

system. However, we present a 3 phase approach that we believe is a balanced and practical

initial design, only requiring simple user involvement to still meet the key requirements of a

home monitor.
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Phase 1 – Training: The initial training phase is invoked when the user is in their

home with our system for the first time. It is the most user-involved phase, but designed to

be simple, illustrated by the screenshots in Figure 2.4. First, the user trains the system of

their home location, so that for power efficiency reasons (Section 2.3.1.5), our system can use

coarse location information and disable itself when not in the home.

Next, the user is asked to turn on all devices in their home. Using the phone’s heteroge-

neous radios and our techniques to derive device abstractions (Section 2.3.1.2), we scan for

devices in the area and ask the user to select which devices are theirs (Section 2.3.1.3). This

performs signal differentiation (key to avoiding Wi-Fi centricity) at the device level, where it

is easiest for the user (especially with user recognizable names). Our system then correlates

which devices transmit which signals.

Finally, we ask the user to take the phone and set it down next to each device. By doing

so, we are able to: 1) Derive initial spatial dynamics and a conflict graph by creating device-

centric views (Section 2.3.1.1), and 2) Derive signal strength thresholds indicative of being

1-2ft from the device, used by our system to opportunistically update measurements as the

user walks around their home with the phone in their pocket.

Phase 2 – Monitoring: At this point, our system performs background monitoring

tasks whose details and operations are largely transparent to the home user. In this phase,

the system (not user) tasks are: 1) Ensuring an up-to-date and complete list of internal

networks by periodically scanning for new devices we believe may be the users, 2) Oppor-

tunistically updating where signals go as the user walks past devices, and 3) Learning of

spatial and temporal dynamics (e.g., when devices move / how active devices are). These

periodic tasks keep an up-to-date view of the environment without heavy user involvement

or in-door localization.

Phase 3 – Diagnostics & Management: The information collected in the first two

phases is useful and important to various applications. This information can be used to

perform diagnostics, implement coexistence techniques, or even draw an easy-to-understand

environmental map with overlaid connectivity information, as we will show in Section 2.5.

2.3 System Components

An overview of our system is shown in Figure 2.5. The high level design includes a RF / radio

scanner and a management system. The management system deals with the strategy of when

to take measurements in the environment to comprehensively map the environment, yet to be

power efficient. The RF / radio scanner is responsible for the more low-level scans, including

being able to use cross-layer information and heuristics to create device abstractions. These

two components access and update the database.
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2.3.1 System Components

In this section, we present our system components in this design. This includes device-centric

views (Section 2.3.1.1), device abstractions (Section 2.3.1.2), differentiation (Section 2.3.1.3),

spatial and temporal dynamics (Section 2.3.1.4), and power-efficiency (Section 2.3.1.5).

2.3.1.1 Device-Centric Views

Device-centric views are measurements taken in close proximity to an internal device, allowing

our system to estimate what signals reach each device. These are taken during training

when the user places the phone next to each device, and opportunistically as the user walks

throughout their home. In this section, we address the accuracy of such measurements and

how to localize/trigger them when near a device.
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Accuracy: A first-order concern is how accurate our device-centric views can be. While

external monitors have been used in dense monitoring infrastructures (e.g., placed directly

next to APs), such infrastructures assume the monitor is stable and unobstructed (unlike the

phone), and prior work has assumed that the signal strengths observed by the monitor are

the same as at the device. Here, we quantify the accuracy of an “external” device-centric

view taken by a phone.

• Accuracy of an External View: In Figure 2.6, we quantify the difference in signal

strengths observed by the phone, as compared to the signals observed by a laptop

when placed directly next to it. A negative value indicates the phone underestimating

a signal’s strength, whereas positive values indicate overestimation. As shown, our

particular phone (Galaxy Nexus) consistently overestimates signals by approximately

4-5dB. Such error could be corrected through analysis of current generation phones

and adjusted based on the hardware model observed by the software. Another method

could be to ask the user to install a corresponding App on their laptop that, during the

training phase, would measure differences observed in signals for calibration. Our results

show that the phone could accurately report signals within ±5dB after calibration for

this offset.

• Impact of Distance: Beyond the training phase, we want to opportunistically update

the signals observed at each device when the user walks near the device. Therefore,

it is important to understand the accuracy at various distances. This allows us to

derive an acceptable distance to take opportunistic measurements, and when to avoid

measurement. Starting directly next to the device (i.e., a distance of 0), we use our

monitor to record the signal strengths of all heterogeneous signals in range, recording

variation in their strength as we walk away with the phone. From performing such
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experiments, we find that an accuracy of ±3-5dB is maintained within 1-2ft and then

tapers off, as shown by two examples presented in Figure 2.7. Accuracy can tapper off

for several reasons at greater distances. For example, the monitor can begin to move

into areas where it achieves or loses line-of-sight significantly varies a signal. However,

these results motivate only triggering updates near devices, within 1-2ft.

• Impact of the Phone’s Orientation: The next concern is whether the orientation of the

phone impacts accuracy. If it does, at certain angles it will report higher or lower signal

strengths. To measure the impact of orientation, we continuously poll the phone’s

sensors to record: 1) Its orientation as we rotate it on its X and Z axis and, 2) Its signal

strength of a device at that orientation. In Figure 2.8, we show that independent of the

phone’s orientation, it reports the uniform signal strengths. At no angle does it report

different behavior.

• Impact of Pocket and Body Attenuation: Finally, we measure the impact of obstruction

from the user’s body (e.g., with phone in pocket). To conduct the experiment, we

place the phone in our pocket and face in four different directions, obstructing and

un-obstructing a nearby device and its “view” we are capturing. Our measurements

(not pictured due to brevity), show that the impact of the body on signal attenuation is

relatively negligible: approximately 1dB. These results are consistent with other work

that found strong multi-path in the home negates the impact of body attenuation [62].

Summary of Accuracy: Our results show signal estimation to be within ±5dB when placed

directly next to the device, and ±7-10dB when at distances of 1-2ft. While this may seem

large, there are still useful applications (Section 2.5).

Localizing/Triggering Measurements: As discussed, our goal is to take opportunistic

measurements when near a device. Although we do not know true physical location, our goal

is to detect proximity, measure, and anchor the measurement to the relative location of the

internal device. A history of measurements of these measurements are then stored in the

database as being at the device’s relative location.

There are two challenges in this, however. The first is illustrated in Figure 2.9. We placed

the phone directly next to several devices in the home and record the signal strength of the

device observed. As shown, signal strengths when near a device are truly device dependent,

even within a manufacturer. Therefore, signal strengths indicative of being near a device

needs to be learned per device. As part of our system design, when the user trains the

system (i.e., phase 1), the user is asked to set the phone next to each device to empirically

learn proximity thresholds for each device. To detect proximity, trigger a measurement,

and anchor it we monitor the accelerometer on the phone to detect movement and then

continuously monitor signal strengths of internal devices to be within 2dB of the strength

learned in training.

The second challenge is that the physical location of a device can change, leading to

device-centric views being anchored at two different relative locations. To overcome this, our
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Figure 2.9: No single threshold will work to localize measurements to a device’s relative location.

It must be learned to detect proximity.

Name extraction method Derives Protocols supported Applicable networks, devices and manufacturers

Passive Packet Inspect Network Names, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZigBee Network names and associations to derive connectivity

Service Requests Names & Services, Bluetooth, ZigBee Wireless speaker/headset manufacturers, Smart-home

SSDP Names & Services, Ethernet, Wi-Fi Cisco (e.g., “Linksys N900”), Microsoft, HP, Dell

Zeroconf / mDNS Names & Services Ethernet, Wi-Fi Apple devices, Linux-based devices

Reverse DNS Lookup Names Ethernet, Wi-Fi Many devices register a hostname that is informative

IEEE OUI Database Device Manufacturer Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZigBee... Any device with an IEEE registered MAC address

Ethernet

Table 2.1: A summary of the naming methods and protocols used to extract user recognizable

identifiers.

system employs two techniques. First, during the training phase when the user sets their

phone down next to each device we ask them if it is mobile: “Is this device always in this

location?” If not, we only keep a measurement history of depth 1 for the device: its most

current measurement is the only one we can trust. On the other hand, fixed devices can

still move (e.g., the Xbox changing rooms). In Section 2.3.1.4, we show how to detect the

movement of fixed devices and invalidate device-centric views in the database once moved.

2.3.1.2 Creating Device Abstractions

In this section, we describe how to create device abstractions by exploiting cross-layer in-

formation (PHY, MAC, network), and applying heuristics to merge multiple radios and/or

signals in to the same device. We begin with how to extract user-recognizable names which

are critical for usability and used for merging. Then, we describe our merging approach.

Radio / Interface Names: We leverage the phone’s packet capabilities to extract user

recognizable identifiers using several methods, summarized in Table 2.1. First, we use passive

packet inspection to extract network names, e.g., “The Smith’s Wifi” included in broadcast

traffic such as beacons. Service discovery protocols (SDPs) such as Bonjour, UPnP, and SSDP

provide user specified names (e.g., “Jack’s PC”), hardware specifics (e.g., “4th Gen MacBook

Air”), and operating system specifics (e.g., “Ubuntu”). SDP use is nearly a standard practice

now and not limited to 802.11. Bluetooth devices respond with a “Major Service Class” (e.g.,
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BT

LAN

MAC: 7C:D1:C3:E0:A6:81
IP: <Not Associated>
Name: <None>

WiFi

MAC: 7C:D1:C3:E0:A6:82
Name: "Bill's MacBook Air"
    via Bluetooth Service Request

MAC: 00:50:B6:4F:B0:A8
IP: 192.168.1.1
Name: "Bill's MacBook Air" 
     via (Zeroconf)

RLA:  Forced Positive

NM: Positive
Zig.

Zig.

Service Name: "Power Sensor"

Service Name: "Power Sensor"

SS:  Forced Negative

Radios / Interfaces

Device Abstraction 

Key:

Figure 2.10: To derive radio/interface relationships, we apply heuristics to connect them in a

graph, and then extract device abstractions.

networking, audio), as well as a “Major Device Class” (e.g., phone, speaker, toy). ZigBee

devices also respond with available services (e.g., “Power Monitor”).

As a third method, the smartphone queries IEEE’s OUI database [63] which maps the

first 24-bits of a MAC address (Wifi, ZigBee, Bluetooth, and others) to the organization who

assigned the address. This returns names such as: Dell Computer, Microsoft Corporation,

and Logitech, helping a user narrow down the device and rename it. Note that OUI typically

does not return the radio manufacturer (like Atheros).

For devices the phone has no supported radio (e.g., cordless phones), we fall back on the

ability of modern 802.11 radios to detect such devices and classify them [7]. We find this

to still be usable since “Bluetooth Signal” will not help separate devices, but “Microwave”

and “Cordless Phone” are more descriptive. Device activity can also be tied together. For

example, the Xbox 360 associating to the Wifi network when a game controller is observed.

Merging Radios / Interfaces in to Devices: To create device abstractions, we lever-

age hints across the PHY, MAC, and network layers that radios/interfaces belong to the

same device. Systematically, we create a weighted graph where radios/interfaces are nodes,

and begin by fully connecting the graph with each edge weighted to 0. Then, we apply a set

of heuristics on the cross-layer information which suggests each pair of nodes (i.e., radios)

belong to the same device (or not), increasing (decreasing) the edge weights between each

pair of nodes. After applying each heuristic, we prune edges in the graph whose weight is ≤0

and consider the remaining connected nodes as belonging to the same device.

We refer the reader to our example graph in Figure 2.10, and our set of 5 heuristics

summarized Table 2.2. Each heuristic will modify an edge weight positively (+1), neutrally

(0), or negatively (-1). Some heuristics provide absolute confidence that nodes or interfaces

are related or not (forced -, forced +); they override the weight on the edge.1

1In practice, we have not seen a conflict where a forced negative and positive are applied to the same edge

based on our heuristics.
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Information / Heuristic Abbr. Possible edge weights

Network Level Addressing NLA Positive, Neutral

Related Link-layer Addresses RLA Forced Positive, Neutral

Radio / Interface Names NM Positive, Neutral

Technology Type TT Neutral, Negative

Signal Strengths SS Neutral, Forced Negative

Timing Analysis TA Neutral, Positive, Negative

Table 2.2: Heuristic summary to derive radio/interface relationships.

Briefly, Network Level Addressing (NLA) looks at network-level identifiers (e.g., Wifi

network names and IP addresses) to merge radios and interfaces together. Related Link-

layer Addresses (RLA) often looks at the relationship between MAC addresses, e.g., it is

common for manufacturers to assign adjacent MAC addresses to interfaces that belong to

the same device. This creates a forced positive between the Wi-Fi and Bluetooth radios in

our example (Figure 2.10). The Radio/interface Name (NM) heuristic examines the user-

recognizable identifier names. In our example, the Bluetooth and Wi-Fi interfaces respond

with the same name (“Bill’s MacBook Air”), causing NM to apply a positive value on the

respective edge. Technology type can be used to break merging (e.g., it is uncommon for a

ZigBee and Wifi radio to belong to the same device), and finally we use signal strengths to

apply forced-negatives by recognizing two radios observe highly different RF environments.

We do not use signal strengths to merge radios, because two closely placed devices can observe

similar RF environments (i.e., it can be a good negative indicator, but not positive indicator).

We later show the success of these heuristics in our testbed environment and 10 home

user-study (Section 2.4). Note our graph-based approach is also flexible to applying other

heuristics.

2.3.1.3 User-Friendly Differentiation

Going back to the requirements of a wireless monitor for the home (§2.1.1), being able to

differentiate signals as being internal (generated from the user’s devices) and external is

critical. This is a key piece of information that any spectrum management or coexistence

technique would need to know (i.e., whether the signal should be treated as interference).

Our system makes differentiation simple to the average home user after creating device

abstractions and performing basic filtering that can make the process more simple. Since

we now have a mapping of what devices generate what signals (i.e., §2.3.1.2), we can easily

differentiate by reverse-mapping, i.e., presenting a list of devices to the end-user (with user

recognizable names) and asking them to select which devices are theirs. We filter out various

devices by the networks that they are associated to e.g., all Wi-Fi radios that are not associ-

ated to the user’s home network. Natural filtering will occur with lower-power devices when
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Figure 11: Physical movements in “fixed” devices (e.g., changing the location of the Xbox, as illustrated above) can be tracked by observing
variations in signal strengths between radios guaranteed to be co-located with fixed devices (both internal, and external).

by the networks that they are associated to e.g., all Wi-Fi
radios that are not associated to the user’s home network.
Natural filtering will occur with lower-power devices when
neighboring homes have separation. Results l show filtering
plays a more key role in dense (e.g., apartment) areas (§6).

User-recognizable names, device abstractions, and filter-
ing provide the user-friendly list of devices to perform differ-
entiation shown in Figure 2. Our user study (§6) verifies this
simplicity by showing that users only spend a small fraction
of time differentiating: < 2 minutes on average.

4.2.4 Environmental Dynamics
The two key dynamics in the environment are spatial and

temporal dynamics. Spatial dynamics deal with detecting
and then accounting for physical changes (e.g., a device mov-
ing locations), and temporal dynamics deal with changes
(e.g., network loads) which are time-dependent.

Spatial Dynamics: Detecting spatial changes are critical
to: 1) To notify higher layer diagnostics which may need to
account for the change, and 2) To invalidate device-centric
views that were “anchored” to an old relative location.

We consider the separation between fixed and mobile de-
vices as important, and the movement of fixed devices (as
opposed to mobile devices) critical. The reason for this is
that spectrum management algorithms can prioritize spec-
trum configuration based on fixed devices which are often
used and whose interference is stable, whereas mobile de-
vice interference is harder to account/configure for. We be-
lieve that the average consumer is less tolerable of their fixed
devices performing improperly (e.g., their AP or Xbox), whereas
mobile device performance is expected to be variable.

To detect fixed device movement, notifying higher-level
applications (e.g., spectrum management), and invalidating
its older anchored measurements, we track the variations of
signals between fixed devices in the environment, from other
fixed devices. The key information we are leveraging is that
signal strengths are relatively stable between fixed devices.
However, if a fixed device moves: 1) Its signal strengths
from other fixed devices will vary greatly, and 2) Its strength
observed at other devices will also diverge.

Systematically, we use the history of (valid) anchored mea-
surements at each fixed device and compute a variation score
of their signal strengths across their history. Each fixed de-

vice maintains a stable variation vector index, and the value
at the index is that device’s maximum (but stable) variation
in signal strength to the device in question. We illustrate this
behavior in Figure 11 by moving the Xbox in our heteroge-
neous environment (Figure 2) from its pictured location, to
the desk next to the AP in the bedroom. The top 3 graphs in
Figure 11 show, before we move the Xbox: its signals ob-
served from other fixed devices are stable over time, where
each index in the vector is the signal from another fixed de-
vice. When we move it, we see variations in the Xbox signal
at other devices, and the variations in the signals at the Xbox
change greatly. We use measurements over time and this
understanding to detect when user’s “fixed” devices move.

In §6, we will show that as long as the device moves more
than 5ft, we can accurately detect its change of location.

Temporal Dynamics: Temporal dynamics are largely spa-
tially independent, meaning that as long as the network or
device is within reasonable range, we can observe its tempo-
ral usage. For this reason, independent of where the phone
is, we can periodically monitor the airtime usage of networks
and devices. We prioritize this procedure by keeping a hys-
teresis of when the phone is in the home (day and time) and
prioritize this more fine-grained monitoring during parts of
the day we have the least observations for. This information
is can be used by spectrum management algorithms to know
which networks and devices are most demanding, appropri-
ately placing them in the spectrum.

4.2.5 Energy Efficiency Manager
We make several key design decisions to improve energy

efficiency of our monitor. Importantly, we only enable mon-
itoring functionality when the phone is in the home. During
the training phase (§3.1), we record the phone’s coordinates
and use them to enable/disable monitoring. This only re-
quires a coarse grained location, where the more power effi-
cient cellular network-level location values are sufficient [13].
Next, we also only enable monitoring when the phone is not
in use. This is so as to not drain the battery when the phone
is in use, and to not disrupt connectivity.

For energy efficiency in capturing spatial dynamics, we
make the system cognizant of the fact that when the phone is
not moving, spatial dynamics are likely the same. Therefore,
we only enable proximity detection and device-centric views
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Figure 11: Physical movements in “fixed” devices (e.g., changing the location of the Xbox, as illustrated above) can be tracked by observing
variations in signal strengths between radios guaranteed to be co-located with fixed devices (both internal, and external).

by the networks that they are associated to e.g., all Wi-Fi
radios that are not associated to the user’s home network.
Natural filtering will occur with lower-power devices when
neighboring homes have separation. Results l show filtering
plays a more key role in dense (e.g., apartment) areas (§6).

User-recognizable names, device abstractions, and filter-
ing provide the user-friendly list of devices to perform differ-
entiation shown in Figure 2. Our user study (§6) verifies this
simplicity by showing that users only spend a small fraction
of time differentiating: < 2 minutes on average.

4.2.4 Environmental Dynamics
The two key dynamics in the environment are spatial and

temporal dynamics. Spatial dynamics deal with detecting
and then accounting for physical changes (e.g., a device mov-
ing locations), and temporal dynamics deal with changes
(e.g., network loads) which are time-dependent.

Spatial Dynamics: Detecting spatial changes are critical
to: 1) To notify higher layer diagnostics which may need to
account for the change, and 2) To invalidate device-centric
views that were “anchored” to an old relative location.

We consider the separation between fixed and mobile de-
vices as important, and the movement of fixed devices (as
opposed to mobile devices) critical. The reason for this is
that spectrum management algorithms can prioritize spec-
trum configuration based on fixed devices which are often
used and whose interference is stable, whereas mobile de-
vice interference is harder to account/configure for. We be-
lieve that the average consumer is less tolerable of their fixed
devices performing improperly (e.g., their AP or Xbox), whereas
mobile device performance is expected to be variable.

To detect fixed device movement, notifying higher-level
applications (e.g., spectrum management), and invalidating
its older anchored measurements, we track the variations of
signals between fixed devices in the environment, from other
fixed devices. The key information we are leveraging is that
signal strengths are relatively stable between fixed devices.
However, if a fixed device moves: 1) Its signal strengths
from other fixed devices will vary greatly, and 2) Its strength
observed at other devices will also diverge.

Systematically, we use the history of (valid) anchored mea-
surements at each fixed device and compute a variation score
of their signal strengths across their history. Each fixed de-

vice maintains a stable variation vector index, and the value
at the index is that device’s maximum (but stable) variation
in signal strength to the device in question. We illustrate this
behavior in Figure 11 by moving the Xbox in our heteroge-
neous environment (Figure 2) from its pictured location, to
the desk next to the AP in the bedroom. The top 3 graphs in
Figure 11 show, before we move the Xbox: its signals ob-
served from other fixed devices are stable over time, where
each index in the vector is the signal from another fixed de-
vice. When we move it, we see variations in the Xbox signal
at other devices, and the variations in the signals at the Xbox
change greatly. We use measurements over time and this
understanding to detect when user’s “fixed” devices move.

In §6, we will show that as long as the device moves more
than 5ft, we can accurately detect its change of location.

Temporal Dynamics: Temporal dynamics are largely spa-
tially independent, meaning that as long as the network or
device is within reasonable range, we can observe its tempo-
ral usage. For this reason, independent of where the phone
is, we can periodically monitor the airtime usage of networks
and devices. We prioritize this procedure by keeping a hys-
teresis of when the phone is in the home (day and time) and
prioritize this more fine-grained monitoring during parts of
the day we have the least observations for. This information
is can be used by spectrum management algorithms to know
which networks and devices are most demanding, appropri-
ately placing them in the spectrum.

4.2.5 Energy Efficiency Manager
We make several key design decisions to improve energy

efficiency of our monitor. Importantly, we only enable mon-
itoring functionality when the phone is in the home. During
the training phase (§3.1), we record the phone’s coordinates
and use them to enable/disable monitoring. This only re-
quires a coarse grained location, where the more power effi-
cient cellular network-level location values are sufficient [13].
Next, we also only enable monitoring when the phone is not
in use. This is so as to not drain the battery when the phone
is in use, and to not disrupt connectivity.

For energy efficiency in capturing spatial dynamics, we
make the system cognizant of the fact that when the phone is
not moving, spatial dynamics are likely the same. Therefore,
we only enable proximity detection and device-centric views
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Information / Heuristic Abbr. Possible edge weights

Network Level Addressing NLA Positive, Neutral

Related Link-layer Addresses RLA Forced Positive, Neutral

Radio / Interface Names NM Positive, Neutral

Technology Type TT Neutral, Negative

Signal Strengths SS Neutral, Forced Negative

Timing Analysis TA Neutral, Positive, Negative

Table 4.2: Heuristic summary to derive radio/interface relationships.
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Figure 11: Physical movements in “fixed” devices (e.g., changing the location of the Xbox, as illustrated above) can be tracked by observing
variations in signal strengths between radios guaranteed to be co-located with fixed devices (both internal, and external).

by the networks that they are associated to e.g., all Wi-Fi
radios that are not associated to the user’s home network.
Natural filtering will occur with lower-power devices when
neighboring homes have separation. Results l show filtering
plays a more key role in dense (e.g., apartment) areas (§6).

User-recognizable names, device abstractions, and filter-
ing provide the user-friendly list of devices to perform differ-
entiation shown in Figure 2. Our user study (§6) verifies this
simplicity by showing that users only spend a small fraction
of time differentiating: < 2 minutes on average.

4.2.4 Environmental Dynamics
The two key dynamics in the environment are spatial and

temporal dynamics. Spatial dynamics deal with detecting
and then accounting for physical changes (e.g., a device mov-
ing locations), and temporal dynamics deal with changes
(e.g., network loads) which are time-dependent.

Spatial Dynamics: Detecting spatial changes are critical
to: 1) To notify higher layer diagnostics which may need to
account for the change, and 2) To invalidate device-centric
views that were “anchored” to an old relative location.

We consider the separation between fixed and mobile de-
vices as important, and the movement of fixed devices (as
opposed to mobile devices) critical. The reason for this is
that spectrum management algorithms can prioritize spec-
trum configuration based on fixed devices which are often
used and whose interference is stable, whereas mobile de-
vice interference is harder to account/configure for. We be-
lieve that the average consumer is less tolerable of their fixed
devices performing improperly (e.g., their AP or Xbox), whereas
mobile device performance is expected to be variable.

To detect fixed device movement, notifying higher-level
applications (e.g., spectrum management), and invalidating
its older anchored measurements, we track the variations of
signals between fixed devices in the environment, from other
fixed devices. The key information we are leveraging is that
signal strengths are relatively stable between fixed devices.
However, if a fixed device moves: 1) Its signal strengths
from other fixed devices will vary greatly, and 2) Its strength
observed at other devices will also diverge.

Systematically, we use the history of (valid) anchored mea-
surements at each fixed device and compute a variation score
of their signal strengths across their history. Each fixed de-

vice maintains a stable variation vector index, and the value
at the index is that device’s maximum (but stable) variation
in signal strength to the device in question. We illustrate this
behavior in Figure 11 by moving the Xbox in our heteroge-
neous environment (Figure 2) from its pictured location, to
the desk next to the AP in the bedroom. The top 3 graphs in
Figure 11 show, before we move the Xbox: its signals ob-
served from other fixed devices are stable over time, where
each index in the vector is the signal from another fixed de-
vice. When we move it, we see variations in the Xbox signal
at other devices, and the variations in the signals at the Xbox
change greatly. We use measurements over time and this
understanding to detect when user’s “fixed” devices move.

In §6, we will show that as long as the device moves more
than 5ft, we can accurately detect its change of location.

Temporal Dynamics: Temporal dynamics are largely spa-
tially independent, meaning that as long as the network or
device is within reasonable range, we can observe its tempo-
ral usage. For this reason, independent of where the phone
is, we can periodically monitor the airtime usage of networks
and devices. We prioritize this procedure by keeping a hys-
teresis of when the phone is in the home (day and time) and
prioritize this more fine-grained monitoring during parts of
the day we have the least observations for. This information
is can be used by spectrum management algorithms to know
which networks and devices are most demanding, appropri-
ately placing them in the spectrum.

4.2.5 Energy Efficiency Manager
We make several key design decisions to improve energy

efficiency of our monitor. Importantly, we only enable mon-
itoring functionality when the phone is in the home. During
the training phase (§3.1), we record the phone’s coordinates
and use them to enable/disable monitoring. This only re-
quires a coarse grained location, where the more power effi-
cient cellular network-level location values are sufficient [13].
Next, we also only enable monitoring when the phone is not
in use. This is so as to not drain the battery when the phone
is in use, and to not disrupt connectivity.

For energy efficiency in capturing spatial dynamics, we
make the system cognizant of the fact that when the phone is
not moving, spatial dynamics are likely the same. Therefore,
we only enable proximity detection and device-centric views
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Figure 11: Physical movements in “fixed” devices (e.g., changing the location of the Xbox, as illustrated above) can be tracked by observing
variations in signal strengths between radios guaranteed to be co-located with fixed devices (both internal, and external).

by the networks that they are associated to e.g., all Wi-Fi
radios that are not associated to the user’s home network.
Natural filtering will occur with lower-power devices when
neighboring homes have separation. Results l show filtering
plays a more key role in dense (e.g., apartment) areas (§6).

User-recognizable names, device abstractions, and filter-
ing provide the user-friendly list of devices to perform differ-
entiation shown in Figure 2. Our user study (§6) verifies this
simplicity by showing that users only spend a small fraction
of time differentiating: < 2 minutes on average.

4.2.4 Environmental Dynamics
The two key dynamics in the environment are spatial and

temporal dynamics. Spatial dynamics deal with detecting
and then accounting for physical changes (e.g., a device mov-
ing locations), and temporal dynamics deal with changes
(e.g., network loads) which are time-dependent.

Spatial Dynamics: Detecting spatial changes are critical
to: 1) To notify higher layer diagnostics which may need to
account for the change, and 2) To invalidate device-centric
views that were “anchored” to an old relative location.

We consider the separation between fixed and mobile de-
vices as important, and the movement of fixed devices (as
opposed to mobile devices) critical. The reason for this is
that spectrum management algorithms can prioritize spec-
trum configuration based on fixed devices which are often
used and whose interference is stable, whereas mobile de-
vice interference is harder to account/configure for. We be-
lieve that the average consumer is less tolerable of their fixed
devices performing improperly (e.g., their AP or Xbox), whereas
mobile device performance is expected to be variable.

To detect fixed device movement, notifying higher-level
applications (e.g., spectrum management), and invalidating
its older anchored measurements, we track the variations of
signals between fixed devices in the environment, from other
fixed devices. The key information we are leveraging is that
signal strengths are relatively stable between fixed devices.
However, if a fixed device moves: 1) Its signal strengths
from other fixed devices will vary greatly, and 2) Its strength
observed at other devices will also diverge.

Systematically, we use the history of (valid) anchored mea-
surements at each fixed device and compute a variation score
of their signal strengths across their history. Each fixed de-

vice maintains a stable variation vector index, and the value
at the index is that device’s maximum (but stable) variation
in signal strength to the device in question. We illustrate this
behavior in Figure 11 by moving the Xbox in our heteroge-
neous environment (Figure 2) from its pictured location, to
the desk next to the AP in the bedroom. The top 3 graphs in
Figure 11 show, before we move the Xbox: its signals ob-
served from other fixed devices are stable over time, where
each index in the vector is the signal from another fixed de-
vice. When we move it, we see variations in the Xbox signal
at other devices, and the variations in the signals at the Xbox
change greatly. We use measurements over time and this
understanding to detect when user’s “fixed” devices move.

In §6, we will show that as long as the device moves more
than 5ft, we can accurately detect its change of location.

Temporal Dynamics: Temporal dynamics are largely spa-
tially independent, meaning that as long as the network or
device is within reasonable range, we can observe its tempo-
ral usage. For this reason, independent of where the phone
is, we can periodically monitor the airtime usage of networks
and devices. We prioritize this procedure by keeping a hys-
teresis of when the phone is in the home (day and time) and
prioritize this more fine-grained monitoring during parts of
the day we have the least observations for. This information
is can be used by spectrum management algorithms to know
which networks and devices are most demanding, appropri-
ately placing them in the spectrum.

4.2.5 Energy Efficiency Manager
We make several key design decisions to improve energy

efficiency of our monitor. Importantly, we only enable mon-
itoring functionality when the phone is in the home. During
the training phase (§3.1), we record the phone’s coordinates
and use them to enable/disable monitoring. This only re-
quires a coarse grained location, where the more power effi-
cient cellular network-level location values are sufficient [13].
Next, we also only enable monitoring when the phone is not
in use. This is so as to not drain the battery when the phone
is in use, and to not disrupt connectivity.

For energy efficiency in capturing spatial dynamics, we
make the system cognizant of the fact that when the phone is
not moving, spatial dynamics are likely the same. Therefore,
we only enable proximity detection and device-centric views
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Figure 4.7: Physical movements in “fixed” devices (e.g., the Xbox changing locations) can be

tracked by observing variations in signal strengths.

critical. This is a key piece of information that any spectrum management or coexistence

technique would need to know (i.e., whether the signal should be treated as interference).

Our system makes di↵erentiation simple to the average home user after creating device

abstractions and performing basic filtering that can make the process more simple. Since

we now have a mapping of what devices generate what signals (i.e., §4.3.1.2), we can easily

di↵erentiate by reverse-mapping, i.e., presenting a list of devices to the end-user (with user

recognizable names) and asking them to select which devices are theirs. We filter out various

devices by the networks that they are associated to e.g., all Wi-Fi radios that are not associ-

ated to the user’s home network. Natural filtering will occur with lower-power devices when

neighboring homes have separation. Results in our evaluation show filtering plays a more key

role in dense (apartment) areas (§??).

User-recognizable names, device abstractions, and filtering provide the user-friendly list

of devices to perform di↵erentiation shown in Figure ??. Our user study (§??) verifies this

simplicity by showing that users only spend a small fraction of time di↵erentiating: < 2

minutes on average.

4.3.1.4 Environmental Dynamics

The two key dynamics in the environment are spatial and temporal dynamics. Spatial dy-

namics deal with detecting and then accounting for physical changes (e.g., a device moving

locations), and temporal dynamics deal with changes (e.g., network loads) which are time-

dependent.

Spatial Dynamics: Detecting spatial changes are critical to: 1) Notify higher layer

diagnostics which may need to account for the change, and 2) Invalidate device-centric views

that were “anchored” to an old relative location.
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Figure 2.11: Physical movements in “fixed” devices (e.g., the Xbox changing locations) can be

tracked by observing variations in signal strengths.

neighboring homes have separation. Results in our evaluation show filtering plays a more key

role in dense (apartment) areas (§2.4).

User-recognizable names, device abstractions, and filtering provide the user-friendly list

of devices to perform differentiation shown in Figure 2.4. Our user study (§2.4) verifies this

simplicity by showing that users only spend a small fraction of time differentiating: < 2

minutes on average.

2.3.1.4 Environmental Dynamics

The two key dynamics in the environment are spatial and temporal dynamics. Spatial dy-

namics deal with detecting and then accounting for physical changes (e.g., a device moving

locations), and temporal dynamics deal with changes (e.g., network loads) which are time-

dependent.

Spatial Dynamics: Detecting spatial changes are critical to: 1) Notify higher layer

diagnostics which may need to account for the change, and 2) Invalidate device-centric views

that were “anchored” to an old relative location.

We consider differentiating fixed and mobile devices as important, since the movement

of fixed (as opposed to mobile) devices is a more critical change. The reason for this is

that spectrum management algorithms can prioritize spectrum configuration based on fixed

devices that are frequently used, whose interference is stable. In contrast, mobile device

interference is harder to account/configure for. We believe the average consumer is less

tolerable of their fixed devices performing improperly (e.g., their AP or Xbox), whereas users

expect mobile device performance to be variable.

To detect fixed device movement, notifying higher-level applications (e.g., spectrum man-

agement), and invalidating its older anchored measurements, we track the variations of signals
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between fixed devices in the environment, from other fixed devices. The key information we

are leveraging is that signal strengths are relatively stable between fixed devices. However,

if a fixed device moves: 1) Its signal strengths from other fixed devices will vary greatly, and

2) Its strength observed at other devices will also diverge.

Systematically, we use the history of (valid) anchored measurements at each fixed device

and compute a variation score of their signal strengths across their history. Each fixed device

maintains a stable variation vector index, and the value at the index is that device’s maximum

(but stable) variation in signal strength to the device in question. We illustrate this behavior

in Figure 2.11 by moving the Xbox in our heterogeneous environment (Figure 2.2) from its

pictured location, to the desk next to the AP in the bedroom. The top 3 graphs in Figure 2.11

show, before we move the Xbox: its signals observed from other fixed devices are stable over

time, where each index in the vector is the signal from another fixed device. When we move

it, we see variations in the Xbox signal at other devices, and the variations in the signals at

the Xbox change greatly. We use measurements over time and this understanding to detect

when user’s “fixed” devices move.

In §2.4, we will show that as long as the device moves more than 5ft, we can accurately

detect its change of location.

Temporal Dynamics: Temporal dynamics are largely spatially independent, meaning

that as long as the phone is in the home, it can observe temporal network and device usage.

For this reason, we can periodically monitor for the usage of devices (once every 30 minutes

in our design), and measure their airtime. This usage is kept as a history within our system’s

database which, again, is queryable by applications which are built on top of our monitor.

Over days with our monitor active, we can collect a significant amount of data based on when

devices/networks are most active.

2.3.1.5 Energy Efficiency Manager

We make several key design decisions to improve the energy efficiency of our monitor. Impor-

tantly, we only enable monitoring functionality when the phone is in the home. During the

training phase (§2.2.1), we record the phone’s coordinates and use them to enable/disable

monitoring. This only requires a coarse grained location, where the more power efficient

cellular network-level location values are sufficient [64]. Next, we also only enable monitoring

when the phone is not in use. The goal is to avoid draining the battery.

For energy efficiency in capturing spatial dynamics, we make the system cognizant of the

fact that when the phone is not moving, spatial dynamics are likely the same. Therefore, we

only enable proximity detection and device-centric views when the phone begins moving. This

can be implemented in a power-efficient manner since major smartphone operating systems

provide callbacks on motion sensor changes (e.g., the accelerometer). We find these callbacks

are provided even when the phone is in a deep sleep after inactivity.

Since learning of temporal dynamics require more frequent monitoring, we only enable

the learning of such dynamics when the battery level is high or the phone is charging. Ad-

ditionally, we make the system aware of the fact that some radios are coupled to the same
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hardware and behavior. For example, observing the Xbox’s diurnal usage is sufficient to learn

of its controller’s usage.

2.4 Prototype and Evaluation
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spent in the various parts of the training phase.
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Figure 2.15: The number of devices selected

and unselected in the differentiation stage.

To evaluate our system, we build a full prototype on Android OS (Galaxy Nexus hard-

ware), conduct a study of its usability through a 10 user home study, and then details of its

accuracy in a controlled testbed. Our prototype integrates a ZigBee radio (given manufac-

turer’s recent announcements of ZigBee support in future smartphones [61]), and Airshark-like

functionality using a WiSpy device. Airshark was not publicly available at our submission.

2.4.1 User Study of Training Phase / Interface

We conduct a user study across 10 homes to evaluate the ability for home users to train

our monitor in their environment using our interface and ability to bring information up

to a level they can understand (e.g., allowing them to differentiate at the device level, not

signal level). Users were given no knowledge of the tasks they would have to complete and we
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chose to rename and not.
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Figure 2.17: By user, a break down of the

number of fixed and mobile devices.

record information at each step. Later, we will evaluate the monitors accuracy in a controlled

environment (Section 2.4.2).

The training phase has 5 main steps (most of which are depicted by the screenshots in

Figure 2.4):. They are: 1) Verifying the user’s home location, 2) Turning on all devices in

the area, 3) Asking the user to differentiate their devices from external devices, 4) Adding

any devices our system missed in the initial scan, and 5) Training the system, which asks the

user to set the phone down next to each device in the home, renaming the device if needed,

and specifying if it is mobile.

First, we present a summary of the total time the users spent to complete the entire

training phase in Figure 2.12. Our system required an average of 14 minutes to complete the

training phase, with 3 users only requiring around 10 minutes to complete it, and 2 users 20

minutes to complete.

In Figure 2.13, we break down the total time each user spent in the training phase in the

5 main steps. Verifying the home location took less than 30 seconds for all users, and the

result was always correct. The time it took users to turn on their devices greatly varied. In

one case (User 1), the user quickly scanned through the list of reminders and claimed “all

of my devices are always on,” whereas User 3 spent a significant time turning on 3 gaming

systems and 2 desktops.

Users were able to differentiate signals in the environment (e.g., at the device level) within

a maximum of 3 minutes. From speaking to the users, most claimed this was made easy

by the names we were able to associate with each device. Table 2.3 shows a summary of

our naming techniques used to achieve this. Service-discovery based protocols provided a

significant fraction of names, and rarely did we fall back on manufacturer. Microwaves,

gaming controllers, and cordless phones were the only devices we used signal-classification.

This differentiation was also made simple through our filtering (Section 2.3.1.3). Fig-

ure 2.14 shows, per-environment, how many devices were in range and the number filtered

(e.g., due to confidence they were not the user’s). The amount of filtering done was highly

dependent on the home environment: users 4,8 lived in dense apartment buildings whereas

users 1,3,7,9 lived in more separated home environments. From the devices we chose not to

filter (presented to the user), the majority ended up being the user’s devices, as shown in
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Name Resolver Internally Used

Passive Packet Inspection 13% (10 / 78)

Service Discovery-based 71% (55 / 78)

IEEE OUI Manufacturer 4% (4 / 78)

Signal-Classification Fallback 12% (9 / 78)

Table 2.3: Summary of name resolution from user study.

Figure 2.15: 60% of the lists presented to the users only contained their devices (i.e., they

selected all of the items). The maximum number of devices that the user had to manually

filter out was 2.

The time spent adding missing devices also varied: 60% of the users spent less than a

minute on this step, suggesting that they were able to quickly verify all of their devices were

listed. Also, 60% of users reported that no devices were missing from their list (i.e., they

did not add anything in the “Missing Devices” step). Of the remaining 40% of users, 20%

added 1 missing device, and 20% added 2 missing devices. Through inspection of our filtered

devices and the devices they added themselves, none of these devices were missing from the

initial list due to improper filtering. These were mainly Bluetooth devices out of range of the

initial scan, or accidentally not turned on.

The last step, where the user is instructed to place their phone next to each device, was

mainly driven by how sparsely the devices were placed and how many devices the user owned.

User 3 spent a significant amount of time since their devices were scattered across several

rooms in a 3 floor house. We also prompt (and encourage them) the user to rename each

device if needed. For example, if our system fell back on presenting the manufacturer of the

device such as: ”HTC Device” instead of ”Bob’s Phone” we encourage the user to rename

it. In Figure 2.16, we break down the number of devices each user in our study renamed.

As shown, 70% of users felt the names we derived for their devices were useful, recognizable,

and sufficient.

Finally, we present the fraction of devices that are fixed and mobile in each user’s home

in Figure 2.17. This includes devices that may be mobile, but the user marked as “fixed”

because it never changes locations. This was true of User 6 who, based on the wording of our

button as “Fixed: This device is always in this location” was able to properly choose fixed

for their laptop, verbally mentioning ”this laptop is always in this location.” The homes we

studied had enough fixed devices to track internal device movement (Section 2.3.1.4).

Summary: Our results show that our system provides a reasonable training phase that

can allow our monitor to collect and bootstrap its information about the users home.

2.4.2 Value of the Information Collected

Next, we validate the accuracy of our smartphone-based monitor in a heterogeneous and

controlled testbed (pictured in Figure 2.2). Note that, to some extent we have already
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Figure 2.18: We are able to easily map where signals go in the home, providing insight in to

signal strengths between devices.

evaluated parts of the monitors accuracy in Section 2.3.1.1.

First, we evaluate our system’s ability to collect meaningful and useful information in the

training phase. In Figure 2.18, we show a heatmap of the signals at each internal device, from

every other device which is collected, stored in our database. It is meaningful and useful:

e.g., Power Sensor 1 (PS1) is hidden to the AP, but not visa-versa; PS1 is also in strong

interference range of the microwave. In our example application (Section 2.5), we will show

that this information can be used to predict performance issues, overlaid on a real map to

the user, and verified to predict true packet loss. 1

After training our system, we walk through the environment along the path highlighted

in Figure 2.2 with the prototype in our pocket. Through this simple movement with the

phone, a set of measurements should be triggered which “update” where signals go and what

they interfere with, which (since we did not physically move anything) should match the

signals observed in the training phase. Through this movement (which we repeat several

times) and the proximity thresholds we derived in the training phase (Section 2.3.1.1), we

find that our system consistently triggers measurements when nearby each device to update

the device-centric views.

We verify the accuracy of these device-centric views to match our expectation given the

phone’s orientation, body attenuation, and movement when taking these close-encounter

based measurements. For each internal device, we calculate the max, average, and minimum

observed error between the device-centric view captured in training, compared to the device-

centric view updated when walking. We present the results in Figure 2.19, shown to be

bounded within ±5dB.

In our testbed, 60% of devices obtained user-recognizable names through service discovery

protocols, and the 802.11 and ZigBee networks were named using passive packet inspection.

1Also note that an external network with high signal strength is observed on channel 11 at the AP, not

as strongly observed elsewhere. Had the AP been located elsewhere, an internal channel selection mechanism

may have chosen this channel and its clients located in this area (bedroom) could experience interference.
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Merge Heuristic + / - Applications Applied To

Network Level Addressing +1 AP

Related Link-layer Addresses +2 AP, Tablet

Radio / Interface Names +2 AP, Tablet

Technology Type -1 Power Sensors

Signal Strengths -1 Power Sensors

Table 2.4: Device abstraction heuristic usage in heterogeneous testbed.

For only 2 devices did we fall back on signal-classification based naming: the microwave and

the gaming controller.

We summarize the heuristics used to create the device abstractions in our environment

in Table 2.4, which also shows which device types contributed to abstracting. Network-level

and link-layer addressing merged the dual-band radios on the AP together, as well as its

wired interface, and adjacent MAC layer addresses of the Wi-Fi and Bluetooth of the tablet’s

radios merged them together. Despite the ZigBee power sensors responding with the same

name, we used signal strengths to force them apart.

Finally, we evaluate our system’s ability to detect device movement in the environment

(§2.3.1.4). To do so, we move each of our fixed devices (i.e., AP, power sensors, gaming

console, and speaker) by 1, 2, 5, 10, and 20 feet, walking along the path highlighted in

Figure 2.2 after each move. Table 2.5 summarizes the results that show, as long as the device

moves more 5 feet or greater, we can detect it has moved with 100% accuracy. Below this

distance, the average variation score of signal strengths from other fixed devices does not

provide us enough confidence of the move.

2.5 Applying the Information Collected

In this section, we discuss applications of the information collected by our monitor and

implement one of these applications: an RF environmental map which reflects device layout

that diagnostic information can be overlaid.
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Distance Moved (ft) Accuracy - [FP,FN] Avg. Variation Score

1 12% - [0%,88%] 2dB

2 25% - [0%,75%] 4dB

5 100% - [0%,0%] 8dB

10 100% - [0%,0%] 17dB

20 100% - [0%,0%] 25dB

Table 2.5: Accuracy of detecting device movement.

2.5.1 Environmental Map with Overlays

To further provide confidence in our claims of possible applications of this information, we

build a simple diagnostic system with conflict graphs, and then overlay this information on a

map we generate of the environment to create a visual aid. Ultimately, our goals are to: 1)

Create an environmental map that reflects true layout of devices in the home, and 2) Overlay

information about the RF environment at a level the user can understand on to this map.

This includes information about network’s coverage, interference, and potential conflicts.

Ensuring the application is suitable and usable for the average home consumer would

require a significant user study with a lot more detail and time spent in the human-computer

interaction aspects. Our goal is not to claim this, but to simply illustrate the power of our

monitor and the information it collects through a sample application, which others could

hopefully leverage to make something more user-friendly.

2.5.1.1 Force Directed Environmental Map

Orthogonal to a large amount of work which has attempted to “map” layouts based on

relative data (e.g., mapping the Internet using RTT times [65]), our goal is to generate

a layout of devices in the home using their relative signal strengths to each other. Like

these works, we leverage force-directed graphing, where spring-like forces are placed between

“connected” nodes (i.e., radios within range) to attract/repulse them towards or away from

each other proportional to a distance. Consider the force between nodes X and Z as being

denoted F{X,Z}. If the distance between X and Y is two times the distance of X and Z,

then proportionally: F{X,Y } = 2 × F{X,Z}. In the graph, Y would then be pushed at a

distance 2x that of X from Z using such forces.

Challenge in Determining Forces: The key to leveraging the force-directed graph is

determining appropriate forces. Assume that a device-centric view of a radio Z shows signals

received from two radios, X and Y , at the same strength: -75dBm. One might immediately

consider using such received strengths as the forces: F{X,Z} ← 75 and F{Y,Z} ← 75. This

would place X and Y at the same relative distance from Z. However, for two key reasons,

such a simple assignment of forces does not work in heterogeneous environments.
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moving. This can be implemented in a power-efficient man-
ner since major smartphone operating systems provide call-
backs on motion sensor changes (e.g., the accelerometer).
We find these callbacks are provided even when the phone is
in a deep sleep after inactivity.

Since learning of temporal dynamics require more fre-
quent monitoring, we only enable the learning of such dy-
namics when the battery level is high or the phone is charg-
ing. Additionally, we make the system aware of the fact that
some radios are coupled to the same hardware and behavior.
For example, observing the Xbox’s diurnal usage is suffi-
cient to learn of its controller’s usage.

6. CREATING RF ENVIRONMENTAL MAP
In §4 and §5, we present our vision and system design to

achieve the first goal of our work: making it easy to col-
lect (and update) an accurate view of the home’s RF envi-
ronment. In this section, we present our approach to gen-
erating an RF environmental map of the home which accu-
rately reflects true physical device layout, based on force-
directed graphing. As we will describe, this requires criti-
cal information learned in both the training and monitoring
phases. Without information from both phases, we will show
through evaluation (§7) that the map will incorrectly reflect
physical layout. Ultimately, the map can then be used to
overlay diagnostic information such as a conflict graph and
coverage/interference ranges with a simple API.

6.1 Force-Directed Based Environmental Map
Using our smartphone-based home monitor, we are able

to collect a full mapping of signal strengths between each
and every internal device throughout the training and mon-
itoring phases, stored as our device-centric views (§5.1) in
our system. In other words, our device-centric views pro-
vide the signal strengths from every internal device, to every
other internal device. Orthogonal to a large amount of prior
work which has attempted to “map” environments based on
relative data (e.g., Internet topology via RTT times [4]), our
goal is to generate a map of devices in the home using such
relative signal strengths to and from each wireless device.

Like these works, our goal is to leverage force-directed
graphing where spring-like forces are used to attract/repulse
pairs of endpoints (i.e., radios) towards or away from each
other to generate a graph which reflects true physical layout.
For every pair of “connected” nodes X and Y (i.e., radios
within range of each other), a spring is applied that exerts a
level of force between the nodes, denoted F{X ,Y}.

Determining Force: Denote RS{X ,Y} to be the the re-
ceived signal strength of X’s signal at Y . If RS{X ,Y} =
�75dBm, one might immediately consider F{X ,Y} 75.
However, for two key reasons, such a simple assignment of
forces does not work in heterogeneous environments. First,
the approach is agnostic to differences in transmission pow-
ers. If two radios X and Z have the same received signals
at Y : RS{X ,Y} =�75dBm and RS{Z,Y} =�75dBm, but Z

uses half the transmission power, then F{X ,Y} > F{Z,Y}.
The forces should not be equal; X’s force should be 2x that
of Z’s. Second, the approach ignores differences in propa-
gation at different wavelengths. Assume the same properties
of X , Y , Z, and additionally assume Z operates at a center
frequency of 5GHz whereas X operates at 2.45GHz. Again,
the applies more force between X and Y ; X’s force would
double again, being approximately 4x that of Z’s.

BX �RS{X ,Z}
f reqx

Fortunately, we collect the necessary information during
the training and monitoring phases to account for these char-
acteristics. To approximate distance between the devices as
each spring’s force, we

During the training phase, we ask the user to place the
phone directly next to each internal device which allows us
to account for variations in transmission power.

7. PROTOTYPE & EVALUTION
To evaluate our system, we build a full prototype on An-

droid OS and conduct a study of its ability to gather accu-
rate spatial information about a heterogeneous RF testbed,
as well as a user study to evaluate its usability, accuracy.

To demonstrate our system’s ability to gather spatially-
rich information about the environment and its devices, which
can be used by network configuration tools and optimiza-
tions, we implement our design on the Android OS and Galaxy
Nexus hardware. Using the phone’s USB host support, we
also integrate a ZigBee radio (given manufacturer’s recent
announcements of ZigBee support in future smartphones [12]),
and Airshark-like functionality using a WiSpy device. Air-
shark would eliminate the need for the WiSpy device, since it
extracts the necessary information directly from the 802.11
radio, but it was not publicly available at the time of our sub-
mission.

7.1 Heterogeneous Testbed Validation
After training our system, we walk through the environ-

ment along the path highlighted in Figure 3 with the pro-
totype in our pocket. Through this simple movement with
the phone, a set of spectrum snapshots is collected which in-
cludes the bandwidth, frequency usage, and received signal
strength of each internal device at the location of all other
devices. The same information is included about external
devices (those in neighboring homes) at the location of each
internal device, which is also important for use by tools and
optimizations.

We summarize this information collected about the envi-
ronment in Figure 12. On the left is a heatmap of the re-
ceived signal strength of each device at all other devices.
On the right is a heatmap of the strongest external signal re-
ceived at each internal device across the 2.4 and 5GHz bands
(highly compressed due to brevity).

This information provides several key insights which can
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Figure 2.21: Measurement-based force-directed examples showing the importance of accounting

for heterogeneous properties in springs.

First, this simple approach is agnostic to differences in transmission powers. If X has

a transmission power that is 2x that of Y , then there is a strong probability its distance is

significantly greater than Y to Z. Second, the approach ignores differences in propagation at

different frequencies. If X is operating at 2.45GHz, whereas Y is operating at 5GHz, their

relative distances are likely to be even further.

We refer the reader to Figure 2.21 which illustrates the impact of not accounting for

these properties (agnostic) vs. accounting for them (heterogeneous-aware – which we will

describe next). We place 4 devices at the same distance from a device D1, meaning their

spring forces should be equal from D1. We normalize the forces to the greatest calculated

force, and generate the two force-directed graphs. As shown, ignoring transmission powers

and frequency can place the devices at very different distances (e.g., at 60% its distance),

accounting for them more accurately reflects distance.

Deriving Appropriate Forces: To account for differences in transmission powers, we

can leverage the signal strengths observed when the phone is placed directly next to each

internal device in the training phase (§2.3.1.1). These measurements provide a baseline power
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Figure 2.22: Our force-directed model and

spring forces reflect true layout.

Figure 2.23: Many devices end up out of

place when using basic and agnostic spring

forces.

Coverage / Connectivity:  "AP"

Figure 2.24: Overlays such as this communication/coverage overlay can be easily understood.

as observed directly at the device, and is information unlikely to be collectable by a sparse

deployments of fixed monitors.

Therefore, temporarily ignoring difference in propagations due to operational frequency,

we can account for transmission power and derive an initial proportional (one-way) force

from radio X to Z as: F ′{X,Z} = BX −RS{X,Z}, where BX denotes the baseline strength

observed for a radio X. Referring the reader to Figure 2.20, this would apply the following

relative forces: F ′{X,Z} = 55 and F ′{Y,Z} = 35, making X’s force greater due to its higher

transmission power.

To account for propagation at different frequencies, we can apply operational frequency

as an inverse scaling factor to the spring force F ′. It is inverse since signals at lower fre-

quencies will degrade less over the same distance as a higher frequency signal (meaning

lower frequencies should be pushed further given the same path loss as a higher frequency

transmitter). From this we can derive the spring force between two radios X and Z as:

F{X,Z} = BX−RS{X,Z}
freqx

.

Using this equation, we illustrate an example derivation of the forces between the radios
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shown in Figure 2.20. We will later show that this provides a reasonable proportional force

between heterogeneous radios that will reflect true layout.

2.5.1.2 Overlaying Information & Diagnostics

Using the RF environmental map that we generate, there are many types of diagnostics and

general information that can be overlaid to inform the user. This mainly involves an API

(available on our prototype) to draw lines between devices on the map and shade regions

of it. Using this basic functionality, we briefly describe several functions we implement to

present environmental information to the user:

Using the signal strengths, knowledge of their heterogeneity, and their operational fre-

quency we can predict various types of connectivities issues, drawing arrows to notify of a

potential issue. By selecting a device on the map, we show coverage ranges by shading areas

of the map and/or the colors of each device to show that device receives a strong or weak

signal from the device selected. Similar to coverage ranges, but using inverse colors to show

interference ranges. Using network-level information, we also draw communication patterns

between devices using lines, where line thickness can reflect load on each network link.

2.5.1.3 Illustration of Our Map & Overlays

We use our testbed environment to illustrate our environmental map and a few of our overlays:

Environmental Map: Using our heterogeneous-aware force-directed graph based model

which uses information collected in our database, we generated the following layout of our

environment: Figure 2.22. We ask the user to compare this layout to the map of our envi-

ronment in Figure 2.2. As shown, our force-directed graph based model is able to reflect the

true physical layout of devices in our testbed.

For comparison to show the importance of taking heterogeneous properties in to account,

we use the same force-directed model and information, but calculate the forces using the basic

agnostic model. We illustrate the result in Figure 2.23. Our red arrows illustrate where the

devices should be placed to reflect true layout, showing significant error and the importance

of our heterogeneous-aware derived forces.

Coverage Overlay: Using the environmental map as a basis to overlay information, we

illustrate a coverage/connectivity overlay for the AP, illustrated in Figure 2.24. This was

generated purely using signal strength information in the database from our device-centric

views. We verify and illustrate this overlay is accurate by taking throughput measurements in

various locations, presented in Table 2.6. These measurement results show that the coverage

map reflects true performance e.g., when taken in a yellow area, performance is mediocore

(23% of the potential throughput). This information could guide the user on how to accurately

move devices (e.g., the AP) to improve connectivity / performance in certain areas.

Connectivity Issues Overlay: Using information from the database such as device’s active

frequencies, their spectrum usage, and their signal strengths to and from each other, we are
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Measurement Location Coverage Color Observed Perf.

Nearby: AP Blue 170Mbps

Nearby: Gaming Controller Light Blue 80Mbps

Nearby: Tablet Yellow 40Mbps

Nearby: Power Sensor 1 Red 5Mbps

Table 2.6: Coverage overlay estimates performance can guide the user towards better placement.

AP
Tablet

Gaming Controller

Microwave

Power Sens
Power Sensor 2

Gaming Console

Speaker

Potential Connectivity Issues 
… tap on an arrow to learn more

Figure 2.25: Potential connectivity issue graph derived by our heterogeneous home monitor,

overlaid on our force-directed graph layout.

able to build a simple diagnostic tool and overlay to detect / display potential connectivity

issues. We leverage measurements taken in prior work (e.g., in [7,8,15,16]) to create a “look-

up” table within our application of expected (and potentially destructive) behavior between

pairs of technologies given their interference levels. Arrows are drawn in the overlay to

denote potential connectivity issues, and the user can tap on any arrow to receive meaningful

information.

We apply this overlay to our environment and illustrate it in Figure 2.25. Our system

detected several potential issues, which we validate through measurement. First, our lookups

on the ZigBee and 802.11 information (provided by [16]) suggested that Power Sensor 2 and

the Gaming Console were so close that both would defer to each other and therefore, in

our overlay, no connectivity issue arrow was drawn. We confirmed this to be true through

measurement. The gaming console, however, was flagged to potentially interfere with power

sensor 2, which through measurement, we found 23% loss rate when the console was active

(e.g., streaming).

The interference of the Microwave was also found to be high in the device-centric view of

Power Sensor 1 stored in our database, creating an arrow between them (in addition to the

tablet and gaming controller). Since each device-centric view captures the spectrum usage of

each device, our database has information about where the microwave leaks power the most,

illustrated in Figure 2.26. This information guides our application to flag nearby devices
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Figure 2.26: Measurements of spectrum usage and interference levels by our monitor reflect

observed loss rates and can guide management.

to the microwave if they operate in the areas the microwave leaks most. We confirm this

behavior by operating the ZigBee network on all possible channels and plotting its loss rate

in Figure 2.26 (aligned with the microwave’s spectrum usage).

Finally, our application flags a potential connectivity issue between the AP and Bluetooth

speaker by observing different coexistence behavior of devices when paired to the speaker.

Our database showed that when an Apple device was paired to the speaker it actively avoided

the internal 802.11 network’s channel, whereas a Samsung device paired to that same speaker

did not – illustrated in Figure 2.27. When the AP is active we observed holes and pops in

the audio playback from the Samsung device, not the Apple device.1

2.5.2 Applications

There other potential applications to leverage the information collected by our monitor, stored

on the phone. However, we remind the reader that the accuracy of our measurements will be

within ±5dB. While this makes some applications infeasible due to the accuracy, there are

still many possible applications of this information that we summarize:

• Heterogeneous Conflict Graphs: As illustrated by the heatmap generated by our moni-

tor (Figure 2.18), the information can provide several key insights in towards detecting

conflicts and generating a conflict graph. First, the information shows which hetero-

geneous devices are within interference range of each other that do not coordinate

(suggesting a MAC conflict). The information also shows hidden terminal situations,

1We provide sound samples here: http://tinyurl.com/asr5qep and http://tinyurl.com/apdt5nu
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Figure 2.27: Coexistence capabilities can be observed by our system (e.g., between Bluetooth

and Wifi); shown to vary by device.

particularly asymmetric hidden terminals created by disparities in transmission powers.

Conflicts can be drawn between links that are comprised of these terminals. Finally,

digital information collected about heterogeneous networks can provide insight in to

their parameters, for example to determine one CSMA network is digitally sensing

whereas one is using power-based sensing.

• Spectrum management: After creating a heterogeneous conflict graph with this informa-

tion, spectrum management can be performed improve the heterogeneous environment.

First, conflicting heterogeneous networks can specifically be separated in the frequency

domain to eliminate conflicts. In more dense scenarios where all networks can be iso-

lated, spectrum management can suggest other frequencies for the networks that will

reduce their amount of interference received. For example, by placing them with an-

other heterogeneous network that is active less frequently. TDMA networks could also

use this information to know which channels they should avoid hopping to. This gen-

eral approach of spectrum management from this information is the goal of our work

presented in Chapter 3.

• Coexistence techniques that do not require extremely fine-grained signal-level informa-

tion can use the data collected by the monitor. For example, BuzzBuzz’s coexistence

technique between 802.11 and ZigBee could use this information to enable their trans-

mission of the ZigBee header twice only when needed [16]. Subcarrier suppression-based

coexistence in the ISM bands could also be achieved without the need for “poking” or

deliberately interfering with other networks [42], instead using the information to better

estimate the amount of suppression needed. In general, the information coupled with

generated conflict graphs can dictate when to enable or disable coexistence techniques, a

key challenge in today’s heterogeneous environments where the heterogeneous networks

cannot sense each other to know when coexistence should be enabled or disabled.

• Diagnostics: Similar to using the information to generate conflict graphs, the informa-

tion can be used to perform diagnostics (e.g., like WifiNet [15]). That is, to periodically
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use the information to determine where specific faults or inefficiencies are coming from

in the network that pertain to heterogeneous interference. For example, Jupiter’s re-

search finds that 67% of all residential Wi-Fi problems are linked to interfering devices,

such as cordless phones, baby monitors, and microwave ovens [66]. It is with this in-

formation and our tool that diagnostics can be done to determine where sources of

interference come from to guide the user.

• Visual aids: In line with application of diagnostics, the information taken from the

environment such as what devices are causing interference problems from each other

can be taken and visually presented to users. That is, the meta-information generated

from the data our monitor collects can be used to build tools to help bring the relatively

unknown RF environment up to a level the user can understand (e.g., with device

abstractions). In particular, this is possible given our monitoring system built on the

smartphone which already provides a familiar and flexible interface. This can be used

to draw maps of the home environment and overlay information about interference or

conflicts within it.

2.6 Related Work

In this section, we provide an overview of related work to our home monitoring system and

evaluation. This work is broken down in to 4 main categories: 1) Heterogeneous Monitors,

2) Monitoring systems, and 3) Heterogeneous interference studies and diagnostics, which are

related to our interference study and home RF map with diagnostics.

Heterogeneous Monitors: At the base of the problem of heterogeneous networks has

been the inability to collect detailed information about heterogeneous networks and signals

in the environment. This motivated many commercial products that provide spectrum sens-

ing such as Wi-Spy [67], AirMagnet [68], Bandspeed AirMaestro [69], and Cisco’s Spectrum

Expert [70]. These devices can provide spectral-power based views that allow users to visu-

ally classify signals without logic or automated scanning or signal classification techniques.

Therefore, these systems require significant manual work to walk through an environment and

determine where signals go and their strengths. Additionally, without any form of low-level

signal analysis, it is possible to miss lower power signals within range. Ultimately, acting like

heterogeneous spectrum analyzers with interfaces that guide the user to locate various types

of devices in the environment.

With the rise of low-level signal access available through software-defined radios, RF-

Dump [59] and DOF [60], and others [71,72,73,74] were able to introduce more complex signal

analysis techniques towards accurate and automated scanning and detection. In particular,

RFDump [59] and UCS [74] analyze a signal’s power, timing, phase, and frequency usage

to classify it in the spectrum. DOF [60] improved accuracy through cyclostationary signal

analysis, i.e., it builds on hidden repeating patterns in signals that can be used to construct

unique signatures. This allows DOF to accurately estimate signal types and their spectral
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and spatial parameters. While powerful, these approaches require expensive software-defined

radio equipment ($1000+) which make them difficult to deploy in practice (motivation for

our smartphone-based monitor).

More recently, AirShark [7] has shown that low-level signal information can be extracted

from newer 802.11 hardware radios to perform similar signal classification techniques as RF-

Dump and others. Through their work, a commodity 802.11 radio can now detect microwaves,

cordless phones, gaming controllers, ZigBee networks, and many other types of signals. Note

that AirShark is orthogonal to our work. It can be built in to our smartphone-based monitor

to allow it to collect information about many other types of signals. Unfortunately, AirShark

was not publicly available at the submission of this thesis.

Monitoring Systems: While the heterogeneous monitors we have just described can

detect signals in the environment, they require significant manual labor to map where signals

go in an environment and what they interfere with over time. To overcome this manual and

time-consuming method, popular approaches have been to deploy dense centralized monitor-

ing infrastructures with multiple fixed monitors [15,54,55,75], and robots that traverse the

environment (e.g., Roombas) with monitors attached to them [76,77].

In particular, early spatially-aware monitoring systems such as JigSaw [55] and DAIR

[54] map where signals go in the environment through a centralized deployment of multiple

fixed monitors/sensors. These works targeted the enterprise environment where cost and

complexity were not concerns. By deploying multiple monitors in the environment, every

event (i.e., a transmission) could hopefully be observed by at least one sensor (an 802.11

packet-level radio). By co-locating the sensors with APs or placing them in specific office

locations, events are localized to the static and known location of the sensor that received

it strongest. By localizing, collecting, and intelligently synchronizing the events at a central

location, one can obtain a global and spatial view of the environment. From this, coverage

and interference ranges can be inferred to generate a conflict graph and plan the environment.

These earlier 802.11-based dense monitoring infrastructures motivated WifiNet [15], a

heterogeneous monitoring system for enterprise environments that could detect heterogeneous

devices in the environment and their impact on the 802.11 network. Similar to DAIR and

JigSaw, WifiNet deployed multiple 802.11 radios throughout the environment that act as

monitors, but are equipped with AirShark [7] functionality to detect heterogeneous signals

and their impact on the enterprise 802.11 network. This approach, however, is Wi-FI centric,

i.e., it only monitors heterogeneous signals at the 802.11 access points. It does not attempt

to measure heterogeneous signals comprehensively between all devices.

Heterogeneous Interference Studies and Diagnostics: Finally, there have been

many studies of heterogeneous interference, and subsequently diagnostic mechanisms and

coexistence techniques driven by them. For example, interference studies between 802.11

and ZigBee interference [7,16,34], ZigBee and Bluetooth interference [38], cordless phones

and 802.11 [8,15], 802.11 and Bluetooth [33,40], and other general studies (e.g., [78,79]).

Many of these studies show the severity of heterogeneous interference in different environ-

ments. As a result, there have been many diagnostic techniques and heuristics to detect
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when heterogeneous interference will be most severe (e.g., [15,79]). For example, Spectrum

MRI [79] proposes a multi-radio interference diagnosis framework with the aim of isolating

and classifying multi-radio interference problems using heuristic and model-based methods.

Related Work Summary: While there have been many proposed heterogeneous mon-

itors and systems proposed, our work is the first the provide a practical and deployable

solution for the home. In particular, it overcomes the cost and complexity of dense moni-

toring infrastructures. Additionally, our monitor is comprehensive: it determines the signal

strengths between all heterogeneous devices rather than being Wi-Fi centric like WifiNet [15].

2.7 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we explored the possiblity of leveraging the smartphone to create a heteroge-

neous monitor for the home. We argued that the phone had many beneficial properties that

made it an attractive platform to develop a heterogeneous on top of, including its multiple

heterogeneous radios, access to packet-level information, and already familiar and flexible

interface. We then presented the design of a practical and usable home monitoring system,

based on the smartphone.

Our monitoring system is able derive where signals go in the home (i.e., their strength at

various locations) with little user involvement, and without the cost and complexity of multi-

sensor deployments. To do so, we introduced a novel and initial design that was practical by

balancing the level of information requested from the user, with the amount of complexity

introduced in the system to infer information that the user does not provide (e.g., has a

device moved?). The design introduced 3 main phases to achieve this balance: 1) Training,

2) Monitoring, and 3) Diagnostics.

Our system introduced useful heuristics to take the heterogeneous RF signals in the

environment and abstract them in to user-friendly device abstractions. These abstractions

are also useful for more accurately depicting the environment (i.e., which heterogeneous

signals come from the same device, and therefore coordinate). The information our monitor

collects can be used to implement various applications, as illustrated by our force-directed

graph based map of the home with diagnostic overlays of the heterogeneous RF environment.

example with overlays.

Limitations and Future Research: Today’s heterogeneous home environments are becom-

ing more and more dense, with new devices that create new types of conflicts and introduce

new signals in to the environment. Being able to monitor and address these environments is

critical to the future of their efficiency and performance. This chapter presented work to prop-

erly monitor the environment and provide the necessary information to address connectivity

and interference issues within it.
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Although we presented a single design of a smartphone-based home monitoring system,

there are many other possible designs based on the smartphone, as well as limitations intro-

duced by our particular design and work. From this, we outline a few major areas that need

to be studied in the future to potential make our system more accurate and usable.

• Multiple-phone Design: In our work, we presented the design of a system that was

based on a single smartphone collecting information about the home’s heterogeneous

RF environment. The information collected is therefore based on the interactions of

this single phone in the environment (i.e., where that phone goes, and particularly what

it comes in close contact with). There are, however, many potential smartphones in a

single home environment and, in particular, those phones go to different locations of the

home and may interact more closely with different devices. For example, phones that

belong to particular members of the family will likely be more active in their particular

bedrooms. This opens up the possibility of a multi-phone design that introduces new

challenges, and potentially more rich information. Now, multiple monitors must be able

to coordinate and share information between each other. Is there a ”master” monitor

in the environment, or is it more distributed? Does correlating events across the phones

help? Clearly, new challenges and design questions will arise.

• User Involvement vs. Complexity : Although we presented a design that requires a

rather significant amount of user involvement in the training phase, many will argue

that designs are possible that require absolutely no user involvement. This would

be equivalent to a service running on the phone that collects information about the

environment over time without any user involvement. While seemingly challenging,

such a design is likely possible and considered future work. For example, how does the

monitoring system learn which wireless devices belong to the home user? It may be

possible that the training phase instead takes days instead of minutes, monitoring which

devices it comes in close contact with multiple times, and assumes that these devices

belong to the user. There may also be ways to diagnose and reconfigure the environment

without involving the user, also. For example, by having the phone generate interference

on specific devices to exploit internal coexistence mechanisms in them and get them to

change frequencies.

• Other Spectrum Bands: Given our use of the smartphone as the base of our monitoring

system, we are limited to only being able to monitor certain spectrum bands. While

this may change over time (e.g., as phones now have 5 GHz support on top of 2.4 GHz),

there are still a few spectrum bands that wireless devices use in the home that may not

be supported by smartphones like the 900 MHz band or 60 GHz band. Additionally,

it may take time for phones to adopt white space spectrum bands. It may be possible,

instead, to augment the phone with small attachable devices that enable their support

of other bands when trying to diagnose specific problems. That is, not always having

access to these bands, but giving the user an opportunity to monitor them specifically

when problems are detected.
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Chapter 3

Spectrum Planning for

Heterogeneous Wireless Networks

As spectrum use becomes increasingly heterogeneous, wireless network performance can suffer

greatly due to the destructive interactions of heterogeneous networks and the interference be-

tween them. In the previous chapter, we presented a novel smartphone-based heterogeneous

monitoring system that is able to collect the necessary information about an environment to

detect heterogeneous conflicts within it. While this information can be useful to both coex-

istence techniques and spectrum management, we have argued throughout this dissertation

that the general coexistence-based approach requires N2 solutions, and these solutions are

difficult to deploy due to their complexity, overhead, and the rate at which each technology

changes (requiring new solutions over time). Instead, spectrum management can provide an

efficient and general solution that does not require changes with technologies, changes to the

endpoints (e.g., at the MAC or PHY), or per-packet overhead.

While spectrum management is a promising approach for dealing with heterogeneity,

there are still critical challenges involved in performing spectrum management for hetero-

geneous networks. These challenges are driven by limitations of current work on spectrum

management in what we consider to be 3 key components:

1. RF environmental models that represent the networks, radios, and links lack the rich

structure needed to represent the diverse properties of heterogeneous networks in the

environment needed to perform proper spectrum assignment. For example, what pro-

tocols are used by each radio, whether two radios coordinate, or what bandwidths and

frequencies each radio supports (e.g., [80,81]).

2. Spectrum assignment algorithms that determine the frequencies for each network using

the RF environmental model (or, a conflict graph derived from it), which make as-

sumptions about the networks and devices within range sharing a common technology
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or standard. For example, they assume that two radios on the same channel and in

spatial range will at least coordinate (sharing airtime), and that all radios have the

same possible set of channels. These assumptions lend well to coloring algorithms that

have been historically popular in wireless spectrum assignment (e.g., [56,81,82]), how-

ever, graph coloring does not lend well to heterogeneous environments, as we will later

explain in detail.

3. Predictive channel quality metrics are at the base of many spectrum assignment algo-

rithms to estimate the performance of a network if operating on a specific channel (e.g.,

[15,21,56,58,81]). This allows the assignment algorithm to estimate the performance of

many different configurations without needing to deploy and test them. Unfortunately,

current metrics either assume all radios and networks are homogeneous (i.e., they all

share the same protocols) [21,56,58,81] or the metrics are Wi-Fi centric [15]. That

is, the majority of predictive channel quality metrics will either assume fair-sharing of

networks on the same frequency in spatial range (ignoring heterogeneity), or they will

be Wi-Fi centric in the sense that the metric and algorithm only predict interference

from heterogeneous networks on a Wi-Fi network and reconfigure it.

In this chapter, we present novel contributions in all 3 of these key areas, leading to

proper and efficient spectrum management for heterogeneous networks. In particular, our

contributions are not not Wi-Fi centric, and their structure is meant to be general enough

to support various heterogeneous technologies as they evolve over time. The details of our

contributions in this chapter and these 3 areas are as follows:

First, we introduce a novel hypergraph-based RF environmental model that is able to repre-

sent rich information about the differences between heterogeneous networks and technologies.

In the graph, radios are vertices and they can be connected by 3 unique edge-types: 1) Link

edges, 2) Spatial edges, and 3) Hyperedges. Link edges and spatial edges are uni-directional

edges that denote communication between two radios, and that one radio is within com-

munication/interference range of another (respectively). Hyperedges connect all radios that

belong to a network to inform the assignment algorithm that the radios must be configured

to operate on the same frequency. Finally, radios, links, and spatial edges have associated

meta-data provided by the monitoring infrastructure (e.g., our smartphone-based monitor) to

provide the possible frequencies for each radio, signal strengths at each device, and whether

radios coordinate.

Second, we present a new predictive channel quality metric that considers heterogeneity

between networks and devices. The metric estimates the expected airtime of a radio on a

particular channel by: 1) Accounting for its fair share of airtime from networks it coordi-

nates with, and 2) Degrading this expected airtime due to interference from heterogeneous

networks. The degradation is calculated using fundamental properties of the radios such as

their airtimes, and whether both radios are unable to coordinate with each other, or whether

at least one is able to coordinate (i.e., an asymmetric scenario).
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Finally, we feed the hypergraph-based model of the particular environment in to mixed-

integer program (MIP) based spectrum assignment algorithm. The algorithm uses the con-

straints given in the model (e.g., the possible frequencies of each radio), decomposes the

hypergraph in to a series of conflicts (similar to a conflict graph), and uses HCE to find

efficient organizations that reduce interference from heterogeneous networks.

Note that while our previous chapter focused on the home, there is nothing specific about

the model, metric, or algorithm to the home environment. One could use what we propose

in this chapter within other environments, also.

Chapter Outline: We begin this chapter with a brief background on spectrum manage-

ment and the limitations of current practices in assignment with regards to heterogeneous

environments (Section 3.1). We use these limitations to motivate the requirements in spec-

trum management for today’s environments, and then present our principles of design and

approach to meet these requirements (Section 3.2). With these principles in mind, we present

our system design and components (Section 3.3), followed by an evaluation of our system (Sec-

tion 3.4). We then conclude with a summary of our contributions, limitations, and future

work (Section 3.5).

3.1 Background and Limitations of Current Practice

In this section, we provide a brief overview of spectrum management and its key components

(Section 3.1.1). With an understanding of these components, we then present the current

practice in spectrum management and its limitations towards supporting general heterogene-

ity (Section 3.1.2).

3.1.1 Spectrum Management and its Key Components

The goal of spectrum management is to (re)organizing networks in the frequency domain to

achieve some objective function. For example, to minimize the overlap of networks in the

spatial and frequency domains [83], or to prioritize frequency assignments based on the traffic

loads of networks in the spectrum [57,84,85]. The goal of our work is to organize the spec-

trum in a way that improves performance by minimizing interference between heterogeneous

networks and devices.

From studying prior work (e.g., [56,57,81,86,87]), we have found that many spectrum

management systems contain a similar structure, shown in Figure 3.1. First, there is an

underlying monitoring system that provides information about the environment (e.g., wireless

devices in range, and their signal strengths). Then, within the management system, there

are typically 3 main components:
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ing the power directly outside of the band. Since the oper-
ational band is small (⇠200KHz), estimation directly out-
side the band in our system is expected to be accurate: prior
work [15] has shown frequency selective fading can be se-
vere (30dB) across 20MHz frequency ranges but remains
modest (<1dB) for the smaller 200KHz frequency range.

To perform this measurement, we introduce control bands
at the MicProtector which are 25KHz bands on both sides
of the mic’s operational band (see Fig. 13). Using these
bands, the MicProtector can accurately measure the inter-
ference power generated from WSDs in range. Given that
noise is additive, measuring the interference power of multi-
ple WSDs is handled through the measurement in the control
bands. Noise will be cumulative in the SINR measurement.

The MicProtector must monitor the squelch tone power,
as shown in §4.2, audible disruption is caused when the in-
terference level reaches the squelch tones. To do so, it mea-
sures the power in the frequency area of the squelch tones,
which are approximately at a ±32KHz offset from the center
of the mic’s band and subtracts the interference power.

Finally, the MicProtector must be able to warn a WSD of
impending interference, i.e., there is a Protection Threshold
below the squelch tones upon which the MicProtector starts
signaling to the WSD. Ideally, if the mic signal were stable
and there was no delay in WSD adaptation, this threshold
could be placed exactly 1dB below the squelch tones. How-
ever, this is not the case. In the time it takes a WSD to adapt,
the mic signal could drop due to changes in the environment
or mobility; or the WSD’s signal may increase. Therefore,
the protection threshold needs to be more conservative to
protect against fluctuation. In Section 6, we show that using
a conservative threshold of 10dB below the squelch tones
achieves all these goals. However, we also show in our eval-
uation (§7.1) that even if we wanted to select an even more
conservative threshold (e.g., 20dB below the squelch tones),
the loss of white space reuse would not be huge, and signifi-
cant spectrum gains can still be achieved.

5.3 Adaptation Protocol
The goal and challenge of the adaptation protocol is to

reuse the surrounding frequency around a mic’s transmission
without ever creating an audible disruption. Such a task is
non-trivial. When first entering a channel, if a WSD were
to transmit at full power without knowing mic placement or
what SINR values it could create, it could easily exceed a
mic’s protection threshold and create an audible disruption.

Algorithm 1 Adaptation Algorithm at WSD:
S: Spectrum used by WSD, initially the entire desired spectrum.
P: Transmit power used by WSD, initially at minimum level.
DT : Ramp up time interval .
DS: Amount of additional spectrum suppressed in each iteration.
DP: Power increment in each iteration.
Ramp-up:
1: while P below desired power level and S 6= {} do
2: wait for time DT
3: transmit underlay signal on spectrum S using power P.
4: if strobe M(FMic) received then
5: Suppress an additional DS of spectrum around FMic.
6: else
7: Increase P by DP;
8: end if
9: end while

To overcome this, SEISMIC exploits the FM capture ef-
fect in mic systems where RF interference below the squelch
tones is disruption-free. From this, we design underlay probe
packets to the mic system, which reside under the mic sig-
nal. Such packets implicitly ask the mic system: “is this
frequency usage at this power level acceptable?”

To converge without causing a disruption when first en-
tering a channel, the WSD begins at minimal power (P) and
transmits a probe packet.3 After a probe transmission, the
WSD waits DT for an impending interference notification.
Without notification, the WSD increases its transmission power
by DP and transmits another probe packet. The DT time be-
tween each step is dependent on the time it takes to reliably
detect impending interference notifications. In our SDR-
based implementation (§6), we require DT to be 320µs. How-
ever, this time could be significantly reduced in a hardware
implementation (10s of µs). For DP, we find 2dB to be a rea-
sonable increment, ensuring interference is increased slowly
without significantly increasing convergence time. Through
evaluation, DP=2dB achieves 16ms average convergence time.

If a notification of impending interference is received (i.e.,
interference power reached protection threshold), the WSD
must suppress DS frequency, or back down its power. Ulti-
mately, DS will be dependent on the parameters of the WSD.
Using subcarrier suppression for a discontiguous waveform,
DS can be no smaller than the width of a subcarrier (i.e.,
suppressing in smaller steps is not possible). We use a DS
of 25KHz in our USRP2 WSD implementation (§6), which
also matches our Adaptrum industry WSD subcarrier size.
Note that the larger DS is, the more likely the WSD will
suppress un-needed frequency. The smaller DS is, the WSD
will achieve a closer-to-optimal amount of suppression. This
process continues until convergence, illustrated in Figure 14.

Several comments are in order:
• By design, if the initial minimal power level does not

cause disruption at the mic, the protocol is guaranteed
to ensure no mic disruptions. We discuss in Section 5.5

3If the signal strength at the mic receiver is very weak, the initial
lowest power level could create audible disruption at the mic re-
ceiver. We address this scenario in Section 5.5.
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Figure 3.1: Many works in spectrum management contain a similar structure, as shown here

with an underlying monitoring system and 3 key components to analyze and optimize the spec-

trum assignment.

1. An RF environmental model that takes the raw information from the monitor, and

provides structure to it. This model typically provides constraints in the system, as

well as meaningful information about the interactions of the devices through analysis.

Examples include a conflict graph that reprints radios that my interfere [80,88,89,90],

a weighted graph to convey traffic load and spatial overlap [81,91], network topolo-

gies using cliques [92], and graph-based topology including interference and coverage

ranges [55,93].

2. An assignment algorithm evaluates different frequency-domain configurations of the

networks and devices, given the constraints and information provided by the environ-

mental model. The goal of the algorithm is to search the space of potential configu-

rations (an NP-hard problem) to find configuration that reduce conflicts, contention

for the medium given traffic loads, and reduce loss rate due to interference. To do

so, many approaches have used graph coloring algorithms [56,83,92,92,94], weighted

graph coloring algorithms (e.g., to consider traffic load or loss rates) [81,91], simulated

annealing [57,95], (mixed) integer programs [96,97,98], and even genetic algorithms [86].

3. To evaluate each of the potential configurations without actually reconfiguring all of

the networks (impractical), a predictive quality metric is typically used. This metric

provides the algorithm with a predicted outcome of when assigning the networks a

particular set of frequencies. Examples of such metrics include estimating airtime for

each network given fairshare and the residual [21], predicting sustained interference [58,

81,91], and resulting throughput given the traffic loads [57].

Using these 3 key components, the spectrum assignment system provides a set of frequencies

that it predicts will provide the best possible outcome in terms of performance. It then
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provides this final set of frequencies to the network administrator or remote management

system to reconfigure the end devices.

3.1.2 Limitations of Current Practices

As we briefly discussed in the introduction, many environmental models, spectrum assign-

ment algorithms, and predictive metrics fail to meet the heterogeneous requirements of the

spectrum today. We quickly highlight three key shortcomings of prior work here, and provide

a more comprehensive overview of related work in Section ??.

First, a significant amount of prior work in spectrum assignment is homogeneous and

predominantly 802.11-based. For example, work by Rozner et al. [57], Akl et al. [99], and

Murty et al. [84,85] all assume homogeneous properties while assigning spectrum. That is,

they assume overlapping networks will at least coordinate, and that they can all be assigned

in the same manner (i.e., they have the same possible set of channels). Even the recent

channel changes in 802.11n and 802.11ac would likely require significant changes to these

solutions to support the newer standards. However, some of this work does consider different

traffic loads (i.e., application-layer requirements) [57,84,85].

Second, more recent work that considers heterogeneous technologies is Wi-Fi centric, i.e.,

the goal is reconfiguring and optimizing a Wi-Fi network to avoid interference from networks

using other technologies (e.g., WifiNet [15]). Their predictive quality metric and framework

are only meant to estimate heterogeneous interference on an 802.11 network and reconfigure

it. It is not comprehensive in the sense that it does consider or predict interference between

all possible heterogeneous radios in the environment. In addition to being Wi-Fi centric,

their work also does not provide a concrete algorithm on how to reorganize the spectrum

(even the 802.11 network) to avoid the heterogeneous interference estimated.

Third, work that comprehensively considers heterogeneous networks (i.e., it is not Wi-Fi

centric) continues to make overly simplified assumptions about the networks and the RF

environments. For example, work by Peng et al. [56] and Sooyeul et al. [97] make similar

critical assumptions untrue of environments with heterogeneous technologies. Both assume

that conflicts all have the same weight, i.e., interference from one device is just as severe as

from another device (i.e., it is a binary conflict graph). Clearly, this is not true in practice.

For example, cordless phones have been shown to reduce 802.11’s throughput to near zero [8],

whereas ZigBee networks have a lesser impact (e.g., around 60-70% [16]). Given the density

of the spectrum, binary conflicts will likely not lend well to efficient configurations. One must

know not only that a conflict exists, but also how severe the conflict is to efficiently organize

the spectrum of environments with heterogeneous networks.

Additionally, this work and others (e.g., [83,86]) incorrectly assume that all radios use

the same channels, i.e., center frequencies and bandwidths. This is a critical assumption that

is not true in heterogeneous environments: they have different center frequencies, different

bandwidths, and even different spectrum band capabilities (e.g., 2.4GHz vs. 5GHz). We
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believe that this assumption is made to allow the problem to more easily be reduced to

a variant of graph coloring (one of the most popular assignment algorithms). We find that

without these simplifying assumptions (e.g., of unified channels), heterogeneous environments

will likely be more difficult to reduce to basic variants of graph coloring.

More importantly, we found graph coloring to be overly restrictive when trying to formu-

late and model an environment and spectrum with heterogeneous networks. For example,

the most basic form of graph coloring will consider conflicts to be binary in weight. Weighted

graph coloring has been proposed and used to reflect different amounts of interference from

partially overlapping channels (e.g., by Mishra [81] et al.), but we found it difficult to try and

capture the various degrees of back-off, interference, and asymmetry in a single metric. As

we will show in our algorithm, there are various estimates of coordination and interference

that are considered to efficiently and properly reconfiguring the spectrum. The mixed inte-

ger program representation also easily allows one to introduce multiple types of constraints

(e.g., finding a solution where a particular network has no interference, or a solution where a

network has an expected level of performance).

In summary, prior work has been insufficient in characterizing and organizing true het-

erogeneous environments. The majority of this work is homogeneous, Wi-Fi focused, Wi-Fi

centric, or overly simplified in assumptions about heterogeneous environments. The goal of

our work is to overcome these limitations and better organize heterogeneous environments.

3.2 Requirements and Principles of Design

With a better understanding of spectrum assignment and the limitations in current practice,

we present the design requirements needed to support general heterogeneity and the trends

of diversity in today’s spectrum (Section 2.1.1), followed by the key principles of our design

to satisfy these requirements (Section 3.2.2).

3.2.1 Design Requirements To Support Spectrum Trends

To support the trends in the spectrum that we have discussed throughout this dissertation,

the spectrum management system must support general heterogeneity between networks

and devices, and it must accommodate evolution of the protocols and bands over time.

Given the limitations we discussed in the current practice, it is important to ensure that the

design is not Wi-Fi centric, and that it does not make overly simplifying assumptions about

the bands, protocols, or channels.

Supporting general heterogeneity between networks and devices is the key to properly

organizing the spectrum today. This means that the components in the spectrum manage-

ment system must represent and account for aspects of diversity across the PHY, MAC, and

application-layer:
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• PHY Layer: The system must support diversity in terms of the potential bands sup-

ported by each radio’s physical layer, their center frequencies and bandwidths, and the

propagation characteristics based on different transmission powers (i.e., the components

must support asymmetric spatial properties).

• MAC Layer: Different access schemes used to coordinate the spectrum must be sup-

ported, and importantly: it must be possible to represent each pair of radios in the

environment and whether they coordinate based on their MAC properties. Like the

need to support asymmetric spatial properties at the PHY layer due to varying trans-

mission powers, it is important to support asymmetric coordination at the MAC layer.

Different MAC layers and/or settings can lead to one radio coordinating with another,

but not visa-versa.

• Application Layer: Like prior (albeit homogeneous) work has shown, it is important to

consider application layer properties when organizing the spectrum, e.g., traffic load,

desired throughput, or a tolerance to loss when organizing the spectrum [84,85].

Accommodating evolution ensures that, as the protocols, standards, and spectrum bands

change over time, the spectrum management system does not require significant changes.

The system should be able to support new protocols and new potentially bands without

major changes to the model, algorithm, or predictive metric. It would be hard to argue that

any single design could support complete evolution of such a complex system, however, we

can certainly study how the protocols and bands have evolved up to today, and ensure that

similar evolution can be supported.

3.2.2 Our Principle of Design and Approach

The requirements that we have presented highlight the many diverse properties our com-

ponents must support to accommodate heterogeneity and evolution. Our basic principle of

design to meet these requirements is to describe, represent, and organize the environment

using fundamental properties of the spectrum and protocols, remaining protocol in-

dependent where possible.

Using fundamental properties: To accommodate heterogeneity and evolution, we design

each component of the spectrum assignment system based on fundamental properties of the

spectrum and its protocols, not specifics of protocols, standards, or spectrum bands. This

ensures that many different protocols and bands can be described using the same basic

properties, and that new protocols can be supported by using these fundamental properties

(evident in the majority of protocols).

The best way to describe this and its importance is through example. For example, the

components make no assumptions about “channels” which are specific to standards and tech-

nologies. Simplifying assumptions about channels lead to some of the problems in prior work.
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Instead, our work breaks this PHY-layer property (i.e., channels) in to two fundamentals: 1)

A set of center frequencies each radio supports, and 2) An associated bandwidth with these

frequencies. This removes specifics of protocols and spectrum bands, while maintaing the

system’s support of heterogeneity and evolution. If two radios support different spectrum

bands, this is represented by their possible set of center frequencies. If in the future a new

spectrum band supports unlicensed access, the new frequencies only need to be added to the

description of the radios that support it. No changes to the model, algorithm, or metric are

needed with this evolution.

Likewise, our system does not describe the many specific details of the PHY and MACs.

For example, the details of modulations or whether an 802.11n network is operating in green-

field mode or not (i.e., a specific to a standard). Instead, as another example of a fundamental

property, it breaks these properties down in to the fundamentals that matter towards spec-

trum management: does network X coordinate with network Y given its properties at the

PHY and MAC? The model and algorithm are built on this simple fundamental property

which many underlying monitoring systems provide (including our smartphone-based monitor

and others [15,55]).

These examples should have provided the reader with a better understanding of how

basing our design supports heterogeneity and evolution. There are many other fundamental

properties that our system is built on, however, described in the next section.

Remaining protocol independent where possible: While we design the majority of our

components to only use fundamental properties in support of heterogeneity and evolution,

we believe that there are some particular areas of components where being overly generic

sacrifices accuracy or efficiency in assignment. In these areas, we believe that specifics should

be used to improve accuracy. If the specifics are not available: the system should provide a

generic and/or reasonable mechanism to estimate and represent them.

A key example of this is in our predictive channel quality metric, which we will later

describe further in detail. However, this metric is meant to estimate how a device will

perform in the presence of other heterogeneous devices (e.g., in another channel). Clearly,

how often two heterogeneous devices’ transmissions will overlap in time will be dependent on

the characteristics of their traffic, and how often these overlaps lead to a loss will be dependent

on many factors. For example, what modulations are used by the specific technologies, which

results in different SINR properties. Ignoring these specifics will only lead to inaccuracies and

inefficient assignments. Therefore, in these particular areas, we require specifics but make

sure that these specifics do not sacrifice evolution and support of general heterogeneity. Our

system provides reasonable estimates of these specifics and flexibility to add additional (or

more accurate) estimates. Additionally, we allow the monitoring system to directly provide

the information if it is available, e.g., if it knows exactly how often two heterogeneous devices

attempt to transmit at the same time. Note that this is an improve over prior systems which

choose to ignore these specifics (e.g., [56]), or do not comprehensively provide them (or

mechanisms to estimate them) between all heterogeneous technologies (e.g., [15]).
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Problem maxminairtime(g):

Maximize min
i: Ri2g

airtimei

Ai
, subject to

8i, airtimei = min(Ai, max(Residuali, FairSharei)) ⇤ (1� �i) (3.6)

8i, Residuali = 1 �
X

c: Rc2Ci

Ac ⇤ oic (3.7)

8i, FairSharei = 1 /
X

c: Rc2Ci

oic (3.8)

8e : He 2 g, 8Ri 2 He, 8Rj 2 He, fi == fj (3.9)

8i, 8c, oic =

XiX

x=1

XjX

z=1

Oixcz ^ fix ^ fcz 2 {0, 1} (3.10)

8i,
KiX

k=1

fik = 1 (3.11)

8i, 8r, oir 2 {0, 1} (3.12)

8i, 8u, 0  �i  1 (3.13)

8i, 0  airtimei  Ai  1 (3.14)

8i, 0  Residuali  1 (3.15)

8i, 0  FairShare  1 (3.16)

Linear Modeling: To express in Equation 3.10 linearly, we replace x1 ^ x2 ^ x3 with a

corresponding binary variable y and introduce the following 5 constraints: (1) y  x1, (2)

y  x2, (3) y  x3, (4) y � x1 + x2 + x3 � 2, and (5) y 2 {0, 1}. To model a min function

(e.g., Equation 3.6), we replace min(x, y) with z and introduce the following 2 constraints:

(1) z  x and (2) z  y. Modeling the cross product found in LinkLossRate (Equation 3.4)

in a linear way is done using a technique by Peterson [108]. The technique breaks down

the computation of the cross product in to a series of products in which the result of a

given product is replaced with a new variable, and this variable is used in the subsequent

product. Lastly, in our objective function, we model max( min(Airtimei
Di

) ) as max ⌘, where:

8i, ⌘  Airtimei
Di

.

The program and its constraints: Above, we define a non-linear mixed integer program

(MIP) formulation that takes as a parameter g, the hypergraph representation of the envi-

ronment. Given the environment g, the MIP maximizes the minimum fraction of airtime

received (airtimei) to the desired airtime Ai of each radio Ri in the environment.

We briefly explain each of the constraints and relaxations within. (3.6) is the constraint

on each radio Ri’s estimated airtime. Note that we take the maximum of the residual and
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Figure 3.2: An overview of our spectrum management system design, showing each component

and the interactions between the components to perform heterogeneous spectrum management.

3.3 Heterogeneous Spectrum Management Design

In this section, we present our novel spectrum management design to accommodate hetero-

geneity and evolution in the spectrum. This design meets requirements we have discussed in

Section 3.2.1, and follows our principles given in Section 3.2.2. We first provide a high-level

overview of our system in Section 3.3.1, and then provide the details of each component in

Sections 3.3.2 through 3.3.5.

3.3.1 High-level System Overview

The high-level design of our system and its components is illustrated in Figure 3.2. First, the

system takes the information provided by the underlying monitoring system and constructs

a hypergraph-based environmental model that we will describe in detail within Section 3.3.2.

The purpose and benefit of the hypergraph-based RF environmental model is three fold:

1) To have a structured representation of the RF environment that unifies the information

from diverse underlying monitoring infrastructures, guiding them to collect and structure the

necessary information such that our system can organize their environment, 2) To have a

rich structure that supports various types of constraints in the RF environment occupied by

heterogeneous networks, and 3) To structure the RF environment and the behavior within it

in a way that is easily searchable for behavior between heterogeneous networks that match

conflict types (to optimize based on). The hypergraph-based model follows our design princi-

ples of using fundamentals to represent the many diverse properties of radios and links in the
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environment, as well as their interactions with each other. For example, using uni-directional

edges to represent whether one radio is within spatial range of another, and an indicator on

the edge to represent whether the two (potentially heterogeneous) radios coordinate.

Once the environment is represented by our hypergraph-based model, we leverage a key

benefit of using such a structure: the ability to search it for specific relationships between

its entities (which in our case are radios). Given the various types of heterogeneous conflicts

(e.g., one where both transmitters do not coordinate, vs. an asymmetric situation), and the

fact that heterogeneous networks do not always lead to conflicts (e.g., a close range Wi-Fi and

ZigBee network), detecting conflicts in the RF environment between heterogeneous networks

and devices is a more complex task than simply searching for two heterogeneous devices

within spatial range of each other. The hypergraph-based structure allows us to leverage

subgraph isomorphism (also known as subgraph matching) to search the larger graph for

various signatures that are indicative of conflicts. This allows us to transform the hypergraph

(our unified view of RF environments from the underlying monitor) in to a more traditional

conflict graph that we can optimize based on.

Finally, as part of the assignment process, we introduce: 1) A channel evaluation met-

ric for heterogeneous networks that is able to evaluate the impact of different spectrum

assignments given coordinate from homogeneous networks, and a degradation due to con-

flicts from heterogeneous networks, and 2) A non-linear mixed integer program (MIP) based

optimization that provides a sufficient amount of flexibility to represent the many different

constraints of heterogeneous wireless networks and their interactions to provide accurate and

efficient spectrum assignments. In particular, the hypergraph provides the constraints to

the optimization, the conflict graph provides a basis to optimize, and the channel evaluation

metric provides estimates of interference and performance when networks share a channel.

These final components are described in Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5.

3.3.2 Heterogeneous RF Environmental Model

Here, we present a highly descriptive hypergraph-based model that represent the key fun-

damentals in heterogeneous environments. As we briefly described, the purpose of the

hypergraph-based RF environmental model is to provide a rich structure and define the

input of the information from the underlying monitoring system, used to search for conflicts

and provide constraints to the optimization. More generally speaking, hypergraphs are a

generalization of a graph in which a hyperedge (which we abbreviate HE ) can connect any

number of vertices. This is useful in environments with heterogeneous networks because it

can group radios with network and technology dependencies to be configured similarly, or to

avoid a similar conflict. In the remainder of this section, we will describe the components in

our hypergraph and what they represent, used as input to our system. We refer the reader

to an example of our hypergraph-based RF environmental model in Figure 3.3 for discussion

throughout the section.

Hypergraph Components & Representation
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Figure 3.3: Our hypergraph representation of a heterogeneous environment with examples of

associated meta-data.

Vertices: At the base of our hypergraph-model is a set of vertices that represent a wireless

radio. In todays environments, we believe that it is important to make the “base unit” a radio

rather than network (or device) for several reasons. First, networks can span larger areas

in which different radios receive different levels of interference. One cannot assume uniform

interference across all radios in a network. Using a network as the base unit will not resolve

A level lower, devices can have multiple heterogeneous radios (e.g., a laptop with a Bluetooth

and Wifi radio). This also makes devices too coarse-grained. Radios truly represent the base

unit in today’s environments for these reasons.

Edges: Our model has 3 edge types that represent different constraints and properties of

the environment:

• Hyperedges: A hyperedge in our model represents a network dependency between spe-

cific radios. For example, the network dependency between radios W5 and W6, repre-

sented by hyperedge HE4. In terms of spectrum assignment, this is a set of constraints

provided for the algorithm to ensure that radios within the same network have uniformly

chosen frequencies. Therefore, although our base unit of a radio allows our assignment

algorithm to consider interference at the level of a radio or link, the algorithm must

consider the impact of configuring all radios uniformly in a network.

• Link Edges: A link edge represents One-way communication between two radios in our
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Entity Meta-data Metric / Values Description

Radio Configurability True, False Whether the radio’s frequency is reconfigurable.

Frequencies List of Frequencies (MHz) The potential frequencies of the radio.

Bandwidth Radio’s bandwidth (MHz) The desired operating bandwidth of the radio.

Link Edge Traffic Load Airtime Fraction Traffic load as a fraction of airtime.

TX Length Milliseconds The average transmission time on the link.

Link Strength dBm The average strength of the link’s received signal.

Spatial Edge Coordination Binary indicator Whether the two radios coordinate.

Coord. Type Digital, Analog Whether coordination is analog (sensing) or digital.

Signal Strength dBm The received strength of radio within spatial range.

Table 3.1: Heuristic summary to derive radio/interface relationships.

model, denoted LE{X,Y } for communication from radio X to radio Y . These edges

imply spatial overlap, and link edges can only exist between radios that are connected

by a hyperedge (i.e., communication happens within a network only).

• Spatial Edges: A spatial edge explicitly models a radio Y being within range of a radio

X, denoted SE{X,Y }. This edge is also uni-directional, an important characteristic

as we discussed in our requirements to not assume symmetry between radios due to the

different transmission powers of heterogeneous radios. Spatial edges also have a binary

indicator that indicate whether the radio Y being within range of radio X causes it to

back off from X’s transmissions. Not that this is not an indicator of a conflict.

Meta-data: Finally, radios, links edges, and spatial edges all carry forms of meta-data. Radios

carry meta-data that provides additional constraints in assignment. For example, its possible

frequencies, bandwidth, and whether the readio is configurable. Not all radios within range

will be configurable, like a neighbor’s radios that are within range of a user’s home. Links

carry meta-data that is used by the assignment algorithm and predictive channel metric.

This metadata helps estimate fairshare of airtimes between links that coordinate, and predict

heterogeneous interference between links that do not. Lastly, spatial edges that denote radio

Y is within range of radio X carry meta-data that includes the signal strength of X received

at Y . This is also used for predicting heterogeneous interference. We provide a comprehensive

list of the meta-data for each entity in the hypergraph in Table 3.1.

Note the difference between the link strength on a link edge and a signal strength on a

spatial edge. The strength on the link edge denotes the reception strength on a communication

link, and the signal strength on the spatial edge denotes the reception strength at a radio from

another radio. These two pieces of information are used to calculate potential interference

and SINR on a communication link due to potentially interfering radios and conflicts between

links within range.
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Examples of hypergraph flexibility

The hypergraph and its associated meta-data can represent many different types of con-

flicts in the environment. We will talk about many of these in the next subsection when we

discuss how to decompose it to a heterogeneous conflict graph. However, since the graph

models spatial overlap uni-directionally, it can capture many types of asymmetry in the en-

vironment. This includes two radios being hidden to each other (no spatial edges between

them), or just one radio being able to sense and back-off to the other. This latter scenario

is shown between W2 and Z1 in our hypergraph example (Figure 3.3). The Wi-Fi radio is

powerful enough to overlap with the ZigBee radio causing it to back off, but not visa-versa.

Additionally, what our hypergraph shows is that we can model a heterogeneous environ-

ment using fundamental properties of the spectrum and its protocols without specifics to

standards. This provides flexibility that accommodates evolution. As new protocols enter

the spectrum, our model only requires the above fundamental properties about its interac-

tions. If additional fundamental properties become relevant, they can also be flexibly added

to the meta-data of each component. In the next subsection, we will show the benefit of its

structure in searching for conflicts.

3.3.3 Deriving a Heterogeneous Conflict Graph

The benefit of having a graph-based model to represent the environment and the interactions

within it, is the ability to flexibly search the graph for various specific relationships between

components. In our case, to search for various types of relationships between radios and links

that are indicative of conflicts. This allows us to derive a traditional conflict graph from the

hypergraph given to our system as input. This is used as a basis for optimizing spectrum

assignment in the environment. However, the hypergraph and its meta-data are still used

in conjunction with the conflict graph to provide important constraints in the optimization

around the conflicts. As we will show, this approach is flexible and accommodates various

conflicts and evolution by searching with “conflict templates” and subgraph isomorphism.

Building a conflict graph using subgraph isomorphism and conflict templates

Searching for relationships between components in a graph is a common practice used

in many fields such as social networking [100,101], data mining [102,103,104], and anomaly

detection [105]. These works leverage subgraph isomorphism (also known as subgraph match-

ing/analysis) to search a larger graph G for subsets of nodes with specific labels, attributes,

and relationships that match a subgraph template H. Therefore, subgraphs in G that match

the template H are isomorphic to it.

We use subgraph isomorphism and our hypergraph-based model to provide a flexible

(and generic) way to search for conflicts and create a heterogeneous conflict graph. We do

so by first creating a set H ′ that contains subgraph templates with labels, attributes, and

relationships between pairs of wireless links that are indicative of conflict behavior. Then,

we search the hypergraph G for each Hi ∈ H ′. Each time the relationship between a pair of
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links in G matches subgraph Hi (indicating conflict behavior), we: 1) Create a node in the

conflict graph for each wireless link in the conflicting pair (if it does not exist), 2) Draw a

uni-directional conflict edge from one node (i.e., link) to the other (direction depending on

the conflict scenario), and 3) Annotate the conflict edge with a scenario used later to help

estimate the impact of the conflict.

Before we further describe the subgraphs and conflict graph in more detail, it is important

to note that both subgraph templates and the conflict graph represent relationships between

pairs of wireless links. They do not represent pairs of radios, i.e., neither say that radio

X interferes with radio Z. This is important to not oversimplify the environment, since

interference depends on a pair of transmitters and receivers, not a single pair of radios.

T1
R1

R3

T2 R2

LE1

LE2

0

0

LE3

Figure 3.4: Link relation-

ship and conflict example.

To briefly illustrate the importance of this, we refer the

reader to Figure 3.4. Despite the fact that T1 and T2 do not

coordinate with each other and are within range, it would be

over-simplified to say that T1 and T2 conflict with each other.

In fact, it is not possible for T1 to interfere with T2’s trans-

missions since T2’s only receiver (R2) is out of range of T1.

Although transmissions on LE2 from T2 can interfere with T1’s

transmissions on LE1 (R1 is within range of T2), it would also

be oversimplified to say that T2 interferes with T1 since T2 does

not impact T1’s link to R3 (LE3). In other words, T2 does not

always interfere with T1.

For these reasons, almost all aspects of our spectrum assignment system operate the level

of wireless links, including our heterogeneous conflict graph and subgraph templates. In

Figure 3.5, we show 5 example conflict templates that belong to our set H ′. As shown, these

templates describe relationships between two links: a base link, and an opposing (interfering)

link. One common feature in all of these templates is the base receiver being within range

of the opposing transmitter. Without this spatial link (SE1), a potential conflict is not

possible. Aside from this feature, each templates varies in the exact properties between

the two links. For example, a template for both transmitters being within range but not

coordinating (subgraph #1), both transmitters being out of each other’s range (subgraph

#4), and templates for various asymmetric situations (subgraphs #2, #3, #5). To assist the

reader’s understanding: subgraph #1 matches our conflict scenario given in Figure 3.4.

Although there are many possible templates needed to match all potential conflicts using

subgraph isomorphism, the resulting behavior of many of these templates is the same. For

example, properties represented by subgraphs #1 and #4 result in the same outcome: both

transmitters being unable to coordinate with each other. Differing properties in subgraphs #3

and #5 both result in the base link coordinating with the opposing link, but not visa-versa.

As briefly mentioned, knowing the resulting conflict behavior is important in our estimate of

interference between the links. To our benefit, the resulting behavior of these templates can

be classified in to 3 main categories and used to annotate our conflict graph (for weighting

purposes later on):
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Figure 3.5: Examples subgraphs in our hypergraph-based model that indicate potential conflicts

between links in the environment.

1. Dual uncoordinated links where both links do not coordinate with each other’s trans-

missions, leading to the highest potential number of overlapping transmissions and

interference (e.g., subgraph templates #1 and #4).

2. Opposing asymmetric coordination where the interfering link coordinates with the base

link, but the base link does not coordinate with the interfering link. This means that

the base link’s transmitter can improperly begin transmitting during the other link’s

transmission, leading to a lost transmission at its receiver (e.g., subgraph template #2).

3. Baseline asymmetric coordination where the base link coordinates with the opposing

link, but not visa-versa. This means that the base link will back off when it hears the

opposing link active, but the opposing link can improperly begin transmitting amidst

a transmission from the base link (e.g., subgraph templates #3 and # 5).

Therefore, we pre-classify each subgraph template in to one of these 3 scenarios, and annotate

the edges in our conflict graph based on the subgraph that is matched. We use the annotations

D, OA, and BA for each 3 conflict categories we have presented, respectively.

Finally, there are many subgraph matching algorithms to meet different graph constraints

and computational requirements (e.g., distributed algorithms to run on clusters for signifi-

cantly large graphs [106]). Given our relatively small graph sizes expected (e.g., with tens to

hundreds of links), we use the naive algorithm presented by D. Epstein in [107] for simplicity.
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Figure 3.6: The resulting conflict graph with conflict type annotations for the environment

shown in Figure 3.3. Generating using subgraph isomorphism and our conflict templates.

Using subgraph isomorphism, our subgraph templates, and our categories for annotations,

we derive a more traditional conflict graph used as a basis for optimization from our larger

hypergraph-based RF environmental model. In Figure 3.6, we show the resulting conflict

graph for our hypergraph example (Figure 3.3). As expected, vertexes are links, and the

edges denote a conflict from an opposing (interfering link) to a base link (with an appropriate

annotation). For example, link edge LE{W5,W6} conflicts with link edge LE{Z2, Z1}, and

this conflict results in both transmitters being uncoordinated. We encourage the reader to

go through additional conflicts in the graph on their to gain a better understanding of our

templates and the matching process. However, in summary, this graph provides meaningful

information about the conflicts in the environment, including their particular scenario to

allow us to weight them as a basis for our optimization. Additionally, it is flexible to support

other types of conflicts, and it is generic (i.e., no specifics of protocols or standards are used).

3.3.4 A Heterogeneous Predictive Channel Quality Metric

The last critical component needed by the assignment algorithm is the predictive channel

quality metric. As we have already briefly discussed, the goal of this metric is to help

internally evaluate potential frequency configurations by predicting the performance of radios,

links, and networks sharing spectrum. Given a radio and its set of links in a heterogeneous

environment, this metric should consider the impact of: 1) Other homogeneous radios and

their links that will contend for airtime, and 2) Heterogeneous radios and their links that can

degrade its performance due to potential active conflicts. Note that our conflict graph (like

many others) does not consider the active frequencies of the links to classify it as a conflict.

The conflicts in the graph are based on their spatial and coordination properties, and are

only considered “active” if the two links are configured such that their channels overlap either

completely or partially.

Given these two key considerations, we believe that the high-level structure for estimating

the performance of a radio Ri and its links on an active frequency f is as follows. First, assume

that Ri has an average airtime of Ai based on the demand of its links (i.e., those where it is

a transmitter), and consider Ci(f) to be the set of radios on frequency f that Ri coordinates

with. Given consideration 1, radio Ri will receive an airtime that is at most the maximum of:
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a) the residual airtime given the radios in Ci(f) (i.e., 1 minus the sum of their airtime’s), and

b) its expected fair share with the radios in Ci(f). This first part is a fairly simple estimation,

made by many prior works (e.g., [15,21,55]). Then, given consideration 2, this airtime will

be degraded by active conflicts when operating on frequency f . Denoting σi(f) ∈ [0, 1] to be

the estimated fraction of airtime lost due to these conflicts, the total estimated performance

(or “good airtime”) of radio Ri on frequency f would be:

airtimei(f) = max(1−
∑

c:Rc∈Ci(f)

Ac,
1

|Ci(f)|+ 1
) ∗ (1− σ i(f)) (3.1)

With no sustained interference across Ri’s links, σi(f) will be 0 and estimated airtime will not

be degraded. 60% sustained interference would degrade the usable airtime by this amount.

The Challenge: The key (and non-trivial) challenge in calculating Equation 3.1 is esti-

mating σi(f). As we discussed in our requirements section (Section 3.2), supporting general

heterogeneity not only requires supporting diversity in each of the PHY, MAC, and applica-

tion layers, but also the more complex interactions across all 3 layers. This is what makes

estimating σi(f) challenging: it is a result of these more complex interactions across all 3

layers between radios in the spectrum. In particular, the degree of interference depends on

coordination on each of the radio’s links with all other links in range (MAC layer), the traffic

loads between each of these competing links (application layer), as well as various PHY layer

properties such as the SINR on the links and their modulations which often provide different

robustness properties based on their bitrate and error correction.

In the remainder of this subsection, we will describe how to estimate σi(f) for a radio Ri,

despite these many complex properties with the help of our hypergraph and conflict graph. It

is impractical to believe that such an estimation could be exact, however, we believe that our

estimation provides a reasonable weighting function for interference used by the assignment

algorithm. This is an improvement over prior work where the estimation has either been

Wi-F centric [15] or considered binary [56]. In line with our design principle, we show how to

make this estimation generic where possible to support general heterogeneity and evolution.

Additionally, the estimation is meant to be flexible: if exact information is known by the

monitoring system, it can be applied rather than estimated.

The basis of our estimation in the interference component (i.e., σi(f))

Consider the total airtime of radio Ri to be Ai, based on the airtime of its set of links

Ki where Ri is considered the transmitter: Ai =
∑

j:Lj∈Ki
LinkAirtimej . If a radio Ri has

a total airtime of 0.7, and one of its links Lj ∈ Ki has an airtime of 0.3, then Lj accounts

for 42.85% of radio Ri’s total airtime (i.e., LinkAirtimej / Ai = 42.85%). If link Lj has a

loss rate of LinkLossRatej = 0.5 when radio Ri is operating on frequency f , then link Lj
degrades 42.85% of radio Ri’s total airtime by 0.5. Therefore, the fraction of total airtime

lost due to sustained interference from link l on frequency f would be 0.4285 ∗ 0.5 = 0.214.

If LinkLossRatej were 1, then the total fraction airtime lost due to this link would be its
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entire contribution, i.e., 42.85% of the total airtime instead of half of this. The total fraction

of airtime lost due to sustained interference across all links can therefore be calculated as:

σi(f) =
∑

j:Lj∈Ki

(LinkAirtimej / Ai) ∗ LinkLossRatej (3.2)

Decomposing LinkLossRatej : we believe that LinkLossRatej (the challenging por-

tion of estimating σi(f)) can be decomposed in to several fundamental factors across the

MAC, PHY, and application layers (following our principle of design). At the MAC layer, we

leverage our heterogeneous conflict graph to know what links potentially conflict with Lj due

their inability to coordinate with Lj ’s transmitter, and their potential interference on Lj ’s

receiver. We consider these links to belong to the set Uj (i.e., uncoordinated links). In our

conflict graph, these nodes have a uni-directional conflict edge to link Lj . Next, we estimate

the probability of loss from each link Lu on Lj , where u : Mu ∈ Uj . This probability is driven

by remaining MAC, PHY, and application layer properties:

∀u, ProbOfLossju = ActiveConflictju ∗ POverlapju ∗ OLossju (3.3)

First and foremost, ActiveConflictju is a binary indicator based on the operational frequen-

cies of Lj and Lu, taking on a value of 1 if they overlap in the spectrum, and 0 otherwise

(causing ProbOfLossju to be 0). Next, POverlapju is the probability that transmissions on

links Lj and Lu will overlap in time due to their uncoordinated behavior. This is a property

of the application layer (e.g., the traffic on both links), and the conflict scenario annotated

on the conflict edge from Lu to Lj (e.g., do both radios fail to back off, or does at least one

back off?). Finally, OLossju is the probability that an overlapping transmission with Lu will

cause a transmission failure for Lj . This is a PHY layer property, mainly driven by link Lj ’s

SINR. These factors provide a probability of loss on link Lj from a link Lu where u : Mu ∈ Uj .
Finally, the probability of a successful transmission on Lj given N potentially conflicting

links in Uj = {Lu1, Lu2, ..LuN} is the probability of no loss from Lu1 (i.e., 1−ProbOfLossju1),

times the probability of no loss from Lu2, ..., times the probability of no loss from LuN . In

other words, the probability of no overlapping transmission from all conflicting links that will

cause a failure. Therefore, the probability of a loss on link Lj due to all of those potential

conflicts is:

LinkLossRatej = 1−
∏

u:Mu∈Uj

1− ProbOfLossju (3.4)

Estimating the probability of overlap and loss (i.e., POverlapju and OLossju)

The remaining pieces of information needed to compute σi(f) are, for each link Lj ∈ Ki

and every potentially conflicting link Lu ∈ Uj , the probability of overlapping transmissions

between links Lj and Lu, as well as the probability of loss due to their overlap. The monitoring

system can provide either of these pieces of directly if available, and will likely result in a
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Figure 3.7: Comparing our probability of overlap estimate to actual observed values in dual

uncoordinated (“symmetric”) cases and asymmetric cases.

greater level of accuracy in the estimation of interference. However, if the information cannot

be provided by the monitoring system, we provide a rather generic way to estimate these

values, providing a reasonable weight to conflicts useful to the spectrum assignment process.

Estimating POverlapju: To estimate the probability that two uncoordinated links Lj and Ju
will overlap, we leverage the observation that without coordination these links operate en-

tirely independently. As a result, their events (i.e., packet transmissions) occur continuously

and independent of one another. Therefore, heterogeneous radios can be modeled as indepen-

dent Poisson processes by which, using knowledge of their average transmission lengths and

airtimes, we can estimate their probability of overlap. This does not rely on specifics of the

protocols, using only fundamentals features (airtimes and transmission lengths). Our deriva-

tion is similar to historical estimations of collision overlap in Ethernet and ALOHA networks

without CSMA, however, a key difference is the potential for asymmetric coordination (i.e.,

one radio coordinating with the other, but not visa-versa).

First, consider λu to be the rate of transmissions from a conflicting link Lu based on its

airtime. Then, consider Vju to be the vulnerability window of transmissions from link Lj
given a conflict with link Lu. The value of Vju is based on the coordination behavior between

Lj and Lu, as annotated in our conflict graph. If the annotation on the conflict edge from Lu
to Lj is D, then both links are uncoordinated meaning Lu can transmit in the middle of Lj ’s

transmission, and visa-versa. Therefore, the vulnerability window is Vju = Tj +Tu where Tj
is the average transmission time on link Lj . If Lj coordinates with Lu but not visa-versa, the

annotation on the conflict edge is BA and the vulnerability window will be Vju = Tj , i.e., Lj
is only vulnerable during its transmissions since Lu cannot sense them. Finally, the opposite

scenario with an annotation of OA would lead to a vulnerability window of Vju = Tu. Given

our assumptions, the probability of overlap between Lj and Lu would therefore be:

POverlapju = 1− e (−λu∗Vju) (3.5)

To show the importance of modeling asymmetry and that this method can provide a reason-

able estimate, we operate Wi-Fi and ZigBee links over the air, controlling their airtimes and

coordination behavior. Using knowledge of the airtimes and average transmission lengths, we
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Figure 3.8: The probability of overlapping transmissions causing a loss between various tech-

nologies on a ZigBee link. This rate varies by the interference and reception strength.

estimate POverlap and compare it to an actual observed value. As shown in Figure 3.8, our

estimations are close to the observed values. Additionally, in some cases, the asymmetric over-

lap rate is half that of the dual uncoordinated (“symmetric”) rate. Therefore, if one ignores

asymmetric behavior in the environment, the estimate can be significantly more inaccurate.

Finally, note that all information used in this estimation is available in our hypergraph based

model (through its meta-data and structure).

Estimating OLoss(l, u): The last piece of information needed to estimate the interference

between two conflicting links is the probability of loss during overlap. As mentioned, this is

a property of PHY layer interactions between the links. Following our principles of design,

we remain generic where possible, and include specifics where needed to maintain accuracy.

In this case, we must consider specifics of the technologies used by the links since loss during

overlap is a factor of many PHY layer properties such as the modulation and FEC used by

the technologies which provide different levels of robustness.

We believe that the information needed, however, is not difficult to measure and can be

pre-measured and provided by a lookup table. The key considerations to whether an overlap

causes a loss between two links is: a) The technologies and their modulations in use, and

b) The SINR at the receiver of the base link Lj . That is, the strength of its reception and

the strength of the interference. To illustrate this, we refer the reader to Figure 3.8 which

shows for various reception strengths on a ZigBee link and various interference strengths

at the ZigBee link’s receiver, what the probability of loss during overlap is with different

interfering technologies. Clearly, the outcome depends on the reception and interference

strength, showing that in general: the reception strength must be a few dB greater than the

interference strength.

Since we have the reception and interference strengths between all links in our environment

(provided by our smartphone-based monitor – Chapter 2), we can compute lookup tables of

overlap loss rates given pairs of technologies and use the values provided by our monitor to

index the tables. While this requires N2 tables, many studies already pre-compute these
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tables to study interference in the research community (e.g., [7,15,16]). Computing these

tables is not complex, yet they can ensure the greatest amount of realism. Therefore, we

compute these tables between various technologies such as Wi-Fi, ZigBee, Bluetooth, and

cordless phones for the purpose of our study.

Summary of our Metric: In summary, we have presented a reasonably generic metric for

estimating the performance of a radio and its links on a specific frequency. This metric lever-

ages a rather common calculation for estimating the fair share of airtime from coordinated

links and radios, as well as our σi(f) estimation to predict the sustained interference of a

radio Ri based on conflicts with its links on frequency f . We will provide an evaluation of

our metric’s accuracy in our evaluation section (3.4).

3.3.5 Spectrum Assignment Algorithm

The last component in our heterogeneous spectrum management system is our assignment

algorithm. We introduce a mixed integer program (MIP) that uses the hypergraph-based

environmental model (Section 3.3.2) as input for the constraints in the system (e.g., the

potential frequencies of each radio), and our conflict graph (Section 3.3.3) and metric (Sec-

tion 3.3.4) as a basis to optimize, predict heterogeneous interference, and assign spectrum to

improve performance. The optimization that we introduce follows our principles of design by

continuing to describe fundamental properties.

Notation and modeling of our problem

Our representation of the hypergraph and its components are as follows. Let G be the

hypergraph of our wireless environment with a total of I radios denoted Ri (i = 1, ..., I). Each

hyperedge He (e = 1, ..., E) in graph G contains a set of wireless radios that it connects, such

that He = {R1, R2, ...}. Next, our graph has S spatial edges SEs (s = 1, ..., S) where SEji
denotes Ri being within range of Rj . If Ri coordinates with transmissions from Rj , then

Rj ∈ Ci, i.e., the set of radios that it coordinates with.

Each communication link edge LEl (l = 1, ..., L) represents the communication between

two radios, where the link edge LEij denotes a communication link from Ri to Rj . Each

communication link LEl ∈ G has an average desired airtime of LinkAirtimel and an average

transmission length of Tl. The communication links where Ri is the transmitter belong to

the set Ki, and the average airtime Ai of the radio Ri is based on the demand from its links:

Ai =
∑

j:Lj∈Ki
LinkAirtimej .

The spectral bandwidth of Ri is denoted Bi, and the possible set of frequencies for each

Ri ∈ G belong to the set Fi. Let the variable fix represent whether the chosen frequency

for Ri is at the index x in Fi (x = 1, ..., X). That is, fix ← 1 if fi = Fix , and fix ← 0 if

fi 6= Fix. Clearly, we introduce the constraint
∑Xi

x=1 fx = 1 since only one center frequency

can be chosen.
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To model whether radios Ri and Rj overlap in the spectrum, we first precompute Oixjz ∈
{0, 1} which is, for all possible frequency and bandwidth combinations, whether the frequen-

cies Fix and Fjz overlap, given respective bandwidths ofBi andBj . We use these precomputed

values in combination with the variable indicators of what frequency is chosen for each radio

(fi and fj), introducing a new binary variable oij that denotes whether Ri and Rj actively

overlap in the spectrum.

Next, referencing the conflict graph derived from G via our subgraph analysis, each com-

munication link LEl ∈ G has a set Ul of (at least partially) uncoordinated and conflicting

links. These links are those that have a conflict edge to LEl. Since these sets of links are

pre-known to the optimization (derived during subgraph analysis), we use the annotations on

each link to precompute the vulnerability window between all conflicting links. This window

is denoted Vld for a conflict from Ll to Ld.

Finally, we introduce the variable airtimei to be our estimated performance of Ri’s con-

figuration, its links, and its interactions with potentially active conflicts in the environment.

This accounts for coordinated networks in range (i.e., sharing airtime) and a loss in airtime

due to sustained interference σi using the basis of our predictive channel metric.

In our problem definition below, we do not include the derivation of σi since we have

already included the equations and details in Section 3.3.4. Re-listing each of these equations

in our constraints below would only be repetitive. However, note that in the derivation

previously described, the binary indicator ActiveConflict existed. In our optimization, this

is replaced by our variable o which indicates whether two radios and their links overlap in

the spectrum, i.e., inactivating the conflict if the links do not. Additionally, we use the

signal strengths known on each link from the meta-data in the hypergraph, in addition to

the protocol/standard used on each link, to appropriately look up OLoss in the interference

tables from the optimization (Section 3.3.4).

Objective: Our goal is to choose a frequency fi for each radio Ri ∈ G to maximize the

performance of the radios and their networks in the environment. As we have discussed, this

accounts for shared airtime and heterogeneous interference sustained due to the configuration

of all other radios and their potential conflicts. In particular, we look to maximize the fraction

of airtime received to the airtime desired: airtimei/Ai for each radio Ri ∈ G. By doing so,

we do not greedily configure the environment to give more airtime to those that want more

airtime, e.g., by maximizing
∑
airtimei which would give preference towards configurations

that resolve conflicts on links that have a greater desired airtime Ai. We ultimately look to

be fair to each radio by maximizing the minimum fraction of desired airtime received. This

will naturally resolve heterogeneous conflicts that will drive this fraction lower.
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Problem maxminairtime(g):

Maximize
∏

i: Ri∈g

airtimei
Ai

, subject to

∀i, airtimei = min(Ai, max(Residuali, FairSharei)) ∗ (1− σi) (3.6)

∀i, Residuali = 1 −
∑

c: Rc∈Ci

Ac ∗ oic (3.7)

∀i, FairSharei = 1 /
∑

c: Rc∈Ci

oic (3.8)

∀e : He ∈ g, ∀Ri ∈ He, ∀Rj ∈ He, fi == fj (3.9)

∀i,∀c, oic =

Xi∑

x=1

Xj∑

z=1

Oixcz ∧ fix ∧ fcz ∈ {0, 1} (3.10)

∀i,
Ki∑

k=1

fik = 1 (3.11)

∀i,∀r, oir ∈ {0, 1} (3.12)

∀i,∀u, 0 ≤ σi ≤ 1 (3.13)

∀i, 0 ≤ airtimei ≤ Ai ≤ 1 (3.14)

∀i, 0 ≤ Residuali ≤ 1 (3.15)

∀i, 0 ≤ FairShare ≤ 1 (3.16)

Linear Modeling: To express in Equation 3.10 linearly, we replace x1 ∧ x2 ∧ x3 with a

corresponding binary variable y and introduce the following 5 constraints: (1) y ≤ x1, (2)

y ≤ x2, (3) y ≤ x3, (4) y ≥ x1 + x2 + x3 − 2, and (5) y ∈ {0, 1}. To model a min function

(e.g., Equation 3.6), we replace min(x, y) with z and introduce the following 2 constraints:

(1) z ≤ x and (2) z ≤ y. Modeling the cross product found in LinkLossRate (Equation 3.4)

in a linear way is done using a technique by Peterson [108]. The technique breaks down

the computation of the cross product in to a series of products in which the result of a

given product is replaced with a new variable, and this variable is used in the subsequent

product. Lastly, in our objective function, we model max( min(AirtimeiDi
) ) as max η, where:

∀i, η ≤ Airtimei
Di

.

The program and its constraints: Above, we define a non-linear mixed integer program

(MIP) formulation that takes as a parameter g, the hypergraph representation of the envi-

ronment. Given the environment g, the MIP maximizes the minimum fraction of airtime

received (airtimei) to the desired airtime Ai of each radio Ri in the environment.

We briefly explain each of the constraints and relaxations within. (3.6) is the constraint

on each radio Ri’s estimated airtime. Note that we take the maximum of the residual and
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Figure 3.9: The average, minimum, and maximum total runtime of the optimization and

subgraph analysis given an approximate number of configurable networks and a potential number

of different configurations.

fairshare of airtime, but then take the minimum of Ai so that the radio never uses more than

its demand. (3.7) calculates the residual airtime based on all other radios that Ri coordinates,

belonging to the set Ci. (3.8) accounts for the fair share of airtime expected from these same

coordinating radios. Since oic is binary, we can count the number of coordinating radios

on the same frequency by summing oic across each radio Rc ∈ Ci. (3.9) introduces the

constraint that radios connected by a hyperedge must have the same chosen frequency (i.e.,

they construct a network). (3.11) ensures that each radio can only have one center frequency,

by ensuring that the sum across the indicators of which frequency index is active is 1. The

remaining constraints (3.13 - 3.16) ensure that many of our variables take on values between

0 and 1. Additionally, (3.14) constrains airtimei to be less than or equal to its demand Ai.

Note that there is no additional or direct constraint to model whether a radio is “reconfig-

urable” or not (e.g., an external or neighboring radio or device). This is handled indirectly by

having the frequency set Fi for a non-configurable radio Ri only contain its current frequency.

In practice, the possible sets of frequencies for external radios are also considered to be un-

known. This constrains the optimization to assign that radio to that particular frequency,

since constraint 3.11 ensures that every radio must be assigned 1 frequency (and 1 only).

Performance of the optimization

An immediate concern in our optimization is its runtime, ultimately: how long does it take

to provide a set of spectrum assignments given various sizes of the environment? (i.e., the

number of networks it must configure). Given that there are several non-linear constraints

in our optimization that make our mixed integer program non-linear, understanding its per-

formance and limitations is important. To provide insight to the question of runtime, we run

our algorithm against an increasing number of configurable wireless networks, static networks

within range (i.e., unconfigurable, or neighboring, networks), as well as the total number of

radios (our base unit in the environment and hypergraph).
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As one might expect, the most important factor in the runtime of our algorithm is the

potential number of different configurations. That is, the total number of different frequency

combinations across the configurable networks. In Figure 3.9, we show the average, minimum,

and maximum runtime in minutes given this potential number of configurations. This runtime

is broken down as the total to perform subgraph analysis to generate the conflict graph, and

the total time of the actual optimization that considers the conflict graph and hypergraph. On

the top of figure, we also provide an approximate number of configurable networks that result

in the potential number of configurations given on the x-axis. As shown, the algorithm will

provide what it believes to be an optimal assignment in less than a minute with approximately

1 million different configurations, driven by 10 configurable networks. This is reasonable

for the average home environment. 20 networks can be configured in an hour and a half,

and once 20 networks is exceeded we reach a physical memory limit on our machine and

the optimization time takes significantly longer: 16 hours with 4GB of memory. It was

recently made possible to split the memory and computation of this algorithm across multiple

machines (e.g., in the cloud) [109]. We have not experimented with this in detail as the

framework was released after we completed our evaluation. However, results provided by

the authors show reasonable reductions in solve time with parallelization of memory and

computation [110].

In any environment, there are expected to be a set of networks that contribute to con-

tention and interference, but are non-configurable (e.g., neighboring networks). These net-

works, however, still contribute to computation in our optimization, estimating their impact

on the configurable networks. Therefore, we evaluate the additional runtime of our optimiza-

tion given a total number of static networks varying from 0 to 60 in Figure 3.10. As shown,

static networks contribute to the additional runtime of the optimization, but do not increase

it significantly. Even with 40 static networks within range, only 2-3 minutes of runtime are

added on average. It is not until we reach the physical memory limit of our machine due to

the static networks that our runtime begins to increase significantly again.

Finally, we show the increase in runtime due to the number of radios in the environment.

That is, how does the total number of radios impact runtime, given a number of configurable

networks? To evaluate this, we fix the number of configurable networks to 5 and add radios

to these configurable networks in round robin fashion, and monitor the total runtime. As

shown in Figure 3.11, runtime will not increase significantly even after adding 70 radios to

the configurable networks in our optimization. Again, it is not until we reach our physical

memory limit that the runtime begins to increase significantly.

Discussion and limitations of our optimization

Given the runtime of our algorithm, we believe that it is suitable for home environ-

ments and smaller complexes, potentially providing the capability to more efficiently orga-

nize chaotic environments such as apartment buildings. It may be possible to partition larger

enterprise or campus environments and run our optimization on these partitions to optimize
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Figure 3.11: Additional runtime given more
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them. However, this is outside the scope of our work. Additionally, the recent work to par-

allelize the memory and computation of our open source solver, SCIP [111], may show that

it can solve larger environments leveraging the cloud.

By using a MIP representation, we believe that our optimization is flexible to additional

constraints. There are aspects of the spectrum that we have simplified, however. For example,

we assume that the signal characteristics (e.g., propagation) are the same on all frequencies.

We do not model a drop in signal quality when re-assigning to a higher frequency (e.g.,

from 2.4GHz to 5GHz), or an improvement in quality when re-assigning to a lower frequency

(e.g., from 2.4GHz to the white space TV bands). However, we believe that our MIP-based

approach provides enough flexibility to add these constraints in the future. We discuss other

limitations and future work in more detail in Section 3.5.

3.4 Evaluation

In this section, we present an evaluation of our heterogeneous spectrum assignment system.

Our goal is to characterize the system’s ability to find reasonable and efficient spectrum

assignments in heterogeneous environments, improving the performance and fairness of net-

works within it. In particular, these assignments should avoid heterogeneous conflicts when

possible (e.g., through frequency isolation), and otherwise intelligently place the networks

and radios in the spectrum to at least reduce the number of conflicts and their impact on

performance.

Evaluation Methodology: To perform this evaluation, we introduce several controlled

heterogeneous environments and scenarios that vary in their topology, demand, and degree

of interference. We classify these environments in to 4 main categories:

1. Targeted scenarios where we introduce various types of conflicts between heterogeneous

networks that have been reported as common in prior works (e.g., in [7,15,16]). These
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targeted scenarios focus our evaluation of the assignment algorithm on its ability to

reconfigure a single network to avoid the conflict scenario we introduce. This allows

us to provide the reader with a deeper understanding of how our predictive channel

metric estimates various types of interference, and how our single algorithm provides

assignments that avoid various diverse types of conflicts.

2. Weakly constrained scenarios include multiple heterogeneous networks with the poten-

tial for conflicts, however, there is sufficient spectrum to isolate incompatible networks

(i.e., the spectrum is weakly constrained). These scenarios illustrate the spectrum man-

agement algorithm’s capabilities in relatively isolated environments. This category of

environments begins to highlight abilities of the entire optimization at assigning multi-

ple networks.

3. Moderately constrained scenarios include the configuration of multiple heterogeneous

networks with the potential for conflicts present if not placed intelligently, due to a

moderately constrained spectrum in terms of demand.

4. Severely constrained scenarios are over provisioned scenarios where frequency isolation

of heterogeneous technologies is not always possible to avoid all conflicts. In some

cases, networks must be placed intelligently to reduce interference, reduce contention,

and provide a level of fairness across the networks (i.e., no network should receive

significantly less airtime, or more interference).

To evaluate configurations across these scenarios, we create the environments in a hetero-

geneous testbed where the networks are configured to generate a specific demand, and they are

placed to generate various types of conflicts we introduce and study. Our smartphone-based

heterogeneous monitor (Chapter 2) collects the necessary information from these environ-

ments, and provide it to our system which first builds the hypergraph (Section 3.3.2) and

then performs subgraph analysis to generate the conflict graph (Section 3.3.3). The hyper-

graph and conflict graph are then used as inputs to our optimization (Section 3.3.5), which

provides the suggested spectrum assignments for each radio. We reconfigure the radios to

match the assignments and show the resulting throughput, airtime, and loss rates of the

networks and devices. Where applicable, we compare the resulting configuration with con-

figurations generated by other algorithms, such as where networks enter the spectrum in a

first-come-first-serve manner, as well as against a basic largest first algorithm to assign the

spectrum.

Targeted scenarios and evaluation

Starvation and high loss due to analog transmitters: We begin with two scenarios that

include analog transmitters, i.e., devices that continuously transmit, causing starvation in

CSMA-networks due to either continual back-off from them, or high amounts of loss (observed

in many studies[7,8,112]). To evaluate our system’s ability to account for these conflicts, we

first introduce an analog cordless phone within spatial range of a Wi-Fi transmitter. In
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and usable airtime for the Wi-Fi network with

the phone in the upper part of the spectrum.
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and usable airtime for the Wi-Fi network with

the baby monitor.

Figure 3.12, we plot the normalized throughput and loss rate of the Wi-Fi link before and

after we turn the cordless phone on at a relative time of 25 seconds. As shown, the throughput

of the Wi-Fi link drops significantly, but the loss rate remains low and stable.

In Figure 3.13, we break down the channel estimations made by our optimization when

deciding how to configure the Wi-Fi network that contains the link. The “estimated usable

airtime” is the value of our calculated channel quality metric (i.e., Equation 3.1). However,

we also include its two main components: the estimated available airtime due to contention

(graphed as “Estimated Airtime”), and the estimated loss rate due to heterogeneous conflicts

– our σ value in the main equation (graphed as “Estimated Loss Rate”). As shown, our metric

predicts the minimal usable airtime as starvation in its estimated airtime given contention,

not loss. Given other active networks in the spectrum, the optimization suggests a center

frequency of 2.412 GHz. We will soon present results that validate the estimations across all

of the potential channels.

Next, we replace the cordless phone with a baby monitor in the spectrum, another analog

device which has been the focus of studies. We move it away from the Wi-Fi link’s transmitter,
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Figure 3.16: ZigBee channel estimations that properly reflect loss and usable airtime given

fully hidden and asymmetric scenarios with Wi-Fi networks.

and in to interference range of one of its receivers. In Figure 3.14, we show the result of

turning the baby monitor on at a relative time of 25 seconds. Again, the throughput drops

significantly, however, loss rate increases in this conflict scenario. As shown in Figure 3.15,

our optimization accurately estimates the result of this conflict scenario, shown in the set of

higher frequencies. Estimated usable airtime is again predicted to be minimal, however, this

is now the result of a higher loss rate, not a lower estimated airtime due to contention.

Inability to coordinate vs. asymmetric coordination: Prior studies have reported many

asymmetric coordination scenarios between heterogeneous wireless networks, i.e., where one

network backs off to another network, but not visa versa. This is commonly reported be-

tween heterogeneous devices that have different transmission powers, such as ZigBee and

Wi-Fi [16,34,39]. Ultimately, ZigBee networks have low desired airtime, i.e., they do not

transmit often and will likely still be able to meet their desired airtime requirement after

retransmissions. However, it is still desirable to configure them to operate on channels with

the least interference, since retransmissions affect their power consumption which is impor-

tant given ZigBee nodes are often battery powered. Here, we evaluate our system’s ability to

detect and distinguish these scenarios, accurately reflecting the loss rate across all channels.

First, we place a Wi-Fi network on Wi-Fi channel 1 that conflicts with a ZigBee network

in our environment, such that neither backs off to each either and the Wi-Fi network creates

loss on the ZigBee network (i.e., they are destructively hidden). We place another Wi-Fi

network on channel 6 that has the same demand as the first Wi-Fi network, however it is

spatially placed at a distance reported in prior works that causes the ZigBee network to

back-off to the Wi-Fi network, but not visa-versa [16] (i.e., it is a destructive asymmetric

scenario). Finally, we setup a third Wi-Fi network on channel 11 with the same demand, but

far enough apart such that the SINR on the ZigBee link should create no loss (i.e., hidden,

and non-destructive).

We use our monitor to collect the information from the environment as described. We

construct the hypergraph, and then run the optimization. Additionally, we configure the
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ZigBee network, as well as an asymmetric scenario between a Wi-Fi network and ZigBee network.

ZigBee network to operate on each of its potential center frequencies, and record the observed

usable airtime and loss rates. The resulting channel estimations made by our optimization,

as well as the true observed values, are illustrated in Figure 3.16. As shown, the optimization

properly estimates the different loss rates from the Wi-Fi networks, accounting for whether

the conflict scenario was completely hidden, asymmetric, or hidden but not strong enough

to cause conflict. The optimization will assign the network on a channel that overlaps with

Wi-Fi channel 11.

Of course, the dynamic nature of the traffic between the networks will cause the loss to

fluctuate. However, we provide a reasonable estimate and importantly reflect the difference

in loss rates given the scenario. To illustrate this, we refer the reader to Figure 3.17 where

we plot the estimated loss rates of the hidden and asymmetric scenarios as horizontal flat

lines, and the actual observed loss rate over 3 minutes. As shown, the loss fluctuates given

dynamics of the traffic, and we slightly underestimate the loss of the asymmetric scenario, and

slightly overestimate the loss of the hidden scenario. However, they are reasonable estimates

and importantly reflect the different conflict scenario.

Accounting for multiple interferers: Next, we setup a targeted scenario to configure a

ZigBee network where there are multiple Wi-Fi interferers across the spectrum, and we move

the cordless phone and baby monitor to be active interferers in the ZigBee network’s upper

channels centered at 2.475 GHz and 2.48 Ghz, respectively. In particular, we setup high

sources of Wi-Fi interference on channel 1, moderate sources of interference on channel 11,

and low sources of interference on channel 1. Our predictive channel metric and optimization

are designed to account for the multiple sources of interference on each of these channels

that, together, increase the loss rate. In Figure 3.18, we show the estimated, and observed,

airtimes and loss rates. As shown, we again provide reasonable approximations of airtimes

and loss rates across all of the channels. The estimates are not exact, overestimating and

understanding in several instances, however, we believe they are reasonable to perform proper

spectrum management.
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Figure 3.18: Estimated and observed airtimes and loss rates for a ZigBee network in our

optimization, shown to estimated reasonably assign a channel with low interference.
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Figure 3.20: Our assignment algorithm

will ensure digitally coordinating networks are

aligned to properly coordinate.

Avoiding interference given analog vs. digital coordination: As we described earlier,

coordination can happen through analog power sensing, or digitally. Our optimization and

predictive channel quality metric account for the coordination type when assigning spectrum.

We construct the network setup pictured in Figure 3.19 with two static (unconfigurable)

802.11n 40 MHz networks in HT mode (i.e., they digitally coordinate with a non-legacy

preamble) with a primary channel of 1, and two static 802.11 networks in legacy mode at

channel 11. Then, we introduce a configurable 20 MHz 802.11n HT mode network constrained

to the 2.4 GHz band that is within spatial and interference range of the static networks.

Focusing on the non-overlapping channels 1, 6, and 11, our optimization must carefully

assign the 20 MHz 802.11n network by properly estimating the impact of it operating with

heterogeneous networks and not properly aligning with networks that it digitally coordinates

with. We darken non-overlapping channels 1, 6, and 11 in Figures 3.19 and Figures 3.20.

As shown, if the network is placed in to channel 11, it will receive interference from the

legacy 802.11 networks. If placed on channel 6, it will receive interference from the 40 MHz
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Figure 3.23: Example configuration when

networks greedily choose channel assignments

in a first-come, first served, manner.

802.11n networks since it will partially overlap with the 40 MHz network’s secondary channel

(where it cannot digitally coordinate). If properly aligned with the digitally coordinating 40

MHz networks on channel 1, our optimization accurately estimates no loss coordination (with

enough airtime) to receive in full, its desired airtime (i.e., a value of 1). The higher loss rates

in-between channels 6 and 11 are due to the configurable 802.11 network conflicting with the

40 MHz networks and the legacy networks.

Weakly constrained scenarios and evaluation

Next we shift our focus to environments that involve multiple configurable networks,

instead of focusing on configuring a single network to avoid common conflicts reported in

prior works. In these weakly constrained scenarios, we focus on environments where there is

sufficient spectrum to isolate heterogeneous technologies to avoid conflict. Importantly, we

compare the organization that our optimization provides against “first-come, first served”

organizations that reflect today’s environments. That is, networks greedily choose what

channel is best for them when they are introduced in the environment, and they are unlikely

to reconfigure their assignment (even if a different channel will provide better performance

at a later time). When deploying in a FCFS manner, we have the networks greedily choose

the channel with the least usage. Additionally, the FCFS assignment is done agnostic to

heterogeneous conflicts.

Weakly Constrained 1: We start with a configuration between mixed 802.11 networks
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Figure 3.25: Networks in the weakly constrained scenario 2, ordered by arrival (for FCFS

purposes).

(that all support the legacy preamble), two ZigBee networks, and an analog cordless phone

that have the respective airtimes shown in Figure 3.21. In Figure 3.22, we show the resulting

spectrum organization provided by our optimization: heterogeneous networks are isolated,

and the 802.11 networks are packed in a way that all networks are able to meet their desired

airtime. Alternatively, we show the resulting configuration given a FCFS configuration in

Figure 3.23 (arriving in the order shown in Figure 3.21). As shown, a lack of sensing between

the heterogeneous networks can lead to their sharing of a channel. Additionally, the FCFS

arrival leads to the inefficient assignments of the 802.11 networks: not all networks receive

their desired airtime due to contention given the assignments. We illustrate the resulting

observed airtime fractions and loss rates in Figure 3.24. 802.11 networks 1 and 3 receive only

a fraction of their desired airtime due to contention, and the ZigBee networks receive high

loss rates due to their operation in channels shared by 802.11 networks.

Weakly Constrained 2: Next, we reconfigure some of the legacy supporting 802.11 net-

works to be high-throughput 802.11n networks i.e., they use the newer digital preamble that

makes them incompatible with legacy networks. The resulting set of networks and their

airtimes are shown in Figure 3.25. Leveraging the resulting conflict graph from our man-

agement system that accurately reflects conflicts between the digitally coordinating networks

and legacy networks, our optimization continues to isolate the conflicting networks as shown

in Figure 3.26. The result of a FCFS assignment of channel is shown in Figure 3.27. Again,

the inability of the heterogeneous networks to sense each other leads to a mixed spectrum of

conflicting networks, that leads to the observed high loss rates and reduced airtimes shown
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again separated with enough spectrum avail-

able (e.g., 802.11n HT mode vs. legacy).
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Figure 3.27: Resulting assignments given a

FCFS configuration of the weakly constrained
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Figure 3.28: FCFS observed values of loss rates and received airtimes for each network, nor-

malized by the networks desired airtime.

in Figure 3.28. The legacy supporting 802.11 networks receive slightly lower loss rates due

to their use of basic spectrum sensing that allows them to back-off to the high-throughput

networks. However, the high-throughput networks receive higher loss rates due to their strict

digital-only sensing. The ZigBee networks also receive high loss rates from both sets of 802.11

networks. Although one of these ZigBee networks is still able to meet its desired airtime,

losses lead to retransmissions, which can affect the ZigBee network’s performance in terms

of power consumption (a concern for the often battery powered ZigBee radios).

Weakly Constrained 3: In our final weakly constrained scenario, we introduce 40 MHz

high-throughput Wi-Fi networks, and configure some of these networks to be able to use

the 5 GHz band. These networks, their airtimes, and their order of arrival are shown in

Figure 3.29. We present the resulting configuration given our spectrum assignment system

and optimization in Figure 3.30: heterogeneous networks are again isolated, as well as digi-

tally coordinating networks being properly aligned i.e., the 20 MHz high-throughput 802.11

networks are aligned with the primary channel of the 40 MHz networks. Our optimization

avoids placing the 20 MHz high-throughput networks in the secondary channel of the 40 MHz
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Figure 3.29: Networks in the weakly constrained scenario 3, ordered by arrival (for FCFS
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Figure 3.30: Network placement given our optimization. The scenario includes 40 MHz net-

works and the use of high-throughput 802.11 networks in the 5 GHz spectrum band.

networks, which would lead to their inability to coordinate. Due to potential contention, the

networks that support the 5 GHz frequencies are pushed in to the 5 GHz spectrum band as

shown. ZigBee networks are isolated, in addition to the analog cordless phone.

The FCFS configuration is shown in Figure 3.31, with its observed airtimes and loss rates

in Figure 3.32. Again, the FCFS configuration suffers from low airtime fractions, and high

loss rates. In particular, the 40 MHz 802.11n networks suffer greatly due to interference from

legacy networks, as well as interference from the 802.11n HT network that resides in the

secondary channels. Although the first ZigBee network receives all of its desired airtime due

to retransmissions, its loss rate is over 50%, meaning that all transmissions will likely take 2

tries to be successful, which can significantly increase the power consumption of the radio on

the network. The resulting configuration shows many inefficiencies that could be avoided by

using our spectrum assignment system and algorithm.

Moderately constrained scenarios and evaluation

In the upcoming moderately constrained scenarios we will present, we increase the spec-

trum usage from the networks such that our optimization must intelligently place networks

to try and avoid conflicts. The demand prevents our algorithm from simply isolating the

networks as we have shown in the weakly constrained scenarios. Due to the inefficiencies

in FCFS configurations shown extensively in our results, we focus solely on our optimiza-

tion’s results in these scenarios. We will revisit FCFS configurations (as well as largest-first

insertion) in the severely constrained scenarios.
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Figure 3.31: The resulting FCFS configu-

ration of the weakly constrained scenario 3,

showing overlap from heterogeneous networks.
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Moderately Constrained 1: In the first moderately constrained scenario, we reconfigure

the first weakly constrained scenario such that the analog cordless phone operates in the

ZigBee network’s higher potential channels, forcing the ZigBee networks to operate within

the 802.11 channels to avoid complete starvation from overlapping with the cordless phone.

Our optimization should reconfigure the networks to avoid conflicts by considering SINR,

providing an interference free configuration even though complete frequency isolation is not

possible.

We show the resulting configuration provided by our spectrum assignment system in

Figure 3.33 and ask the reader to compare the channel assignments of the 802.11 networks

with those in Figure 3.22. With the ZigBee networks forced in to the 802.11 channels, our

optimization chooses a different placement for the 802.11 networks to avoid potential conflicts.

We draw conflict arrows between the 802.11 networks and the ZigBee networks to highlight

which 802.11 networks interfere with the two ZigBee networks. As shown, our assignment

avoids placing the ZigBee networks where they would conflict with 802.11 networks. To do

so, our algorithm in particular reassigned several networks. Wi-Fi networks W5, W7, and

W8 were reconfigured to share a channel, creating a channel where Z1 would receive no

interference from conflicts. Likewise, W3 and W2 were moved together to create another

interference-free channel for Z2.

Additionally, we note that our optimization still considered contention between the Wi-Fi

networks and placed them in a way that still allowed them to meet their desired airtimes,

given the shown configuration. Due to brevity, we do not show the resulting loss rates.

However, the ZigBee networks received their desired airtimes with no loss, and the Wi-Fi

networks also received their desired airtime.

Moderately Constrained 2: Next, we take the third weakly constrained scenario and add

two additional legacy 802.11 networks to it, pushing the demand higher which does not

allow complete isolation, requiring an intelligent placement to avoid conflict. If one places

these two networks in 802.11 channel 11 to operate with the other legacy networks shown in
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forced to operate in 802.11 channels, our opti-

mization still assigns them to avoid conflict.
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Figure 3.34: With additional demand from

legacy W-Fi networks, these networks are re-

assigned to intelligently avoid conflict also.

Figure 3.30, all legacy networks will receive a reduced airtime due to the constrained spectrum

and contention. Instead of taking this choice of isolation to avoid conflict, leading to reduced

performance, our optimization determines that 802.11 networks W1 and W5 (where W5 was

newly introduced), do not conflict with the 40 MHz networks allowing them to operate in

their secondary channel freely. We show the resulting configuration in Figure 3.34 and draw

the conflicts to show the intelligent placement which avoids conflict. Again, due to brevity we

do not plot the resulting loss rates, however, networks W1 and W5 received no observed loss

rates, as well as the two 40 MHz networks not receiving loss from these networks. This shows

that under more constrained spectrum, our optimization can still find efficient organizations

by intelligently placing networks to avoid conflict.

Severely constrained scenarios and evaluation

Finally, we introduce severely constrained scenarios where spectrum demand prevents

configurations that allow isolation, or intelligent placement to avoid all potential conflicts.

Instead, the networks must be intelligently placed to avoid as many conflicts as possible, and

networks should be placed to receive the least possible loss. We compare the performance

of our optimization at achieving these goals, and compare the configurations with resulting

FCFS configurations, in addition to two new points of comparison: 1) A largest-first insertion

of networks in to the spectrum where the networks are able to leverage our channel quality

metric that predicts loss due to heterogeneous networks, and 2) Our optimization that a Jain’s

fairness-based objective function to try and ensure that no network receives significantly

unfair airtime. The prior comparison allows us to compare to intelligently placing networks

without the runtime of the full optimization, and the latter comparison allows us to compare

to an objective of fairness across the networks.

Severely Constrained 1: We begin with the configuration of networks shown in Figure [?

], which shows a high total airtime demand and heterogeneous networks that can lead to

conflict. We show the resulting airtimes of the 4 different assignment methods in Figure 3.36.
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Figure 3.36: Resulting airtime fractions

given the four different assignment methods

under the severely constrained scenario 1.
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Figure 3.37: Loss rates can be exception-

ally high with a FCFS assigned environment,

compared to our optimization.

The figure shows, for each method, the fraction of networks that receive at least a certain

amount of airtime. First, our optimization with the standard objective finds a configuration

that has the most networks meet their desired airtime: 75% of networks. Comparing to the

FCFS configuration where only 43% of networks meet their desired airtime. Even with our

predictive channel quality metric, a largest-first method of insertion and assignment cannot

meet the performance of our optimization (with either objective). Note that the organization

provided by our optimization with the standard objective results in a few networks that

receive relatively lower (and un-fair) airtime fractions. Using the Jain’s fairness objective

with our optimization results in a configuration where no network receives as low of airtimes,

but to achieve this several better performing networks receive lesser airtime fractions: only

58% of networks receive their desired demand with the Jain’s fairness objective, compared to

the 75% with the standard objective.

In Figure 3.37, we show the resulting loss rates for the networks, focusing on the optimiza-

tion with the standard objective and the FCFS method of assignment. As shown, neither

method is able to avoid complete loss across all of the networks, however our optimization

ensures that no network received a loss rate greater than 8%. This is compared to the FCFS

method of assignment where some networks receive significant loss rates between 80-90%

(which has been observed by prior works in heterogeneous environments [7,8,16]). These

results show the benefit of our spectrum assignment system, as well as its flexibility to use

different objectives if fairness is desired over better overall performance for all networks.

Severely Constrained 2: We conclude our evaluation results with the severely constrained
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Figure 3.38: Networks in the severely constrained scenario 2, ordered by arrival (for FCFS

purposes).
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Figure 3.39: Resulting airtime fractions

given the four different assignment methods

under the severely constrained scenario 2.
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Figure 3.40: Our optimization continues to

avoid higher loss rates experienced in FCFS

assignment.

scenario of networks depicted in Figure 3.38. There is a high degree of heterogeneity and

overall desired airtime. Intelligent placement will be needed to reduce loss rates given conflicts

(since isolation will not be possible). We show the resulting airtime fractions of the networks

given our four insertion methods in Figure 3.39. Again, our optimization with the standard

objective finds a configuration where the most networks are able to meet their desired airtime,

where 82% of networks meet their demand. A FCFS configuration has less than half of

the networks meeting their demand, and 60% of networks meet their demand using our

optimization with the Jain’s fairness objective and the largest first method of insertion. The

Jain’s fairness objective continues to provide the best performance for the least-performing

network, but again pulls down the performance of other networks to do so.

In Figure 3.40, we compare the loss rates observed using our optimization with the stan-

dard objective as compared to the FCFS insertion. With severely constrained networks given

their demand and the available spectrum, as well as the high degree of heterogeneity, FCFS

is shown to result in high loss rates for many of the networks. Only 20% of networks receive

a loss rate lower than 40%, with some networks receiving loss rates greater than 80% again.

This is compared to our optimization where high loss rates are still observed (e.g., greater

than 50%), but 80% of networks still receive minimal loss rates (e.g., less than 10%). This

shows the strength of our optimization to provide configurations that reduce loss and improve

overall performance, despite being severely constrained.

Evaluation Summary
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In this section, we presented many diverse points of evaluation across various types of

heterogeneous conflicts commonly reported in today’s environments and prior studies (e.g., [7,

8,16]). Unlike these prior works, however, we explored the ability of spectrum management

to avoid conflicts rather than coexistence techniques. Our evaluation showed that a properly

designed spectrum management system for heterogeneous networks can avoid these various

types of conflicts with a single algorithm (i.e., solution). Our targeted scenarios showed

this ability, focusing on various commonly reported conflicts, and our weak, moderate, and

severely constrained multi-network evaluation points showed our ability to configure multiple

networks to avoid various potential conflicts in the spectrum. The resulting configurations

showed isolation when possible, and configurations that avoid high loss rates when isolation

is not possible due to high demand. Comparing to FCFS configurations, we were able to

significantly reduce loss rates and increase performance of networks with the potential for

heterogeneous conflicts.

3.5 Chapter Summary

Following the thesis of this dissertation, we explored the potential of spectrum management

as a long-term solution to reducing interference between the many (and quickly evolving) un-

licensed heterogeneous wireless technologies. Again, this strategy is contrary to the common

approach seen today of developing coexistence techniques to alleviate interference between

these heterogeneous networks (an approach that requires N2 solutions). The system and work

we presented in this chapter show the potential of spectrum management: through careful

design, our system and algorithm (a single solution) can address various types of conflicts

between various heterogeneous technologies, reducing interference and improving efficiency.

To achieve this goal, we introduced novel contributions in 3 key areas: 1) A hypergraph-

based RF environmental model that can represent an environment with heterogeneous tech-

nologies, their interactions, and their constraints, 2) A predictive channel quality metric that

can estimate the performance of a network, accounting for contention from coordinating net-

works and interference from heterogeneous technologies, and 3) A mixed integer program

(MIP) based optimization that accounts for the various constraints across heterogeneous

technologies, and can efficiently (re)organize the spectrum to decrease contention and avoid

cross-technology interference.

Through evaluation with real heterogeneous radios in a wireless testbed, we illustrated

that our spectrum assignment system (comprised of these 3 main components) can account

for and avoid various types of conflicts and interference that we have traditionally relied

upon coexistence techniques to alleviate. Importantly, this illustrates that a single solution

(spectrum management) can address and alleviate the general problem of interference between

heterogeneous networks.

Limitations and Future Research: There are several limitations and simplifications in

our system that need to be addressed to support growing trends in the spectrum, and future
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research that can be done to improve its efficiency and understand its limitations. However,

our system and optimization is designed to be flexible enough to support these additional

trends with simple changes. We outline a few major areas that need to be addressed in the

future to overcome, improving the potential of our spectrum assignment system.

• Fixed spectral bandwidth: Currently, the spectral bandwidth of a radio B (in our opti-

mization) and operating on any of its center frequencies is considered to be fixed. For

many standards and protocols, the bandwidth is fixed as we model it. However, to deal

with the increased demand for bandwidth and throughput, Wi-Fi and its 802.11n/ac

protocols have introduced the option of wider bands such as 40 MHz, 80 MHz, and even

160 MHz. Clearly, one can set B to its desired bandwidth, however, it is possible to

extend our optimization framework to have B be a set of potential bandwidths. Then,

the algorithm can choose B to optimize its throughput while avoiding contention and

interference. Prior work has shown large values of B are not always desired and can

provide lower throughput due to increased contention and interference [113].

• Disseminating frequency assignments: Although we collect the necessary information

to perform spectrum management, and assign spectrum through the system we intro-

duced in this chapter, we do not introduce a way to disseminate these assignments

and reconfigure the end devices. In enterprise environments, there is expected to be a

network administrator with a mechanism and system that enables them to reconfigure

the frequencies of the devices in their domain. However, in chaotic environments and,

particularly in the home, there is no unifying mechanism or standard that allows a

central spectrum management system to reconfigure a diverse and heterogeneous set of

networks. This is important future work to deploy our system.

• Thorough sensitivity analysis: We evaluate our system using accurate information col-

lected by our smartphone-based monitor. However, our system is expected to work

with various types of monitors as long as they can produce the hypergraph-based rep-

resentation of the environment we outlined in our system design. As future work, it is

important to understand the impact of the accuracy in the information provided to our

spectrum assignment system. In particular, the accuracy of the meta-data provided

such as the link reception strengths and interference strengths, and the loss estimate

tables that provide the expected loss rate given an SINR value. The study should evalu-

ate how sensitive these values are, and others (e.g., traffic loads, expected coordination,

and spatial range), to understand how accurate the information needs to be to provide

effect and efficient spectrum assignments.

• TDMA Networks: In our work, we focused primarily on CSMA networks. However,

TDMA networks also create and suffer from interference. While we do not consider

such networks in our optimization and assignment, it is possible to use our predictive

metric to choose what channels a TDMA and frequency hopping network should use

or avoid. For example, by using the metric across all of its channels and then having it

adaptively avoid channels where expected performance does not meet some threshold.
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Chapter 4

Enabling Primary Coexistence in

the White Spaces

Up until this point in our dissertation, we have motivated, studied, and built better heteroge-

neous monitoring and spectrum management techniques to alleviate the general problem of

heterogeneous interference, particularly between unlicensed devices. Spectrum management

proved to still be effective and efficient since, in many cases, it is possible to reconfigure net-

work frequencies in a way that they may still overlap with other heterogeneous networks, but

receive small enough amounts of interference to not create loss. As we have argued, spectrum

management is a good long-term solution to general heterogeneity since it can handle changes

in technology without a need to change the solution.

In this chapter, we provide a contrasting study of heterogeneous interference in an increas-

ingly popular scenario where the assumptions, rules, and regulations are extremely different

than what we have addressed so far in this dissertation. This scenario is in the “white space”

i.e., licensed spectrum with unlicensed access in its idle parts (described in Chapter ??). In

these bands, one must now consider the existence of spectrum primaries (i.e., licensed and het-

erogeneous users). Unlike the unlicensed devices that we have addressed thus far, primaries

have strict rules that protect them against interference (regulated by the FCC [13,18,20]).

Although we have shown spectrum management to be effective and efficient at reduc-

ing heterogeneous interference between unlicensed devices, here, we will show that spectrum

management can be extremely inefficient at protecting licensed users. As a result, rules and

regulations put in place to guarantee interference-free operation through spectrum manage-

ment end up threatening the very goal of the white spaces: additional spectrum.

Instead, we argue that coexistence techniques are better suited to protect licensed users in

the white spaces. This is for several key reasons and differing assumptions than the problem

of general heterogeneity we have dealth with so far:
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1. While the coexistence-based approach is N2 regardless of the spectrum band, N is

small in the white spaces. First, the number of spectrum primaries in any licensed

band is small (e.g., only 2 in the TV white spaces), and second: the unlicensed devices

in these bands have certain restrictions that make their contribution to N small. In

the TV white spaces, unlicensed devices are restricted to be wideband. This eliminates

various technologies and will likely lead to many OFDM-based unlicensed devices in

the spectrum. These devices can use similar (or the same) coexistence techniques.

2. Unlike unlicensed devices and their standards which constantly change (e.g., 802.11),

licensed devices do not evolve quickly (if at all). Licensed devices are granted operation

based on a specific technology. For example, wireless microphones (spectrum primaries

in the TV white spaces) must use narrowband FM signals. Digital microphones are not

licensed to operate in this part of the spectrum. Without much or any evolution in the

primaries, coexistence techniques to address them will likely be long-lived.

3. Coexistence techniques can be more spectrum efficient by allowing the licensed and

unlicensed devices to operate on the same channel. In particular, this difference in

efficiency shows when there are strict rules against interference. Like isolation in the

frequency domain, however, coexistence techniques can still provide interference-free

guarantees if designed properly.

For these reasons, in this chapter, we explore a coexistence-based approach to solving

heterogeneity with licensed devices in the white spaces. In particular, our goal is to recover a

significant amount of spectrum availability that is lost in the bands due to current spectrum

management-based protection mechanisms. This chapter takes an important step towards

ensuring the white spaces meet their main goal of providing additional spectrum, and demon-

strates that this is possible through a practical and deployable coexistence system that can

still guarantee interference-free operation around the spectrum primaries. Note that spec-

trum management can still be used in the white spaces to mitigate interference between the

unlicensed devices. This makes our work up until this chapter still applicable in this band.

Chapter outline: Section 4.1 introduces the problem of spectrum availability in the white

spaces and heterogeneity’s threat to it. We present a background on the spectrum primaries

in Section 4.2, as well as related work in avoiding interference with spectrum primaries. In

Section 4.4, we present the first in-depth analysis of how wireless data transmissions impact

the primaries, and use our findings to design an interference-free coexistence system that can

reclaim the spectrum surrounding the primaries in Section 4.5. We present a full prototype

of our coexistence system in Section 4.6, and show through evaluation that it is effective at

avoiding interference, and efficient at reclaiming significant amounts of white space (over 100

MHz in dense scenarios). We conclude the chapter in Section 2.7 with the potential impact

of our work, lessons learned, and future research.
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Figure 4.1: A single microphone at the center

of a 6 MHz white space channel.
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4.1 The TV White Spaces and Inefficient Management

The proliferation of wireless devices has led to an impending spectrum crisis [114]. To provide

more spectrum, the FCC and spectrum regulators worldwide are exploring techniques to reuse

unoccupied TV channels (white spaces) for data communication [17]. The FCC finalized its

rules on September 23, 2010 [20], while the UK, Brazil, Finland, Singapore and other countries

are working on white space rules as well. While such efforts have been significant, the rules in

place to protect primary users threaten the very goal the white spaces are trying to achieve:

additional spectrum availability.

This is particularly true regarding the ruling’s handling of wireless microphones (mics),

which along with TV broadcasts are primary users of this spectrum. In the First Order from

December 2008, the FCC ruled conservatively towards mic protection by enforcing a white

space device to vacate an entire TV channel (6MHz) in the presence of even a single mic

(at most 500KHz). Referring the reader to Figure 4.1, we show a single microphone at the

center of a 6 MHz white space channel. This figure illustrates just how inefficient vacation

is, especially if there is only a single mic in the channel. In the Second Order, the FCC

made the ruling even more conservative by stating that two channels will now be exclusively

reserved for mics. This is in addition to allowing licensed mics to operate in any channel

under database (or sensing) and channel vacation protection.

Particularly in populated areas, these rules significantly reduce spectrum availability for

white space devices. To illustrate this, we refer the reader to Figure 4.2. This figure shows

the CDF of white space availability (given active TV broadcasts) in the top 30 US cities

by population. In 12 of these 30 cities, there are only 2 or fewer unoccupied TV channels,

and in 21 of these cities, there are no more than 5. Dedicating two TV channels for wireless

microphones effectively eliminates white spaces in a large fraction of major US cities. More-

over, as microphones will still be able to operate as primary users in any of the other TV

channels, the amount of white spaces in some locations of the remaining cities will effectively

be reduced to zero. It is clear that such conservative measures run counter to the goal of

white space networking, and are likely to be a major impediment to its widespread adoption.
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Problem Scope and Challenge: In this chapter, we show that such conservative and

inefficient spectrum management is unnecessary. Instead, full microphone protection can be

achieved through coexistence, while still enabling white space devices (WSDs) to reclaim

large fractions of the spectrum. It is well-known that in different parts of the spectrum that

wideband devices which often OFDM can use subcarrier suppression [42,45,115] to eliminate

interference with narrow-band devices. In the white spaces, such an approach would poten-

tially allow a WSD to coexist with a mic in the same TV channel, and use the remaining

95% of its spectrum [115].

Unfortunately, such solutions cannot easily be deployed in the white spaces for several rea-

sons. First, existing techniques that adaptively determine the degree of required suppression

require interfering with the narrowband devices (i.e., SWIFT [42]). This is unacceptable as

it would cause harmful audible interference with the mic. Second, the amount of suppression

required to protect the mic’s transmission depends on the mic’s received signal power, as well

as the white space device’s interference, at the mic receiver. Both values are unknown at the

WSD, change over time, and cannot be estimated using channel reciprocity techniques [116]

given mic systems are one-way (receiver never transmits).

Summary of Approach and Contributions: To overcome the challenges, we present

SEISMIC (Spectrum Efficient Interference-free System for MICs), a system that allows white

space devices to coexist with mics and “recover” a close to optimal fraction of the spectrum

in the TV channel, while fully protecting the mic in all circumstances. Our system design

is based on an in-depth characterization of the impact of white space transmissions and RF

interference on mic audio recordings. To allow cooperation between the mic system and

WSDs, SEISMIC uses a simple device called a MicProtector to measure the interference at

the mic receiver and a low-complexity signaling protocol to notify white space devices of

impending disruption. Using this explicit signaling feedback, secondary users can suppress

the proper frequency to avoid disrupting the mic’s audio quality.

The SEISMIC approach combines several attractive properties. First and foremost, it is

safe since the explicit feedback avoids harmful interference at the mic receiver, independent

of the placement of mics and WSDs. Secondly, is purely reactive, restricting secondary white

space communication only when needed and to the degree necessary. That is, SEISMIC op-

timizes spectrum usage by minimizing the number of subcarriers that are suppressed based

on actual measured WSD signal levels. Finally, in spite of the addition of the new MicPro-

tector device, SEISMIC is a very practical solution: It does not require replacing legacy mic

equipment or advanced registration of mics before events, and cost is likely to be small (no

low-threshold sensing!).

We find that SEISMIC allows white space devices to converge to within 25KHz of optimal

suppression 72% of the time and within 75KHz 93% of the time, with zero-interference to

microphones. We show that this allows a WSD to get up to 95% of the bandwidth of a

channel that is completely lost with today’s restrictive FCC regulations, and even up to 85%

of the channel in many (10+) mic scenarios. While these results are specific to mics in TV

white spaces, we note that the SEISMIC design is more general and can be easily adapted
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Microphone Form Factor Idle Width Squelch/Peak

Audio-Technica ATW-T210 Handheld 65 KHz 30 dB

Electro-Voice BPU-2 Beltpack 62 KHz 25 dB

Sennheiser E935 Handheld 69 KHz 30 dB

Sennheiser EW100 Handheld 66 KHz 30 dB

Sennheiser SK2000XP Beltpack 69 KHz 30 dB

Shure UR-2 Handheld 65 KHz 30 dB

Table 4.1: Microphones used throughout our study.

for efficient coexistence with other primary users. For example, SEISMIC can enable WSDs

to transmit at greater than 40 mW on channels adjacent to those occupied by TVs.

4.2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we provide the necessary background on wireless microphone signals for the

reader to understand this chapter, followed by related work in detecting and avoiding wireless

microphones.

Microphone Signal Background: A wireless mic system consists of a mic transmitter and

a mic receiver. The mic transmitter converts audio into RF using frequency modulation (FM).

The mic receiver decodes the FM signal to retrieve the transmitted audio signal. Figure 4.3

shows the RF spectrum of the signal when six mics are idle. The signal consists of a center

signal that carries data and two side tones, called squelch tones. The mic receiver decodes the

mic signal only when the squelch tones are successfully received. This helps protect against

garbled sound when there is interference, and prevents risk of audio amplifiers and speakers

when the mic signal is low [117]. Table 4.1 summarizes the properties of the 6 mics used in

our work.
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Although every mic has a similar RF signature when idle, Figure 4.5 shows the maximum

spectrum values for the mics after 10 minutes of continuous audio recording. As shown,

different mics hop differently across the spectrum given the same audio.

Licensed mics operate under the FCC Part 74 rules in the US, and similar rules worldwide.

This rule restricts the operation of wireless mics to at most a 200 KHz wide signal, and a

max transmit power of 250mW, although most mics use a max of 10mW. Unlicensed mics

are allowed to operate under the FCC Part 15 rules at a maximum transmit power of 50 mW.

Worldwide, mics are allowed to operate on any unoccupied TV channel. In the US, the FCC

recently modified the rules and reserved two TV channels exclusively for wireless mics [20].

These two channels vary by region, and cannot be used by WSDs. When two channels are

not enough, organizers can reserve additional channels 30 days in advance.

Previously proposed solutions to protect mics:

1. Sense for wireless microphones: This was amongst the first proposed and most

popular initial solutions proposed to avoid interference to mics [21,49,118,119,120,121,122].

The FCC’s initial ruling set this threshold to -114 dBm over 200KHz, and the Second Order

reduced it to -107 dBm. OFCOM is considering a sensing threshold of -126 dBm. Such

a sensing-based approach has several drawbacks. First, spectrum sensing is an expensive

operation in terms of cost an energy [20], and was the primary reason for removing this

requirement in the Second Order. Second, the sensing threshold is extremely conservative,

both because the signal propagation environment is unknown and because it is meant to

protect the mic receiver, whose location is unknown by sensing the mic. Third, sensing

for mics at below the noise level (as mandated by existing regulations) is prone to false

positives [123]. Therefore, WSDs might end up vacating an entire TV channel even when

there is no mic present in the vicinity. Finally, and most importantly, this approach is

inefficient, since WSDs need to vacate an entire TV channel.

2. Microphone Beaconer: To address the second and third concern above, mic com-

panies, such as Motorola and Shure, have proposed the use of a separate beaconer device
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to reduce the sensing threshold [50,124,125]. The beaconer uses the first 500 KHz of every

TV channel to signal the presence of a mic using a 250 mW signal. White space devices

vacate every TV channel that has this beacon. This approach still suffers from the other

two drawbacks from above – sensing needs extra hardware and entire channel needs to be

vacated. Another shortcoming of this approach is that WSDs may vacate the channel even

when their transmission does not interfere with the mic. We elaborate on this in Section 4.4.

3. Two-Reserved & On-Demand Reservation: This is the approach taken by the

FCC in the Second Order. Reserving two TV channels for wireless mics (even when there are

no mics in the vicinity), as specified in the FCC’s Second Order [20], significantly reduces the

amount of white spaces in urban areas. In the top 30 urban areas, our analysis showed that

12 (40%) had only two unoccupied TV channels, 60% had three or less, and 70% had 5 or

less1, so two channels represents a significant fraction of the white space spectrum. This is a

serious limitation since success in urban areas, where more WSD users are expected, is seen

as a likely driver for white space device use in rural areas [20]. pace availability is further

reduced since event organizers can also reserve any TV channel for mic operation.

Despite this conservative approach that seemingly favors mic users, the audio community

is concerned about the ruling as well [126]. The ruling leads to increased cost since most mic

users will have to replace their existing equipment. This is because the 2 reserved channels will

be geo-dependent as the first 2 free channels in the 180MHz of spectrum, however mic systems

usually have a limited 40MHz front-end which is likely to not be in the range of the reserved

channels. Furthermore, users who pay a large sum of money for their mic placement [21] will

have to redo the mic placement. Mic operators, including those who handle big events such as

the Super Bowl, are unhappy about having to reserve TV channels 30 days in advance [126].

The RF environment changes frequently, and they adjust frequencies until the last minute.

4.3 Designing Spectrum-Efficient Coexistence for the White

Spaces

The goal of SEISMIC is to maximize the amount of spectrum available for white space

communication, while ensuring no interference to the primary users. The WSD can suppress

a portion of frequency around a narrow-band primary user’s transmission to avoid interference

with the primary user [42,45,115,127]. This would suggest that if the secondary can learn

about the exact transmission frequency and bandwidth of the primary user, the primary user

could vacate a sufficiently large “guard-band,” and use the remainder of the channel without

interfering. Here, a database or some beaconing-device could inform of such information.

Unfortunately, such non-adaptive, open loop solutions are very inefficient. The amount

of spectrum to suppress depends on the SINR at the mic receiver, i.e. the ratio between the

received signal strength from the primary transmitter and the collective interference power

1 Geo-location database: http://whitespaces.msresearch.us/
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generated by the WSDs. Since, the mic receiver’s SINR is not known at the WSD, it needs

to make the most conservative, worst-case assumptions. This results in suppressing too much

spectrum. To show the inefficiency of such a static, open-loop solution we measure the amount

of suppression needed with various SINR values when using a high-quality WSD prototype

from Adaptrum and real mic system. Since the WSD does neither know the interference

power it creates on the mic nor the received signal strength at the mic receiver, it has no

idea where in Figure 4.4 it operates. Thus, it has to make worst-case assumptions to avoid

interference: it must suppress the entire channel—which is exactly what the FCC requires.

4.3.1 Towards an Adaptive Solution

Several adaptive solutions have been proposed to determine the proper amount of suppres-

sion [42,43,128,129]. They can be broken into two groups: (i) those that adapt based on how

the the primary user reacts to interference [42,128], and (ii) those that use channel reciprocity

to estimate the interference the secondary user generates, while assuming the worst case for

the (unknown) signal component (mic or TV).

Unfortunately, none of these solutions are suitable for coexistence in the white spaces.

First, we cannot allow any disruption of primary users (both mics and TV broadcasts).

Second, even if we were allowed to interfere temporarily, mics and TV broadcasts are passive

transmissions; they do not back off. Third, channel reciprocity cannot be done with primaries

in the white spaces since all white space primaries are one-way systems in which the receiver

never transmits. Hence, the WSD cannot estimate the interference component of SINR at

the primary receiver. Even if you could solve that problem,1 the signal component of the

SINR is still unknown. The WSD would have to be conservative.

Thus, the challenge is how to devise a system in which the WSD can adapt their behavior

based on the SINR-values (RF interference and signal strength) at the primary receiver; and

to convey this information to the WSD in a disruption-free manner from the passive device.

This should be done without adding significant complexity to the WSD or primary.

4.3.2 SEISMIC Design

In the design of SEISMIC, we try to approximate an ideal solution in which WSDs have

explicit feedback about the SINR-values (RF interference and signal strength) at the pri-

mary receiver, allowing them to suppress the minimal number of subcarriers while avoiding

any disruption of the mic system. Adaptive systems based on closed loop feedback must

include three logical components: measurement, analysis, and adaptation. Since our system

is distributed, we also need a signaling component to exchange information.

SEISMIC implements these components as follows:

1For example by deploying some “beaconer” device co-located with the mic receiver [50,124,125].
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1. Measurement: We introduce a low-complexity enhancement to the mic receiver called

a MicProtector, that monitors RF interference and mic signal strength. Being co-located

with the primary receiver, it accounts for all relevant factors when monitoring its SINR.

(Section 4.5.2)

2. Analysis: With SINR, SEISMIC accordingly determines how the system can be op-

timized, i.e., how to minimize the number of suppressed subcarriers while avoiding

audible interference. (Sections 4.4 and 4.5.2)

3. Adaptation: The WSD follows a protocol in which it adjusts both the number of

suppressed subcarriers and the transmit power of its transmission. (Section 4.5.3)

4. Signaling: When needed, the MicProtector sends feedback to the WSD using a novel

signaling mechanism (strobing) to warn of impending disruption. (Section 4.5.4)

While we depict the MicProtector as a standalone device, future mic systems can build

such functionality in to the receiver. The option of using a standalone device is attractive since

it allows deployment without replacing all mic systems. This is similar to the use of converter

boxes to cope with the DTV transition. Mic manufacturers have been willing to adopt an

additional device to signal the presence of the mic [50,125]. In private communication, mic

operators at large events have been more willing to add this device than replace their existing

mic systems because of the high cost of replacing equipment and of replanning frequencies.

In the next section we present a detailed measurement study on the the impact of RF

interference on audio quality; this leads to the analysis component. The other components

and their integration, are discussed in Section 4.5.

4.4 The Impact of Secondary Interference

In this section, we provide the first in-depth analysis of how wireless data transmissions im-

pact wireless mics. Such an understanding is critical towards analysis and proper adaptation.

Using a controlled environment (§4.4.1), we introduce variable RF interference by indepen-

dently controlling the power, duration, and frequency. We measure the amount of audible

interference using the Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) metric [130] (§4.4.1).

4.4.1 Experimental Setup

Our experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 4.6. We use a PC to play sound samples.

We place a wireless mic close to the PC speakers, mimicking a person speaking into the mic.

To ensure that any audio disruption is caused only by WSD interference and not from other

sources, we placed the PC speakers and the mic in an anechoic chamber. The mic receiver
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Figure 4.6: Anechoic chamber setup for audible interference tests.

is connected to the PC using an XLR cable, where we save and process the resulting mic

recording.

To study the impact of WSD interference on mic recordings, we used WSDs to transmit

in a conducted setup to the mic receiver. The WSD was wired directly to the mic receiver

to introduce the interference in a controlled manner. We also connected a spectrum analyzer

to measure the RF spectrum and channel power. Since mic receivers have exposed antenna

elements, we isolated them by placing the receiver in a Faraday cage. To control the power

of the transmitted and received signals we placed two RF attenuators: between the WSD

and its antenna and between the mic receiver and its antenna. We ran tests with two WSDs:

Adaptrum, and a USRP2 with a TV TX/RX (WBX) front-end.

We used PESQ to quantify the impact of the interference introduced by the WSD on

the mic recording. PESQ is a signal processing algorithm that provides an estimate for the

Mean Opinion Score (MOS), a widely used measure of subjective sound quality, i.e. how

humans perceive the quality of sound. PESQ outputs a number from one to five to mimic

the MOS results. In our work we used the wideband version of PESQ algorithm called WB-

PESQ, standardized in 2005 by ITU-T Recommendation P.862.2. For ease of explanation,

we present normalized PESQ values. A score of 1 is perfect quality, and score of 0 represents

heavy disruption.

4.4.2 Interference in Power

In the first set of experiments, we have the WSD generate interference continuously (worst

case in time) and adjust both the power of the mic signal (Pm) and power of the white space

interference (Pn) at the mic receiver. For reasons that will become apparent in the results,

we focus on the amplitude of the white space interference in relation to two separate power

components of the mic signal: mic peak power (Pm) and the power of the squelch squelch
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tones (Ps) (§4.2). Therefore, the amplitude of the white space interference in relation to

either component, measured at the mic receiver, is computed as: WSNm = Pm − Pn and

WSNs = Ps − Pn, where the WSN is in dB. So, if Pm is -30dBm, Ps is -60dBm and Pn is

-40dBm, then WSNm is 10dB and WSNs is -20dB.

Noise Generation and Measurement: We use the variable attenuator to control the

RF interference generated by the WSD. The interference level is set to 100mW (20dBm),

and for each test we attenuate it in 5dB steps until the normalized PESQ value begins to

approach 1. We then decrease the step size to 1dB for accuracy. We measure the power values

(Pn, Pm, Ps) at the mic receiver using the spectrum analyzer. Since it is attached to the RF

input ports, we can measure the power as close to the RF chain as possible, accounting for

factors such as attenuation in the cables.

Power Results: Figure 4.7 shows the normalized PESQ score as a function of the white

space interference level on the Sennheiser EW100 mic, marking the points at which the PESQ

value becomes perfect with vertical grey lines. Our results show that if the WSN amplitude

is greater than the mic signal peak (i.e., Pn > Pm), the interference is severe enough to

cause the mic receiver to stop transferring audio (due to the squelch tones) as is seen from a

normalized PESQ score of 0. However, once the peak is approximately 10dB above the white

space noise (i.e., WSNm ≥ 10dB), the noise becomes less severe and the voice in the audio

track becomes noticeable. Most surprisingly, once the mic squelch tone power was 1dB above

the white space noise (i.e., WSNs ≥ 1dB), the normalized PESQ score achieved a perfect

value of 1. This is despite the fact that 19dB of RF interference still present in the operating

band of the mic.

We repeated the same experiment for the other mics. Figure 4.8 shows the same result

holds: as soon as the white space interference level is a few dB below the squelch tones, we

get a perfect PESQ score. The result even holds for the BPU-2 mic, which has squelch tones

that are separated by 25dB from the mic signal peak (30dB for the other mics).
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Figure 4.9: Resulting interference with variable spacing of transmissions in time.

To verify that this result is independent of the power of the mic, we repeated the exper-

iments with the attenuator between the mic receiver and its antenna set to three different

levels: 0dB, 20dB, and 40dB. The results, shown in Fig. 4.11, confirm this independence. For

all mics and all three mic signal levels, the PESQ is perfect as long as the WSD interference

is 1-2dB below the squelch tone signal levels.

Observing Capture: This result should not be a surprise given the well studied phe-

nomenon of FM capture, which allows for zero reduction in audio quality, despite the possible

presence of significant noise. For FM demodulation, frequency shift is measured by tracking

the strongest frequency component in a limited band. As long as the main carrier power ex-

ceeds the noise by an amount which allows for clean tracking of the frequency shifts, then the

FM receiver will “capture” the signal with zero noise [131]. Such behavior was acknowledged

by the FCC in the First Order [18] (Paragraph 38): “FM receivers exhibit a ‘capture effect’

in which they respond to only the strongest signal received on a frequency and reject any

weaker interfering signals.”

The capture effect is independent of the squelch tones, but the squelch tones are conve-

nient in determining the allowable level of interference. While 1dB of separation may seem

small, the actual power difference is significant (allowing capture) due to the decibel being a

logarithmic unit.

4.4.3 Interference in Time

To evaluate the impact of the packet durations, we configure the USRP2 to mimic 802.11-

like interference with respect to symbol timings and OFDM subcarriers. With the USRP2’s

master clock of 100MHz decimated by 8 and an FFT of size 64, we achieve an OFDM symbol

time of: (8/100MHz ∗ 64) = 5.12µs. To ensure the USRP2 can ramp up its transmitter,

we use 3 successful symbols in length as our minimum to achieve a minimum interference

duration of 15.36µs, comparable to four 802.11a/g/n symbols which are 16µs in length, i.e. a

very minimal “frame.” We ran experiments with all six mics and changed the timing of the

interference by controlling the inter-frame gap using a sub-microsecond scheduler [37].
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Shown in Figure 4.9, the small inter-frame spacings (10s of µs, similar to 802.11 IFS

and backoff) cause PESQ scores near zero, while even for spacings as high as 500ms, the

normalized PESQ only reaches 0.7. The cause for this is shown in Figure 4.9. Even spaced

500ms apart, the 16 µs of interference create audible “pops” in the audio recording during

each insertion of interference. Clearly, it seems like it is not possible to send extremely

short packets over the transmission of the microphone (at a higher power), for example, to

bootstrap the device in a channel and find microphones in range.

4.4.4 Interference in the Frequency Domain

We now evaluate how much spacing in the frequency domain is needed for a mic system to

have zero audible interference. Interference is constant in time and the interference power

is set to 10dB above the squelch tones. Initially, the WSD interferes across the entire TV

channel (i.e., 6MHz). Then, we incrementally suppress frequency at the center of the mic’s

band outwards in 5KHz steps. To get accurate measurements, we ensure that the power

falloff is steep. We attenuate the mic signal and interference from the WSD so the power

reaches the noise floor within 2KHz (Figure 4.13).
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Frequency Domain Results: Figure 4.12 shows the impact of the amount of sup-

pressed spectrum on the normalized PESQ score of the Sennheiser EW100. We see that the

EW100’s audio quality is severely affected (PESQ=0) when there is less than approximately

110KHz of interference-free spectrum at the center of the mic signal. Beyond this point, audio

quality begins improving and once there is 200KHz of free spectrum, there is zero audible

interference on the mic. We perform this same experiment for all mics. The results, Fig-

ure 4.14, show that the minimal amount of interference-free spectrum ranges from 150KHz

(ATW-T210) to 325KHz (BPU). Moreover, we note that models from the same manufacturer

can require different amounts of interference-free spectrum (e.g., Sennheiser’s E935, EW100,

and SK2000XP).

Varying WSD’s power and power leakage: The proximity of the WSD affects its

power, and thus power leakage past the suppressed subcarriers. To evaluate this, we repeated
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the frequency suppression test on the Sennheiser EW100, but vary the noise power at the

receiver from -42dBm to -67dBm in 5dB steps. At each step, we sweep the amount of

frequency suppressed from 0KHz to 400KHz in 5KHz steps and compute the normalized

PESQ score.

We present the results in Figure 4.15, highlighting the point at which we achieve zero

audible interference for the various noise powers. The results show that, as expected, the

amount of frequency suppressed at the transmitter needed to achieve zero audible interference

will be different depending on the noise power at the receiver. At the strongest power level,

-42dBm, we need to suppress a little over 330KHz at the transmitter. At the lowest power,

-67dBm, we only need to suppress 20KHz. Measured, although not shown, at -77dBm (in

two more power steps), 0KHz needs to be suppressed for zero audible interference because

the interference power is already more than 1 dB below the squelch tones (WSNs).

To provide further visualization of this, we suppress frequency on the Adaptrum trans-

mitter at 80KHz steps and record the resulting power in the frequency domain without

attenuating the transmitter (Fig. 4.16). The result is that, depending on how much is sup-

pressed, the power within the band can still be significant. For example, suppressing 250KHz

leaves 9dBm of additional noise power even at the center frequency. As the white space

transmitter is attenuated (to emulate a WSD farther away), the form of the signatures will

stay the same, however the noise floor will shift up. So if the white space transmitter was

attenuated by 10dB, the center frequency at 250KHz of suppression would now experience

0dBm of additional noise (whereas it would have experienced 9dBm of additional noise with

no attenuation). This shows that the number of subcarriers that need to be suppressed to

achieve N -amount of interference-free frequency at the mic receiver will be dependent on the

noise power at the receiver.
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Figure 4.17: Overview of SEISMIC and MicProtector.

4.5 SEISMIC: Towards Ideal Coexistence with Microphones

We explained in Section 4.3 how spectrum-efficient coexistence between mics and WSDs must

be a feedback-driven, closed loop design that allows the WSD device to adapt based on the

SINR properties at the mic receiver. In this section, we first revisit the SEISMIC design and

then elaborate on the three key SEISMIC components in Sections 4.5.2–4.5.4.

4.5.1 System Overview

As discussed in Section 4.3, any spectrum efficient solution to the microphone coexistence

problem in white spaces requires either additional hardware or changes to legacy systems. In

our case, we use a simple device called a MicProtector which resides near the mic receiver (e.g.,

on top of the receiver in Figure 4.17), near an array of mic receivers common in productions

(§4.5.7), or built in to future mic receivers. The MicProtector is responsible for both the

measurement and analysis components in the closed loop control, in addition to providing

feedback on the analysis to the WSD. To do so, the MicProtector monitors the interference

power and mic signal (i.e., SINR), and employs a Protection Threshold to notify a WSD

of impending disruption to the mic’s audio. Based on the study presented in the prevoius

section, the protection threshold is set below the mic’s squelch tones.

To notify of impending interference, a low complexity pulse-based signaling mechanism

(§4.5.4) is used to communicate with the WSD. We call this strobing, and it requires only

carrier sense-like functionality. The strobes are transmitted in control bands surrounding the

mic (see Figure 4.17), which we also use for measuring SINR. Since the strobes are raised in

both control bands, the WSD can determine the mic’s operational band (i.e., frequency and

bandwidth).
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To ensure that a WSD never exceeds the Protection Threshold and causes an audio

disruption, the WSD and and MicProtector engage in a protocol. Whenever a WSD starts

transmitting on a new frequency band, it does so at minimum power, and then increases this

power gradually. As the WSD ramps up its power, if the WSD is in disruption-range of a

mic, the interference level at the mic receiver will slowly approach the Protection Threshold

at which point the WSD will be notified of impending disruption. With each impending

disruption notification, the WSD suppresses additional frequency. In doing so the system

approaches the “ideal state” of suppressing a minimal number of subcarriers.

4.5.2 Detecting Impending Interference

The MicProtector must accurately and quickly measure SINR to notify the WSD of impend-

ing disruption before it occurs. The technical challenge of doing so is that the mic signal is

constant and the FM nature shifts power in the band, making interference estimation directly

in the band difficult. Given our goal of enabling coexistence between wideband WSDs and

mics, interference will be wideband. Coexistence between narrowband WSD and narrowband

primaries (mics) is a completely separate challenge, which our work is not looking to address.

We are assuming wideband WSD that have OFDM capabilities to perform subcarrier sup-

pression. Narrowband devices are unlikely to use OFDM, and are not WSDs that could follow

our protocol. We would suggest that such narrowband follow the channel vacation rule.

Under this assumption, we can accurately detect the level of interference independent of

the mic’s signal by measuring the power directly outside of the band. Since the operational

band is small (∼200KHz), estimation directly outside the band in our system is expected

to be accurate: prior work [132] has shown frequency selective fading can be severe (30dB)

across 20MHz frequency ranges but remains modest (<1dB) for the smaller 200KHz frequency

range.

To perform this measurement, we introduce control bands at the MicProtector which are

25KHz bands on both sides of the mic’s operational band (see Fig. 4.17). Using these bands,

the MicProtector can accurately measure the interference power generated from WSDs in

range. Given that noise is additive, measuring the interference power of multiple WSDs is

handled through the measurement in the control bands. Noise will be cumulative in the SINR

measurement.

The MicProtector must monitor the squelch tone power, as shown in §4.4.2, audible

disruption is caused when the interference level reaches the squelch tones. To do so, it

measures the power in the frequency area of the squelch tones, which are approximately at a

±32KHz offset from the center of the mic’s band and subtracts the interference power.

Finally, the MicProtector must be able to warn a WSD of impending interference, i.e.,

there is a Protection Threshold below the squelch tones. If the mic signal were stable and

there was no delay in WSD adaptation, this threshold could be placed 1dB below the squelch

tones. However, in the time it takes a WSD to adapt, the mic signal could drop due to

changes in the environment or mobility; or the WSD’s signal may increase. Therefore, the

protection threshold needs to be more conservative to protect against fluctuation. In §4.6,
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Figure 4.18: Overview of SEISMIC adaptation protocol.

we show that using a conservative threshold of 10dB below the squelch tones achieves all

these goals. However, we also show (§4.6.1) that even if we wanted to select an even more

conservative threshold (e.g., 20dB below the squelch tones), significant spectrum gains can

still be achieved.

4.5.3 Adaptation Protocol

The goal and challenge of the adaptation protocol is to reuse the surrounding frequency

around a mic’s transmission without ever creating an audible disruption. Such a task is

non-trivial. When first entering a channel, if a WSD were to transmit at full power without

knowing mic placement or what SINR values it could create, it could easily exceed a mic’s

protection threshold and create an audible disruption.

To overcome this, SEISMIC exploits the FM capture effect in mic systems where RF

interference below the squelch tones is disruption-free. From this, we design underlay probe

packets to the mic system, which reside under the mic signal. Such packets implicitly ask the

mic system: “is this frequency usage at this power level acceptable?”

To converge without causing a disruption when first entering a channel, the WSD be-

gins at minimal power (P ) and transmits a probe packet.1 After a probe transmission, the

WSD waits ∆T for an impending interference notification. Without notification, the WSD

increases its transmission power by ∆P and transmits another probe packet. The ∆T time

between each step is dependent on the time it takes to reliably detect impending interfer-

ence notifications. In our SDR-based implementation (§4.6), we require ∆T to be 320µs.

However, this time could be significantly reduced in a hardware implementation (10s of µs).

For ∆P , we find 2dB to be a reasonable increment, ensuring interference is increased slowly

without significantly increasing convergence time. Through evaluation, ∆P=2dB achieves

16ms average convergence time.

1If the signal strength at the mic receiver is very weak, the initial lowest power level could create audible

disruption at the mic receiver. We address this scenario in Section 4.5.5.
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Algorithm 1 Adaptation Algorithm at WSD:

S: Spectrum used by WSD, initially the entire desired spectrum.

P : Transmit power used by WSD, initially at minimum level.

∆T : Ramp up time interval .

∆S: Amount of additional spectrum suppressed in each iteration.

∆P : Power increment in each iteration.

Ramp-up:

1: while P below desired power level and S 6= {} do

2: wait for time ∆T

3: transmit underlay signal on spectrum S using power P .

4: if strobe M(FMic) received then

5: Suppress an additional ∆S of spectrum around FMic.

6: else

7: Increase P by ∆P ;

8: end if

9: end while

If a notification of impending interference is received (i.e., interference power reached

protection threshold), the WSD must suppress ∆S frequency, or back down its power. Ulti-

mately, ∆S will be dependent on the parameters of the WSD. Using subcarrier suppression

for a discontiguous waveform, ∆S can be no smaller than the width of a subcarrier (i.e.,

suppressing in smaller steps is not possible). We use a ∆S of 25KHz in our USRP2 WSD im-

plementation (§4.6), which also matches our Adaptrum industry WSD subcarrier size. Note

that the larger ∆S is, the more likely the WSD will suppress un-needed frequency. The

smaller ∆S is, the WSD will achieve a closer-to-optimal amount of suppression. This process

continues until convergence, illustrated in Figure 4.18.

Several comments are in order:

• By design, if the initial minimal power level does not cause disruption at the mic, the

protocol is guaranteed to ensure no mic disruptions. We discuss in Section 4.5.5 how

we can guarantee disruption-freedom in all cases.

• The protocol converges to an optimal state, or a close approximation, i.e., full power

with minimal suppression.

• The protocol works even in the presence of multiple mics and multiple MicProtectors.

Whenever a strobe signal M(FMic) is received, the WSD blocks off additional spectrum
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around the mic centered at M(FMic). I.e., there can be multiple “holes” in the spectrum

used by the WSD.

• As we show in Section 4.6, the ramp up time interval can be implemented to be short;

so convergence is fast.

There are two more details to the protocol. First, when a new mic enters the channel, it

may be within disruption range of a WSD. To prevent disruption, when the MicProtector is

initialized with the mic system, it sends out a special strobe pattern (§4.5.4) which acts as a

reset. Detecting the reset forces all WSDs in to the probing and ramp-up phase.

When can a WSD can reclaim suppressed spectrum as mics leave the channel?

Given that the frequency with which mics enter and leave a channel is typically prolonged

(e.g., a concert or a lecture), the process does not need to happen often or quickly. To reclaim

spectrum, the WSD can simply re-initialize its transmission power, un-suppress frequency,

and then restart the adaptation protocol using more spectrum. Notice that with this method

of reclaiming spectrum, SEISMIC is inherently robust and conservative: WSDs react to

impending interference in the most conservative way (by suppressing more spectrum), but

can reclaim spectrum only by resetting their power level to the minimal level and restarting

the entire protocol anew.

4.5.4 Strobing: Notifying Impending Disruption

The previous sections have shown that SEISMIC relies on a signaling technique from the

MicProtector to notify of impending disruptions. The signal must be simple, robust, and

spectrum efficient; yet able to convey the necessary information (mic’s operational band and

center frequency). Specifically, requiring the support of a complex protocol (e.g., 802.11)

limits WSD and mic system design. The signaling should also happen in-band to remain

efficient and avoid the WSD needing to tune to another frequency.

To meet these goals, we introduce a technique we refer to as strobing. It adds minimal

complexity on both sides. It only requires basic power generation at the MicProtector, and

simple carrier sense-like power detection at WSD. Furthermore, with thoughtful placement

of the strobe signals in the control bands, the strobes can convey the necessary information

for the WSD to adapt in a spectrum efficient manner.

Stobes resemble On/Off-Keying (OOK) and Morse codes, in which the power of a tone

is quickly raised and lowered (i.e., a strobe light) in a pre-determined pattern to convey a

signal. Patterns are generated using alternations of on- and off-symbols, where an on-symbol

is the presence of a tone and the off-symbol is the absence of the tone. On- and off-symbol

lengths are fixed in time, and unique patterns are generated by alternating the power (or

presence) of the tone, for example: [1,0,1,0,1,0,...] or [1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,...]. This is effectively

changing the rate of the strobing, as a factor of the fixed symbol length. We provide a simple

time-domain example at the top of Figure 4.19 with hard symbol transitions.
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Figure 4.19: Strobes with varying cyclic prefixes in the time-domain.

Simply, the presence of a strobe can signal of impending disruption from the MicProtector

to a WSD. By strobing and simply changing the strobe rate, we create unique signals which do

not mimic WSD behavior. Notice that by generating a strobe in the two control bands, both

the center frequency and bandwidth of the mic are conveyed. The middle point between

the strobes is the center frequency, and the distance between them is the bandwidth (see

Figure 4.17).

Strobe Patterns: With a single MicProtector in a channel, generating two identical

strobes in the control bands can properly convey location and width of the mic’s band.

However, with more than one MicProtector strobing, where one band starts and another

ends is difficult to determine (e.g., which strobe starts or ends a band?). In a planned

environment where mics are spaced more than 500KHz apart, bands may be more easily

distinguished. However, in unplanned environments where mics may be placed closer in

frequency, their bands will be indistinguishable. To eliminate this problem, we use two

different strobe patterns (i.e., rates) in the control bands: a start- and end-of-band pattern.

Safely Generating Strobes: The immediate concern of strobing is to ensure that the

strobes sent by the MicProtector never interfere with the mic signal. We must ensure that

the tones are generated in a way that no power is leaked in to the mic’s band. We find
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that a cyclic prefix is critical to ensuring this. From extensive evaluation using a nanosecond

level sample capture, we find that hard symbol transitions create leakage in to the mic

band and surrounding spectrum. Hard transitions are shown in the time domain at the top

of Figure 4.19, and the resulting interference in the frequency domain is shown with the

corresponding line in Figure 4.20. Clearly, the result shows interference in the mic band.

We find that from generating what we refer to as a linear power ramping cyclic prefix

(LPR CP), we can eliminate this leakage in to the mic band. An LPR Off-CP is used to

gradually scale the power up from an off-symbol to an on-symbol, and an LPR On-CP is

used to gradually scale the power back down from an on-symbol to an off-symbol. The linear

power scaling is done by scaling the complex samples in software (i.e., on the DSP or in the

software of a software-defined radio) to avoid complications of fine-grained power control in

hardware. The LPR CP is illustrated in the time domain in Figure 4.19, and the resulting

frequency usage in Figure 4.20. As shown, using an LPR CP of size 2 removes this critical

leakage, protecting from interference even at high TX power.

Strobe Detection: Strobe detection is similar to carrier sense-like functionality and

pattern detection. After a probe, the WSD monitors the state of the channel broken down

into 25KHz bins. The matching is done in an absolute manner, marking each bin as a 1 or 0

and over time matching a strobe pattern. This is very parallelizable in hardware.

4.5.5 Low-Power Mic Signals

If the mic signal is low and the squelch tones are barely above the noise floor, even a single (or

multiple) new WSD’s transmitting probe packets at minimal power could create disruption

at the mic. To avoid this, we introduce a final set of unique strobes which are proactively

generated when the mic signal is low. The signal when the protection threshold is below the

noise floor at the MicProtector, since this threshold represents the point at which interference

above it threatens disruption. When a WSD detects a low-power strobe signal it vacates the

channel. The low-power signal ends when the threshold goes above the noise floor.
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4.5.6 Multiple White Space Devices

So far, we have described the operation of SEISMIC in a scenario with a single interfering

white space device. Clearly, in order for SEISMIC to be practical, it must also be robust

in the presence of multiple WSDs. One may wonder whether the system is still sufficiently

protective if many WSDs simultaneously ramp up their power.

Fortunately, SEISMIC can handle any number of WSDs and still guarantees full protec-

tion to the mic. Consider the following inductive argument. At some time T , there are n

WSDs transmitting in proximity of the mic. Let the cumulative interference level IT created

by all these WSDs at the mic receiver be below the protection threshold. In the worst-case,

all n WSDs simultaneously ramp up their transmission power once before the MicProtec-

tor is able to send a strobe signal. In this case, it is guaranteed that the new cumulative

interference level IT+1 is still below the mic’s squelch tones.

This is true because the adaptation in SEISMIC uses multiplicative increases in trans-

mission power levels. By dB’s relative definition, any additive increase in dB corresponds to

a multiplicative increase of power in mW. For example, an additive increase by 3dB corre-

sponds to (roughly) 2x power in mW, and additive increase by 2dB is approximately 1.6x.

Consequently, the interference power (in mW) of each of the n WSDs is increased at most by

a multiplicative factor of ∆P (∼1.6x), and hence, the cumulative interference of all WSDs is

IT+1 ≤ ∆P · IT . Thus, assuming the adaptation protocol is correct for a single WSD, it is

also correct for n WSDs. In fact, observe that the more simultaneously transmitting WSDs,

the smaller the variance and hence the more robust the protocol. The above computation

only takes into account the effect of ramping up the transmission powers, but the exact same

reduction from the n-WSD case to the 1-WSD case can also be made for the effects of mobility

and/or fading.

4.5.7 Multiple Microphones

SEISMIC also works in the presence of multiple mics (and thus multiple MicProtectors).

In this case, the potential danger is that the strobing signals of one MicProtector could

interfere with another mic in close proximity (thus causing disruption) because MicProtectors

themselves do not actually follow the SEISMIC adaptation protocol before transmitting their

strobing signals. Fortunately, it turns out that in practice, this is not an issue. Due to

intermodulation interference1, proper frequency coordination in a location with multiple mics

is essential, and coordination software for wireless mics ensure third-order and fifth-order

harmonics are eliminated. A consequence of this coordination is that nearby mics will always

be placed such that their frequencies are at least 500KHz apart, which leaves more than

sufficient space for SEISMIC’s control bands.

1Intermodulation is a type of interference in which a receiver picks up two dissimilar frequencies that

interact within the receiver’s electronics to produce sum and difference frequencies, including harmonics of

these frequencies, which results in a whilsting noise.
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4.5.8 Partial Deployment

An immediate concern of SEISMIC is deployment: the protocol relies on feedback from

the MicProtector to suppress frequency. If a mic receiver does not have a MicProtector, a

WSD will continue ramping up without suppression since it does not receive a notification of

impending interference. An unlikely non-partial deployment solution to this problem would

be to require all licensed mic systems to include the MicProtector, or risk WSD interference.

Instead, it is possible to partially deploy SEISMIC to enable protection over all mics (with

or without the MicProtector), while also allowing coexistence with mic systems that have a

MicProtector. Ultimately, the more mic systems that adopt the MicProtector over time, the

more efficient the white space spectrum will become. To do so, licensed mics register in the

database as being SEISMIC enabled or not. When entering a channel, the WSD consults the

database to learn of possible mics within range. If all mic receivers are SEISMIC enabled,

the WSD participates in the SEISMIC protocol. Otherwise, it must vacate the channel. A

single non-SEISMIC mic system in the presence of many SEISMIC enabled systems reduces

efficiency, however the average number of mics in range of a WSD is likely to be low.

4.6 Prototype and Performance Evaluation

We implement a full prototype of the MicProtector and SEISMIC on the USRP2. We build

a custom software stack for the key components: (i) measurement & analysis , (ii) strobe

generation and detection, and (iii) the client with power ramping and suppression. We use the

WBX daughterboard which is a full transceiver in the frequency range of 50MHz to 2.2GHz.

We conduct all experiments over the air on TV channel 21, using an approved experimental

license. Our SEISMIC parameters: ∆T=320µs, ∆S=25KHz, and ∆P=2dB.

We evaluate SEISMIC in several dimensions in this section. We begin with an evaluation

of the protection threshold’s robustness. Then, live over-the-air experiments with a white

space device running the SEISMIC protocol, and a mic system equipped with our MicProtec-

tor prototype. From this, we show the system’s efficiency and robustness to avoid disruptions

in challenging scenarios. We conclude with a simulation using real mic placement data from

3 major events.

4.6.1 Impact of the Protection Threshold

The protection threshold at the MicProtector is set to allow a WSD to ramp up to proper

suppression and operate without ever exceeding the power of the mic’s squelch tones. Without

a buffer between this threshold and the squelch tones, variations in the mic’s signal power or

the WSD’s interference level due to mobility, fading, etc., could cause the interference level

to go above the squelch tones. There is an inherent trade-off when choosing this protection

threshold. The lower the threshold, the more conservative the protection. The higher the

protection threshold, the better the spectrum efficiency. To illustrate this, we perform a

simple over-the-air experiment in which we vary the protection threshold and the interference
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from the WSD. As we see in Figure 4.21, for most cases the WSD can reuse most of the

spectrum. When the WSD interference is high (e.g., -40 and -60 dBm) WSDs get reasonable

spectrum only when the separation between the protection threshold and squelch tones is

low.

Evaluating an Appropriate Protection Threshold: In determining the appropriate

threshold, one has to consider the signal variation over the max transmission time of a WSD.

The WSD cannot adapt during this time to ensure the interference does not exceed the

squelch tones. To provide some insight, we performed a live mic experiment. Over a 60

second period, we walked to and from the mic receiver and swung the mic in fast movements

to trigger quick signal variations. We calculated the maximum variation over 2ms and 10ms

periods (i.e., max WSD TX times), and present a CDF in Figure 4.22. This shows that over

both periods the maximum variation we find is 4dB. The WSD could also be ramping up its

power and probing, at a 2dB step. Despite the probes being much shorter in time (∼10s of

µs), we still account for this and now consider the minimum 4dB+2dB=6dB. We add 4dB

to account for other variations in the WSD power, and find 10dB to be sufficient.

4.6.2 Spectrum Efficiency Scenarios

Given a 10 dB protection threshold, we evaluate the spectrum efficiency achieved by SEISMIC

under different scenarios. We cover the range of scenarios by varying the two components

of SINR at the mic receiver: the mic’s signal at the receiver, and the WSD’s interference

at the mic receiver. For the former, we vary the received power of the mic, and the latter

is the power before frequency suppression. The resulting spectrum that can be used by the

WSD is shown in Figure 4.23. When the mic’s squelch tone power is high, no suppression

is needed and the entire 6 MHz of spectrum can be used. In most cases, only 250 KHz of

spectrum needs to be suppressed. On increasing the WSD IBS power, it begins to overpower

the mic signal, and therefore lesser spectrum is available for the WSD in order to protect the

mic. Finally, the sharp cliff at the left occurs because SEISMIC is protecting the mic in low
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power (i.e., when protection threshold drops below the noise floor, causing WSDs to vacate

- §4.5.3).

4.6.3 Live Experimentation with SEISMIC’s Effectiveness

To evaluation SEISMIC’s effectiveness at avoiding interference with a microphone, we eval-

uate SEISMIC in a live setup. We use the MicProtector prototype paired with a Sennheiser

mic system and our WSD running the SEISMIC protocol. We evaluate under two experi-

mental setups: (1) moderate WSD interference (-70dBm) and mobile mic operation between

distances of 10-30 feet, and (2) under a more challenging scenario with high WSD interference

(-50dBm) and mobile mic operation between distances of 50-70 feet. Under mobility, we walk

with the mic, lower the mic to hip level, raise it and speak in to it, turn our bodies, etc. A

protection threshold of 10dB under the squelch tones is used, which we motivate in §4.6.1.

Experiments are conducted for 5 minute time periods.
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Results (Effectiveness): The moderate WSD interference scenario where the mic is op-

erated within 10-30 feet of the receiver is common in concerts (audio equipment is on/behind

stage), and in lecture halls (mic receiver is near podium). Figure 4.24 illustrates the amount

of spectrum that can be used by a WSD over a 30 second period. As shown, the available

spectrum is both high and stable, despite the mobility of the mic. This is because the WSD

suppression is adequate and the mic signal is strong. We also plot a CDF of the available

spectrum in Figure 4.25 (Moderate). The gain is significant. The WSD used >5.5MHz of

spectrum for nearly 93% of its airtime.

The second scenario is more challenging. As we see in the time series of Figure 4.27, the

mic’s squelch tones can at times be very low, e.g. at 12 seconds. Based on our protection

threshold of 10 dB, and the noise floor of our USRP based MicProtector at -98 dBm, our

system notifies of a low-power mic at -88 dBm (shown as a dotted line in the Figure).1 In

these situations, such as at 12 and 24 seconds, the WSD vacates the entire TV channel.

At other times, the WSD ramps up the power and uses the available spectrum. As we see

in Figure 4.25, the WSD is able to use 5MHz of spectrum 75% of the time, and 4 MHz

of spectrum 90% of the time. Even in this challenging scenario with heavy fluctuations

of mic signal power, the protection threshold and SEISMIC protocol ensured zero audible

microphone interference.

To highlight the efficiency of determining the proper number of subcarriers to suppress,

we used information at the MicProtector to compute the optimal amount of frequency sup-

pression and compared it to the spectrum the WSD actually used. Figure 4.26 shows that

in the moderate scenario, the WSD is able to converge to within 25KHz of optimal suppres-

sion 72% of the time and within 100KHz 97% of the time. In the more challenging scenario

(Figure 4.26), the WSD is able to converge to within 400KHz 89% of the time.

Finally, we evaluated the time it takes the WSD to reclaim spectrum after a mic leaves

the channel. We allow the WSD to converge with the Sennheiser mic in the channel using

SEISMIC, and then turn the microphone off. We repeated this 25 times and found an average

time of 272ms. We believe that this time is sufficient to re-probe for the white space spectrum

and to reclaim it.

4.6.4 SEISMIC’s Efficiency with Many Mics

We now study the benefit of SEISMIC in heavy mic usage scenarios, which may typically

be found in cities or on campuses. To evaluate these benefits, we obtained mic registration

data for 3 major events: the 2008 NBA All Star Game (191 mics), the 2010 BCS Champi-

onship Bowl (108 mics), and the 2010 Worldwide Partner Conference (77 mics). The channel

placement of these mics is shown in Figure 4.31.

Efficiency Setup: To quantify SEISMIC’s spectrum efficiency, we develop a simulation

environment from the event data in which a MicProtector exists for every mic. Now we ask,

1We note that in production systems, the noise floor over 400 KHz will be much lower, and can operate

at lower squelch tones.
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Figure 4.27: Robustness to avoid disruption, adapting the channel.
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if X WSDs are in this environment, each with various noise powers at the mic receivers, what

is the average amount of usable white space spectrum Y ? Two important characteristics are

computed: (i) received squelch tone power at a mic’s receiver, and (ii) WSD interference at

each mic receiver. We weight mic signal strengths towards better-to-average (yet still have

low signal mics), and generate the WSD powers uniform randomly between -110dBm and

-20dBm. We account for WSD suppression to reduce interference on one mic, can contribute

to reduced interference on another mic.

Efficiency Results: Given that we know mic placement but not the active TV broad-

casts, we evaluate SEISMIC by varying the number of channels available in each event. These

results are presented in Figure 4.28, such that if only 10 channels were available in the area,

SEISMIC achieves 44MHz compared to a max of 60MHz. The results show a significant gain
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in spectrum and promise for ensuring white space in highly dense areas where there are only

2 or 3 channels available.

Further exploring the possibilities of SEISMIC, we assume no TV broadcasts are active

and present the resulting spectrum gains based on the mic placement data in comparison with

vacating channels and “perfect” vacation of a mic’s operational band. As shown, SEISMIC

can provide up to 21x the amount of spectrum over channel vacation (e.g., NBA event)

and come close to “perfect” vacation. This is due to some WSDs not needing to suppress

any subcarriers since their interference remains underneath the MicProtector’s protection

threshold. To provide further insight in to this, in Figure 4.30, we show the available spectrum

across the 1000 SEISMIC clients we simulate in each event. At the most dense event (NBA

game), 50% of all clients have at least 130KHz. Only 5% of clients have less than 50MHz of

spectrum. This highlights SEISMIC can significantly increase spectrum availability for white

space networking.

4.7 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we explored the efficiency and effectiveness of spectrum management and

coexistence techniques in the TV white spaces to provide interference-free guarantees for the

spectrum’s primaries. As shown through our work, a WSD device needs to vacate the channel

in the presence of a microphone given its limited information about the microphone’s signal

quality (at its receiver), and its interference on the microphone. While we show that this is

effective at avoiding interference, it is highly spectrum inefficient: sacrificing up to 95% of

the spectrum in a channel.

Motivated by this severe inefficiency that threatens the additional spectrum provided

by the white space, we explored the possibility of more spectrum-efficient coexistence tech-

niques. We conducted the first in-depth analysis of WSD transmissions on wireless micro-

phones, where we made several key observations that led to SEISMIC: a spectrum efficient

interference-free system for mics. SEISMIC allows a WSD to enter a channel without any

knowledge of microphones in it, and by following a novel coexistence protocol we introduced:
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ramp up its transmission power, suppressing spectrum usage around the microphone to share

a channel and avoid interference. To know how much to suppress, the WSD receives feedback

about its level of interference from the mic system using the MicProtector that we introduce.

Through evaluation, we showed that SEISMIC is effective at preventing interference, and

efficient at reclaiming spectrum. Even with a mobile microphone whose signal fluctuates

quickly,SEISMIC is able to quickly adjust its frequency suppression to avoid interference. In

terms of efficiency, SEISMIC can achieve up to 21x the amount of spectrum when compared

to spectrum management which must enforce channel vacation. Using microphone data from

major events (e.g., the college football championship), we also show that SEISMIC could

potentially provide an additional 130 MHz of spectrum on average.

Finally, we note that we have made a video of SEISMIC operating in the same channel

with wireless microphones to demonstrate its effectiveness.1

Potential Impact: SEISMIC can enable a significantly more spectrum-efficient use of the

available white space spectrum in the TV bands, while coexisting in a disruption-free manner

with mics. In particular, no channels would need to be reserved for mics. For this reason,

we believe that the FCC should amend its ruling to allow WSDs to operate on the same TV

channel as long as its power is below the squelch tones of the mic at the mic receiver; and

that the white space protocols (e.g. IEEE 802.11af and IEEE 802.22), should be modified

to ensure the power limits. Such changes are not unattainable. The FCC has shown its

willingness to make changes to the ruling through its removal of the sensing requirement in

the Second Order. To accomplish this, we have demonstrated SEISMIC to the FCC, including

Chairman Genachowski, various mic operators who plan events such as the Super Bowl and

mic manufacturers. In this context, it is encouraging to note that mic manufacturers such

as Shure show great interest in a solution such as SEISMIC. Through this effort, we hope to

enable more spectrum efficient white space networking.

Limitations: Moving forward with SEISMIC, there are several challenges and limitations

of our work.

• Spectrum policy changes: As we just discussed, our proposed coexistence protocol re-

quires changes to current regulations to, at the most basic level, allow WSDs to share

a channel with wireless microphones. Without this basic change, SEISMIC cannot op-

erate in the spectrum. We are hopeful, however, that this change will eventually be

made towards better spectrum efficiency.

• OFDM-based WSDs: To coexist with the wireless microphones in the same channel,

we based our solution on subcarrier suppression: a technique that assumes an OFDM

PHY-layer on the WSDs. As a result, our solution is limited to devices with an OFDM

PHY. Although a limitation, the push for “Super Wi-Fi” in these bands will likely

1KNOWS. http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/KNOWS/
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lead to many OFDM devices. Additionally, the regulation that states WSDs must be

wideband. This will also contribute to the dominance of OFDM in the band.

• End-point modifications: Like all coexistence techniques, modifications are needed to

at least one of the endpoints. In our work, we require modifications to both endpoints:

the WSD and the microphone system. Although modifications are required, we do

not believe they are overly complex. Additionally, we show that the MicProtector

functionality can reside on a standalone/attachable device to the mic system. This

means that, while the WSD still needs direct modifications, we can provide SEISMIC

support at the microphone system through a simple external device attachment. Such

an attachment is good for the support of legacy systems, also.

• Mix with non-SEISMIC microphone systems: SEISMIC will create interference on wire-

less microphones operating on the same channel without a MicProtector. SEISMIC will

ramp up its power and, without a MicProtector on the mic system, the WSD will never

receive a notification to suppress its frequency. As a result, if there is a channel that

consists of 6 microphones, 5 of which are SEISMIC enabled, and one that is not, a

SEISMIC enabled WSD cannot join the channel. If it does, it will suppress frequency

around the 5 SEISMIC enabled microphones properly, but it will end up interfering

with the non-SEISMIC microphone system. Therefore, it cannot join the channel if

there is a single non-SEISMIC device.

Future Research: In this chapter, we presented a study of spectrum management and

coexistence techniques to provide spectrum efficient coexistence for spectrum primaries in

the TV bands. While we believe this is a significant step for white space technology, there

are likely to be many other white space bands in the future where the spectrum primaries

vary. This is likely to require different solutions than the one we proposed, dependent on

the application and signal type of each particular primary. As additional white space bands

become available, new interference studies will be needed to understand the impact of data

transmissions from WSDs, by which new coexistence techniques can be developed.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

Throughout this dissertation, we addressed key challenges in interference driven by the in-

ability of heterogeneous wireless technologies to effectively share the spectrum. We addressed

these challenges between heterogeneous and unlicensed devices, as well as secondary devices

with (licensed) spectrum primaries in the white spaces. Mitigating this type of heterogeneous

interference is critical to ensuring efficient utilization of the spectrum as we find more appli-

cations for wireless technology, and cater the radios and their protocols to the application.

This chapter concludes the dissertation with a summary of our approach to these challenges,

as well as the contributions and a discussion on remaining open problems.

5.1 Contributions

In the context we have described above, this dissertation presented the following thesis: better

monitoring and spectrum management may provide a “single” and more long-term solution to

interference between heterogeneous technologies in unlicensed spectrum, whereas coexistence

protocols may be more suitable in providing spectrum-efficient interference avoidance with

spectrum primaries.

Given this statement, we explored three key aspects in reducing cross-technology inter-

ference between unlicensed and licensed devices in two case studies:

1. The design of a monitoring system to detect heterogeneous wireless networks and map

their interference within an environment.

2. A spectrum assignment algorithm that is generic and easily evolvable to manage dense

environments with many unlicensed heterogeneous technologies.
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3. An interference-free coexistence protocol between unlicensed devices and wireless micro-

phones in the white spaces that significantly improves spectrum efficiency over currently

deployed spectrum management mechanisms.

Below, we highlight the contributions made in each of these areas.

5.1.1 Better Monitoring for Unlicensed Heterogeneous Devices

Key Insight and Motivation: One of the biggest challenges in beginning to address inter-

ference between heterogeneous wireless technologies and networks (e.g., by applying spectrum

management) is detecting them in an environment and understanding the interference be-

tween them. In particular, this has become critical to the home environment where the density

of heterogeneous wireless networks is significantly high with a complete lack expertise, tools,

and information about the networks and their interference. Current monitoring systems for

heterogeneous technologies are overly complex and costly for the home environment and its

average user, typically requiring an understanding of signal level characteristics and a costly

deployment of multiple sensors throughout the environment. Driven by these concerns, our

goal in Chapter 2 was to develop an accurate and usable monitoring system for unlicensed

and heterogeneous technologies in the home, capable of detecting and mapping interference

between them.

Core Contributions: To achieve these goals, we developed a novel wireless monitoring

system based on the smartphone that is capable of deriving where signals from heterogeneous

devices go in the home and what they interfere with. We presented a 3 phase design (training,

monitoring, and diagnostics) that balanced user involvement with system complexity. Our

design creates device abstractions with user recognizable identifiers through the use of cross-

layer information to help bring aspects of the RF environment up to a level the user can

understand. By continuing to collect information in the monitoring phase as the user walks

near their devices (e.g., with the phone in their pocket), we are able to keep an up-to-date

map of the RF environment with little to no user involvement. Our 10-home user study and

heterogeneous testbed showed the system to be both usable and accurate, and to demonstrate

the usefulness of the information collected we used force-directed graphing to create a device-

level map of the user’s home by which diagnostics were overlaid.

5.1.2 Spectrum Management for Unlicensed Heterogeneous Networks

Key Insight and Motivation: As we motivated through the thesis of this dissertation, a

spectrum management based approach to solving the general problem of interference between

heterogeneous unlicensed technologies has more desirable and long-term properties than an

N2 coexistence mechanism based approach. Our smartphone-based monitoring system was
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the first critical step towards proper spectrum management by collecting the necessary in-

formation, however, current spectrum assignment models are predominantly homogeneous

and/or Wi-Fi centric (i.e., they only focus on reconfiguring a Wi-Fi network to avoid inter-

ference from heterogeneous technologies). A more comprehensive algorithm that supports the

many unlicensed heterogeneous technologies is needed, in addition to one that can support

the evolution of these protocols and future technologies without significant (or any) changes

to the general system and algorithm.

Core Contributions: In Chapter 3, we presented a system for assigning an environment of

unlicensed and heterogeneous wireless technologies such that they will be isolated (if possible)

or placed in ways that they will receive better performance. To support the many technologies

that unlicensed wireless devices support, the system is based on the principles that the system

and its components must describe fundamental properties of heterogeneous technologies and

the environment (e.g.,“Do the two devices coordinate?”) – not specifics of technologies, and

the system must remain generic where possible to support the evolution of the protocols and

spectrum over time (e.g., the introduction of new protocols or spectrum bands).

Following these principles, we introduced several components in our spectrum assignment

system to achieve our goals and support heterogeneous networks:

1. A hypergraph-based model of the RF environment that represents the heterogeneous

radios and networks within it, as well as their constraints (e.g., possible frequencies).

2. Subgraph searching of the hypergraph-based model of the environment with templates

to detect conflicts and generate a more traditional conflict graph.

3. A generic predictive channel quality metric for heterogeneous networks.

4. A spectrum assignment algorithm based on a mixed integer program that uses the

hypergraph for its constraints, and conflict graph with predictive channel quality metric

to efficiently assign spectrum to avoid conflicts and improve performance.

5.1.3 Spectrum-Efficient Coexistence with Spectrum Primaries

In Chapter 4, we shifted our focus from addressing interference between unlicensed devices

to interference avoidance between these devices and spectrum primaries in the white spaces.

As the demand of wireless applications continues to strain spectrum availability, we will

likely continue to open up additional spectrum for unlicensed devices through “white space”

spectrum access in licensed bands. This means that these many unlicensed devices will have

access to additional spectrum in licensed bands with the exception of avoiding interference

with the primary users in those bands.

Measurement results that we presented in the beginning of Chapter 4 showed that current

spectrum management-based solutions to interference avoidance with spectrum primaries are

extremely spectrum inefficient. In particular, the spectrum management-based techniques
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and regulations to protect wireless microphones in the TV white spaces can leave up to 95% of

a channel and the spectrum idle. Following our thesis, we argued that coexistence techniques

are better suited for providing spectrum efficient solutions to interference avoidance with

spectrum primaries. However, current coexistence techniques between unlicensed devices

would not be sufficient in the white spaces due to their inability to guarantee complete

interference avoidance (e.g., during bootstrapping). A new coexistence technique would be

needed to meet more strict requirements with spectrum primaries.

Core Contributions: To develop an effective and efficient coexistence mechanism between

unlicensed devices and spectrum primaries in the white space, we began Chapter 4 with the

first in-depth study of how data transmissions from unlicensed devices impact wireless micro-

phones. The study was conducted by controlling the data transmission’s interference power,

frequency use, and duration. The study highlighted interference of any duration whose power

stayed below the microphone’s squelch tones would avoid all audio disruption and that, given

the current information and closed-loop system between microphones and unlicensed devices,

channel vacation is the only way to ensure interference avoidance. This motivated our closed-

loop SEISMIC system design that introduced a MicProtector that monitors interference at

microphone systems and provides feedback to nearby white space devices (WSDs) that sup-

press frequency around microphones they will potentially interfere with (as notified by in-band

“strobes” from the MicProtector). By ramping up the transmission power of a WSD when

entering a new channel and continuing to adapt frequency usage with strobe notifications

from MicProtectors, we can guarantee interference-free and spectrum-efficient coexistence.

Live evaluation with real microphones showed the system to be effective at avoiding inter-

ference and efficient at reclaiming spectrum. A simulation with real microphone placement

data further showed the potential of the system’s ability to reclaim spectrum.

5.2 Implications and Outlook

Based on the results of this dissertation, our work suggests that better monitoring and spec-

trum management can provide long term solutions to interference between the many evolving

heterogeneous and unlicensed devices, whereas coexistence techniques can provide spectrum-

efficient solutions to interference between primary and secondary devices in the white spaces.

This is to the contrary of the majority of past work that has developed coexistence tech-

niques between unlicensed devices [8,16,39,41,43,44,48], and spectrum management between

primary and secondary devices [21,22,49,50,51,52,53].

Clearly, there are many implications and challenges moving forward given our suggestion

to refocus efforts. Most importantly, to improve the outlook of this approach, additional

efforts are needed that follow this general approach in other spectrum bands and environments

to provide further confidence. In particular, we highlighted the potential of the approach

through two case studies with focuses in two specific environments: one between unlicensed
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devices in the home, and one between primary and secondary devices in the TV white spaces

and urban areas.

With a limited set of environments and assumptions between the sets of technologies,

we have only begun addressing a small part of the larger problem space that we introduced

in Chapter 1. For example, we did not address the challenges of monitoring significantly

larger environments such as urban or enterprise environments, and we did not address how

to develop a scalable algorithm or optimization to assign the spectrum in these larger envi-

ronments. Additionally, there are other spectrum bands with unlicensed access than 2.4 and

5 GHz that we focused on, which may bring new challenges towards monitoring or spectrum

management. Focusing on the coexistence of wireless microphones and wideband secondary

users in the white spaces meant that we could reasonably assume an FM-based primary

user, and a OFDM-based secondary user. It is likely that other future white space spectrum

bands will have different primaries with different signal types, and potentially wideband and

narrowband secondary users.

To improve upon the various narrow aspects of this dissertation, we first need to study

monitoring and spectrum management between unlicensed and heterogeneous devices in other

environments (e.g., other than the home), in other spectrum bands (e.g., outside of 2.4 and 5

GHz), and as new unlicensed devices and technologies arise. With the quick evolution of tech-

nologies and unlicensed devices: 1) Does our spectrum management algorithm support them?

and 2) If not, what significant changes are needed, or fundamental properties need to be de-

scribed to properly support them? Time is the true test to our system and its fundamental

design principles to support heterogeneous unlicensed devices and their evolution. Deploying

assignments from spectrum management systems (including ours) is an on-going challenge,

particularly in chaotic environments, to make spectrum management between unlicensed and

heterogeneous devices practical.

Second, we need to study the potential of coexistence techniques in other (future) white

space spectrum bands (e.g., other than the TV white spaces), with other potential primary

and secondary devices (e.g., other than the wireless microphone primaries we study). While

we have shown significant spectrum efficiency benefits of coexistence in the TV white spaces,

the wireless microphone primaries we consider are particularly narrow (a few hundred kilo-

hertz). Additionally, the coexistence technique we employ builds upon this assumption: wide

secondary devices with narrow primary devices. Other spectrum bands without this assump-

tion will likely require another coexistence technique.

Finally, our work and any future work on coexistence between primary and secondary de-

vices hinges on regulations allowing for this potential interaction between the primaries and

secondaries. Currently, regulations in the TV white spaces have been focused on frequency

isolating primaries and secondaries entirely. As a result, current regulations in the white

spaces prevent coexistence techniques from being deployed. This was a primary reason for

motivating spectrum management between unlicensed devices (i.e., coexistence techniques are

rarely deployed). A major difference in this case, however, is the greater need for spectrum
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efficiency. Hopefully further studies and techniques show the importance of the greater effi-

ciency provided by coexistence techniques in the white spaces, pressuring the support for such

protocols through regulations (i.e., removing restrictions preventing coexistence techniques).

5.3 Future Work

There are several directions for future research given various narrow aspects of our work,

as well as future work that arises from the implications and outlook we have described

in the previous section. These directions are meant to be long term venues for research,

whereas we have provided more short term issues that need to be addressed in monitoring for

heterogeneous networks, spectrum management, and coexistence with spectrum primaries at

the end of each of their respective chapters.

The larger problem space: We addressed immediate problems of interference between

heterogeneous networks that are small in scope compared to the larger problem space, and

sometimes narrow compared to the possibilities of future conflicts between heterogeneous

networks. For example, by focusing our monitoring and spectrum management work to the

small geographic area of the home where all devices are owned and known to a family, as

well as our narrow focus on a single spectrum primary: wireless microphones. Clearly, as we

have discussed, the problem of interference between heterogeneous networks and devices is

significantly larger. In particular, additional work is needed in larger geographic areas (as we

will further discuss below), including environments outside of the home, and in future white

space spectrum bands (also discussed below). For example, while we have suggested further

exploring spectrum management to address general heterogeneity between networks, we have

only shown its potential in the home. For spectrum management to be a better long-term

solution than coexistence techniques, further studies are needed to show its capabilities or

shortcomings in other environments. Additionally, the wideband nature of secondary devices

and narrowband nature of primary users in the white spaces showed significant benefits

towards coexistence. Other bands where both primary and secondary devices are wideband

may show different results, and will likely need a different approach and technique towards

coexistence.

Comprehensive heterogeneous monitoring in other environments: In Chapter 2,

we presented a monitoring system for heterogeneous devices leveraging the smartphone to

overcome the lack of expertise and equipment needed to monitor the home. Clearly, the

design of this work was narrowly focused on the home environment, which led to the use

of the smartphone at the base of our monitoring system. The smartphone may not be the

best monitor for all environments (e.g., the enterprise), and when one considered geographic

areas other than the home: it cannot be assumed that a device like the smartphone would

come within close proximity of all potential devices to derive where signals go and what they

interfere with. While WifiNet introduced a monitoring system for heterogeneous networks in

enterprise environments, it was WiFi-centric and it only derived what heterogeneous signals
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reached the access points in the enterprise (and their interference strengths). Additionally,

better monitoring of heterogeneous technologies in urban environments may help decrease

their chaotic nature, which our spectrum assignment system can help re-assign.

Spectrum management in other spectrum bands: The work on spectrum management

that we presented in Chapter 3 focused primarily in the 2.4 GHz band, with basic evaluation

including the 5 GHz band. Our spectrum management system and algorithm are, again,

designed based on fundamentals to support other spectrum bands. However, we provide no

study of our algorithm in other bands with unlicensed devices with an understanding of its

limitations. For example, in the 900 MHz band or as high as 60 GHz. These bands may

not be considered as dense, but different protocols exist in these bands that we have not

provided an in-depth analysis with (e.g., DECT). Studies in these bands can further provide

confidence to our approach, or highlight limitations.

Scalability of spectrum management in larger environments: Our work in spectrum

management focused on the small geographic area of the home that allowed us to explore a

global optimization of frequency assignments. In larger geographic areas (e.g., a large enter-

prise, or urban area), a global optimization may be difficult to scale considering the many

potential (and growing number) of frequencies that radios support. Overcoming this scala-

bility problem is a major barrier to addressing larger environments. It may be possible to

address this scalability problem with a distributed game theoretic approach, however. With

this approach, networks could distributedly use information provided about the environment

to compare and determine (locally) what outcome would arise from the radio using the infor-

mation to behave selfishly and find the best channel for itself, and using the information to

contribute to the common good: choosing a channel that would benefit itself and neighboring

radios or networks equally.

Deploying configurations from spectrum assignment: A large, essential, and criti-

cal piece of functionality missing from spectrum assignment systems today (particularly in

the home and chaotic environments), is a mechanism to deploy suggested assignments from

spectrum managers and their algorithms. This is a significant challenge given the need for

the spectrum management system to directly communicate assignments across heterogeneous

technologies that have various communication layers (e.g., at the PHY). Even if the many

unlicensed devices and this manager shared a communication layer, there is no unified layer

or protocol to parse incoming spectrum reassignment requests. Providing a way to authenti-

cate requests and only deploy certain assignments is also a major challenge to this approach

in chaotic environments. A design that allows heterogeneous devices to accept data (global)

information from monitoring systems may be needed, or a remote and authorized cloud-based

service that takes this information and reassigns spectrum based on it.

Frequency-aware spectrum assignment and adaptation: The algorithm and predictive

metric for spectrum assignment that we presented in Chapter 3 do not support and distinguish

different properties of the spectrum bands. For example, when calculating the SINR of a link
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and its expected performance on a different channel, it is assumes the same propagation

characteristics as the channel it is currently operating on. This is a reasonable assumption

today given the concentration of devices in 2.4 and 5 GHz, however, as more spectrum bands

begin to be supported we must be able to more carefully distinguish properties across these

bands and consider them in assignment. This is likely to require a completely new study,

additional research to develop a frequency-aware predictive metric, and an algorithm that is

cognizant of these differences. This work is based on the observation of continuing to support

new frequency bands that this dissertation does not focus on.

Considering a fusion of coexistence and spectrum management: In this disserta-

tion, we have considered coexistence and spectrum management in isolation. That is, using

coexistence solely to avoid interference with spectrum primaries, and spectrum management

to reduce interference in the unlicensed bands. However, a fusion between these techniques

may be beneficial. In particular, one might perform spectrum management in the unlicensed

bands and the management algorithm may determine that particular resulting conflicts are

best solved by enabling an otherwise disabled coexistence technique (e.g., disabled to pre-

vent inefficiencies when not in conflict). Additionally, the algorithm may determine a more

efficient solution is possible if certain coexistence techniques are used by particular networks.

In white space spectrum bands, one must also consider spectrum management amongst the

secondary devices that are also operating with coexistence techniques to avoid interference

with spectrum primaries. Our work did not evaluate the impact of spectrum management

across devices that may also be behaving differently due to certain coexistence mechanisms

being enabled to collectively avoid interference with primaries.

Coexistence in other licensed (white space) bands: The TV white spaces have shown

the potential of providing additional spectrum through dynamic spectrum access with the

presence of primary users. To continue to meet the growing demand, it is likely that other

spectrum bands will be opened for white space use. Future studies will be needed on how

to provide spectrum-efficient coexistence with the primary users in these bands, which are

likely to have different interference properties than the microphone systems we have studied.

Developing coexistence protocols with these primaries may be necessary to ensure efficient use

of the spectrum. In particular, studies of coexistence techniques that deal with wider band

primaries are needed. The focus of our work in Chapter 4, in addition to other works [8,42],

focus on narrowband primaries. Additionally, the wireless microphone primary in the white

spaces was analog. Dealing with digital primaries in other bands will require new interference

studies and can lead to new challenges to ensure interference-free and spectrum-efficient

coexistence. Each of these studies should compare to a spectrum management-based approach

in these new bands to understand the benefit of our general approach in focusing on spectrum

management as a more spectrum-efficient solution for avoiding interference between primaries

and secondaries in the white spaces.

Safe regulations that allow for coexistence techniques: Aside from technical contri-

butions as future work, there is interesting future work in spectrum policy and regulations
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that could ensure interference-free coexistence techniques in the white spaces. In particu-

lar, regulations and rules that allow for various types of techniques to be deployed, rather

than specifying a single protocol that the primaries and secondaries must follow to achieve

spectrum-efficient coexistence. In other words, the regulation should not require SEISMIC,

but rather allow protocols like SEISMIC to exist in the spectrum. How one regulates what

protocols are allowed or ensures that they do not interfere with each other is a significant

challenge. In general, a study of what policies are needed to allow coexistence in white space

bands is needed.

Lessons for future white space bands: Finally, given that the TV white spaces are the

first spectrum band of their type, it is important to take away key lessons from our work

that can guide policy, organization, and future research on white space spectrum bands. In

other words, if a future band was being considered for white space technology, what does our

work and studies suggest? First, spectrum-efficient rules and regulations are needed to avoid

significant amounts of inactive spectrum to protect primary users. Information about where

spectrum primaries, where their signals propagate, and whether secondary devices will impact

these signals has also been shown to be critical. As we saw through the evolution of the TV

white space regulations, sensing was too difficult in practice, leading to the need for more

global and centralized data about primary users and their signals to make the deployments

more practical. Therefore, the type of information needed and how it is provided to perform

such dynamic spectrum access should be carefully considered in future white space bands.

Either through a database, or a more localized and distributed feedback mechanism such as

our strobes in SEISMIC to convey information. As of now, it has been assumed that primaries

are not modified in any way to allow white space spectrum access. However, small changes

(e.g., allowing them to notify of impending interference) can allow better and potentially

more effective interference avoidance. Future bands should consider whether primary users

can be (simply) modified in any way to improve spectrum efficiency or interference avoidance.

Finally, as discussed above, regulations should consider the possibility of coexistence and not

enforce frequency isolation if spectrum-efficient coexistence is possible, and it can guarantee

interference avoidance.
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